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New Case Filed-Misdemeanor 
Prosecutor Assigned Justin J Coleman 
Criminal Complaint 
Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
Initial Determination Of Probable Cause 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 1000.00 ) 
Document sealed 
Change Assigned Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 01/26/2011 
04:00 PM) 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 
01/26/2011 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Notice Of Appearance 
Judge 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Defendant: Besaw, George Joseph Jr Attorney Magistrate Court Clerks 
Retained Charles M Stroschein 
Written Plea Of Not Guilty-defendant Magistrate Court Clerks 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-8004C {M} Magistrate Court Clerks 
Driving Under the Influence (Excessive)) 
Request For Discovery & Inspection Pursuant to Magistrate Court Clerks 
Rule 16(b)(9) 
Change Assigned Judge Jay P. Gaskill 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial- County 02/08/2011 Jay P. Gaskill 
01:45 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing Jay P. Gaskill 
Response To Request For Discovery-plaintiff Jay P. Gaskill 
Notice Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules of Jay P. Gaskill 
Evidence, Rule 803(24) 
Pretrial Motion And Order Jay P. Gaskill 
Hearing result for Pretrial - County held on Jay P. Gaskill 
02/08/2011 01 :45 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/05/2011 08:30 JaX P. Gaskill 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Final Pretrial 05/03/2011 
03:30 PM) 
First Supplemental Response To Request For 
Discovery-plaintiff 
Jury Trial Notice And Pretrial Order 
Motion To Dismiss and/or Suppress and/or in 
Limine 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
HRSC JENNY Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss and/or Jay P. Gaskill 
Suppress and/or in Limine 03/30/2011 10:00 AM) 
REGISTER ~~TIONS Notice Of Hearing Jay P. Gaskift 
Sec dicial District Court - Nez Perce Cou 
ROA Report 
Date: 5/30/2012 
Time: 02:36 PM 
Page 2 of6 Case: CR-2011-0000419 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Besaw, George Joseph Jr 
State of Idaho vs. George Joseph Besaw Jr 
Date Code User 
2/17/2011 RQDP JENNY Request For Discovery-plaintiff 
2/18/2011 MISC JENNY State's Objection to Admission of Documents 
Su bmiUed by Defense 
2/23/2011 MOTN JENNY Motion to Set StatuslScheduling Conference (D) 
RSDD JENNY Response To Request For Discovery-defendant 
2/25/2011 AMCO JENNY Amended Complaint Filed 
3/112011 DONNA Notice Of Hearing 
3/11/2011 CONT DONNA Continued (Motion to Dismiss andlor Suppress 
andlor in Limine 04111/2011 09:30 AM) 
DONNA AMENDED Notice Of Hearing 
4/1/2011 AFSV JENNY Affidavit Of Service 
4/8/2011 RSDP JENNY Second supplemental response to request for 
discovery 
MISC JENNY State's Objection to Subpoena Ducs Tecum for 
Jeffory Talbott 
4/11/2011 CONT DONNA Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss andlor 
Suppress andlor in Limine held on 04111/2011 
09:30 AM: Continued 
4/1212011 HRSC DONNA Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss andlor 
Suppress andlor in Limine 05/06/2011 09:00 AM) 
CO NT DONNA Continued (Final Pretrial 07/05/2011 03:30 PM) 
CONT DONNA Continued (Jury Trial 07/07/2011 08:30 AM) 
DONNA Amended Notice Of Hearing 
(Motion Hearing, Final Pretrial and Jury Trial) 
5/6/2011 MINE DONNA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss and/or Suppress 
and/or in Limine 
Hearing date: 5/6/2011 
Time: 9:14 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: None 
Minutes Clerk: Evans 
Tape Number: ct rm 2 
Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 
Prosecutor: Justin Coleman 
MINE MEENA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss and/or Suppress 
and/or in Limine 
Hearing date: 05/06/2011 
Time: 10:45 am 




Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS Prosecutor: Justin Coleman 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Kent J. Merica 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Jay P. Gaskill 
f") 
,'" 
Date: 5/30/2012 dicial District Court - Nez Perce User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:36 PM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 6 Case: CR-2011-0000419 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant Besaw, George Joseph Jr 
State of Idaho vs. George Joseph Besaw Jr 
Date Code User Judge 
5/6/2011 NOTC DONNA Notice Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules of Jay P. Gaskill 
Evidence Rule 803(24) 
AFFD DONNA Affidavit of Charles M. Stroschein Regarding Jay P. Gaskill 
Possible BradylGiglio Material 
5/1112011 HRHD DONNA Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss andlor Jay P. Gaskill 
Suppress andlor in Limine held on 05106/2011 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
ADVS DONNA Case Taken Under Advisement Jay P. Gaskill 
5/2012011 MISC DONNA Closing Argument - D Jay P. Gaskill 
6/112011 TRAN JENNY Transcript Filed Jay P. Gaskill 
6/10/2011 BRFD JENNY State's Response Brief to Defense Closing Jay P. Gaskill 
Argument and Defense Motion to Dismiss 
6/17/2011 MISC JENNY Response to State' Response Brief Jay P. Gaskill 
7/112011 MISC JENNY Certificate of Service for States Requested Jury Jay P. Gaskill 
Instructions 
7/5/2011 CONT DONNA Hearing result for Final Pretrial held on Jay P. Gaskill 
07/05/2011 03:30 PM: Hearing Continued 
CO NT DONNA Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Jay P. Gaskill 
07/07/2011 08:30 AM: Continued 
HRSC DONNA Hearing Scheduled (Final Pretrial 09/06/2011 Jay P. Gaskill 
03:30 PM) 
HRSC DONNA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/08/2011 08:30 Jay P. Gaskill 
AM) 
NOTC DEANNA Jury Trial Notice and Pretrial Order Jeff M. Brudie 
PTMO DEANNA Pretrial Motion, Order and Judgment Jeff M. Brudie 
7/28/2011 DENY DONNA Motion Denied Jay P. Gaskill 
OPIN DONNA Opinion and Order on Defendant's Motion to Jay P. Gaskill 
Dismiss and lor Suppress andlor In Limine 
9/7/2011 HRHD DONNA Hearing result for Final Pretrial scheduled on Jay P. Gaskill 
09/06/2011 03:30 PM: Hearing Held JURY 
TRIAL WILL GO FORWARD ON 09-08-2011. 
9/8/2011 MINE DONNA Minute Entry Jay P. Gaskill 
Hearing type: Jury Trial 
Hearing date: 9/8/2011 
Time: 8:33 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: None 
Minutes Clerk: Evans 
Tape Number: Courtroom3 
Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 
Prosecutor: Justin Coleman 
HRSC DONNA Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 10/25/2011 Jay P. Gaskill 
01:30 PM) 
DONNA Notice Of Hearing Jay P. Gaskill 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
.. 
'-f 
Seco icial District Court - Nez Perce Cou User: DEANNA 
ROAReport 
Date: 5/30/2012 
Time: 02:36 PM 
Page 4 of6 Case: CR-2011-0000419 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Besaw, George Joseph Jr 
State of Idaho vs. George Joseph Besaw Jr 
Date Code User Judge 
9/8/2011 FOGT SHELLIE Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Jay P. Gaskill 
09/08/2011 08:30 AM: Found Guilty After Trial 
MISC SHELLIE Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions Jay P. Gaskill 
MISC SHELLIE Verdict Jay P. Gaskill 
GLTY DONNA Guilty Plea Or Admission Of Guilt (118-8004C {M} Jay P. Gaskill 
Driving Under the Influence (Excessive)) 
STAT DONNA Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk Jay P. Gaskill 
action 
9/9/2011 MINE MEENA Minute Entry Jay P. Gaskill 
Hearing type: Jury Trial 
Hearing date: 09/08/2011 
Time: 8:03 am 




Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 
Prosecutor: Justin Coleman 
9/2112011 ALEV SHELLIE Alcohol Evaluation Jay P. Gaskill 
Document sealed 
10/25/2011 HRHD DONNA Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Jay P. Gaskill 
10/25/201101:30 PM: Hearing Held 
NOSP DONNA Notification Of Subsequent Penalties Jay P. Gaskill 
JDMT DONNA Judgment Jay P. Gaskill 
ORDR DONNA Order for stay of COL license suspension Jay P. Gaskill 
ORDR DONNA Order for stay of COL license suspension Jay P. Gaskill 
SNIC DONNA STAYED: Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004C Jay P. Gaskill 
{M} Driving Under the Influence (Excessive)) 
Confinement terms: Jail: 180 days. Suspended 
jail: 170 days. 
PROB DONNA PROBATION IS THE ONLY PART OF THE Jay P. Gaskill 
SENTENCE THAT ISN'T STAYED. Probation 
Ordered (118-8004C {M} Driving Under the 
Influence (Excessive)) Probation term: 1 year 0 
months 0 days. (Misdemeanor Supervised 
Probation Fee) 
10/26/2011 MINE DONNA Minute Entry Jay P. Gaskill 
Hearing type: Sentencing 
Hearing date: 10/25/2011 
Time: 1 :37 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: None 
Minutes Clerk: Evans 
Tape Number: courtroom3 
Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 
Prosecutor: Justin Coleman 
11/1/2011 ~STER 0F~TIONS Surety Bond Converted 1 Exonerated (Amount Jay P. Gaskill 
1,000.00) 
Date: 5/30/2012 dicial District Court - Nez Perce Cou User: DEANNA 
Time: 02:36 PM ROAReport 
Page 5 of6 Case: CR-2011-0000419 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Besaw, George Joseph Jr 
State of Idaho vs. George Joseph Besaw Jr 
Date Code User Judge 
11/1/2011 ORDR DONNA Order of bond forfeiture or release Jay P. Gaskill 
11/2/2011 APDC DEANNA Appeal Filed In District Court Jay P. Gaskill 
NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Jay P. Gaskill 
12/2/2011 ORDR PAM Order Scheduling Briefs and Argument Jeff M. Brudie 
HRSC PAM Hearing Scheduled (Appellate Argument Jeff M. Brudie 
03/08/2012 10:00 AM) 
1/5/2012 MISC PAM Update Regarding Progress of Appeal Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant 
1/9/2012 BRFD PAM Appellant's Brief Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
2/6/2012 BRFD JANET Respondent's Brief Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
2/23/2012 MOTN DONNA Motion for Stay Pending Appeals Jeff M. Brudie 
2/27/2012 BRFD PAM Appellant's Reply Brief Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
3/6/2012 MISC SHELLIE **Per Kyle from Court Services, probation fees Jeff M. Brudie 
were not to begin until Nov., so I took one 
payment of $35.00 off today. ** 
Document sealed 
3/8/2012 MINE PAM Minute Entry Jeff M. Brudie 
Hearing type: Appellate Argument 
Hearing date: 3/8/2012 
Time: 10:11 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes Clerk: PAM 
Tape Number: Crtrm#1 
Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 
Prosecutor: Justin Coleman 
HRHD PAM Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled Jeff M. Brudie 
on 03/08/2012 10:00 AM: Hearing Held 
ADVS PAM Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled Jeff M. Brudie 
on 03/08/2012 10:00 AM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement 
3/1412012 DCHH PAM Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled Jeff M. Brudie 
on 03/08/201210:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
4/3/2012 MISC PAM Supplemental Authority -- Defendant/Appellant Jeff M. Brudie 
4/4/2012 ORDR DONNA Order for stay on COL license suspension Jay P. Gaskill 
4/5/2012 OPOR PAM Memorandum Opinion and Order on Appeal Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
MISC PAM **The ruling of the Magistrate Court Denying Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant Besaw's Motion to Dismiss andlor 
Suppress and/or in Limine is Affirmed** 
4/12/2012 NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Jeff M. Brudie 
4/19/2012 &JOOSTER ~~TIONS Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 6867 Dated Jeff M. Brudie 
4/19/2012 for 100.00) ~1 
Seco icial District Court - Nez Perce Cou User: DEANNA 
ROA Report 
Date: 5/30/2012 
Time: 02:36 PM 
Page 6 of6 Case: CR-2011-0000419 Current Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Defendant: Besaw, George Joseph Jr 
State of Idaho vs. George Joseph Besaw Jr 
Date Code User 
4/19/2012 BNDC DIANE 
4/24/2012 SCRT DIANE 
SCRT DIANE 
5/15/2012 BNDO DEANNA 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 6868 Dated 
4/19/2012 for 97.50) 
Judge 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Supreme Court Receipt - Clerk's Certificate Filed Jeff M. Brudie 
Supreme Court Receipt - Due to SC 6/28/2012 Jeff M. Brudie 
Bond Converted to Other Party (Transaction 
number 709 dated 5/15/2012 amount 84.50) 
Jeff M. Brudie 
---------------------- -----
,hoS olice - Uniform Citatic 
In the court designated bel6w the undersigned certifies that he/she has just 
and reasonable grounds 10 believe and does believe that on 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111III IS ~~~~;17 8 
DatefTime 01116/201103:11 AM DR#: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 2NO 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE S1 ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF NEZ_PERCE /- ()\ \ _ Lll 





Hm. Phone. 1m Address. 
City LEWISTON State 10 Zip 8350100000 
Eyes. HAl Hair BLN Height 603 Weight 210 Sex M 
DL#. DL State 10 Lic. Expires 2012 
Class A 
Hazmat N GV\NR 2600'1 + N 16+ Persons N 





Yr. Veh 1995 
Make FORO 
Veh. Lic # N149768 
Color WHI 
VIN 




Upon a Public Street or Highway or Otrler Location Namely 
21ST ST. NEAR 16TH AVE. 
I VIOLATIONS 
Did commit the foilowlng Offense( s). in violation of State Statuie. 
State 10 
Infraction Citation: N Misdemeanor Citation: Y 
Posted Speed Observed Speed Accident: N 




I COURT INFORMATION 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY MAGISTRATE COURT 
1230 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, 1083501 
(208) 799-3043 
Court Date 01/281201'1 
Court Time. 08:30 AM 
I SIGNATURE 




I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on m 01/1612011 
Signature of Officer f ~-
Officer name J R TALBOTT 
IDAHO STATE POLICE UNIFORM CITATJl~iWyName 10AHOSTATEPOLICE 
Witnessing Officer 
DeDartment 




I COURT INFORMA nON 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY MAGiSTRATE COURT 
1230 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83'501 
(208) 799-3043 
Court Dale 01/28/201'1 
Court Time. 08:30 AM 
I SIGNATURE 




I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on -==-0_1_1_16_1_2_0_11_ 
If ----/- d --;r;r 
Signature of Officer V ~
, 
Officer name J R TALBOTT Officer ID 3431 









This IS a MISDEMEANOR charge i ': 
I f you tail to appear :!' . '11 the time ~or .your appearance, another charge 
of failure to appear m e filed an ant may be issued for your arrest. 
You may be represent y a lawy, . 11'.111 be at your expense unless the 
Judge finds are inM"t .,~:. o~ 
You are e tied a triali bvy 'ury iffl'qOl> by you. 
PLEA OF T UI L T ou ma¥pr.;~ u!1!Y to the charge by appearing 
before the: Ie the" or th:.>1ud,1e, hin~ time allowed for your 
appearance, at "'i'ich time youwll>.peiJ)ven trilatdate. 
PLEA OF ~ Y0t$l ple~g9 e ~rge by going to the clerk ofthe 
court, wlthin~e ail~ for yetJr a nee, at which time you will be told if 
youcan paYtf~':~ flfle~,eth@v !f r cessary fa, you to appear before 
the Judge; ';\ . C- ':L. 
OR c::: 
uJ 
You may have your fine ......... mined by 3!judge at a time arranged with the clerk 
of tile COUlt ""thm the tj,raowed for~r appea .... nce. 
You may call the clerk of 8':iR: ourt to determine if you can sign a plea of guilty and 
pay the fine and costs by mail 
I plead guilty to the charges 
Defendant (if authorized by clerk of magistrate court) 
MAIL TO: 
NEZPERCE COUNTY MAGISTRATE COURT 
PO eOX896 
LEWISTON,IO 83501 
IDAHO STATE POLICE UNIFORM CITATION 
Depart;mental Report # LlluOOO68 
F I' 1:1:'\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 2ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT O~
. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY ~lrfitAItl!C~ 7 D'f 




COURTCASENUMEER~ __ .~ ..  __ __ 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 




State of Idaho, 
County of NEZ PERCE 
C12-11-l/ Iq 
I, Trooper Jeffory R. Talbott the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says 
that: 
1. I am a peace officer employed by the Idaho State Police. 
2. The defendant was arrested on January 16,2011 at 0235 hours for the crime of driving while 
under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or any other intoxicating substances (excessive) 
pursuant to Idaho code section 18-8004C. Second or more DUI offense in the last ten years? 
No - Misdemeanor 
Other Offenses: 
3. Location of Occurrence: Southbound 21st St. approximately 16th Ave., Lewiston, Nez 
Perce County, Idaho 
4. Identified the defendant as: BESAW JR., George J. by: Driver's License 
5. Actual physical control established by: Observation By Affiant 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because 
of the following facts: 
(NOTE: You must .state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed 
and what you learned from someone else, identifying that person): 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
Page 1 of 3 
Depart,mental Report # LllJu0068 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST: 
On January 16, 2011, approximately 0220 hours, I, Trooper Jeffory R. Talbott, stopped a 
white, 1995 colored Ford Y150 (Idaho registration N149768) for failure to maintain lane 
and failure to signal southbound on 21st St. approximately 16th Ave., Lewiston, Nez Perce~ __ _ 
County, Idaho. I could smell the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from the 
vehicle and noticed the driver's eyes were bloodshot. The driver identified himself as 
George J. BESAW JR. (date of birth: ) with his Idaho Driver's License. Mter 
running a driver's check, I asked BESAW JR. to exit the vehicle to perform the 
standardized field sobriety evaluations. BESAW JR. performed and failed the evaluations. 
I arrested BESAW JR. for DUI. After listening to the ALS advisory and after the 
mandatory fifteen minute waiting period, BESAW JR. provided three breath samples on 
the Lifeloc FC20. The results were .219/insufl.201 BrAe. I transported him to the Nez 
Perce County Jail. BESAW JR. was booked into the Nez Perce County Jail for driving 
while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or any other intoxicating substances (excessive) 
pursuant to Idaho code section 18-8004e. Video: Arbitrator 
D.D. 1. NOTES Sobriety Tests-Meets Decision Points? 
Odor of alcoholic beverage: Yes 
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage: No 
Slurred speech: No 
Impaired memory: No 
Glassylbloodshot eyes: Yes 
Other: 
Gaze Nystagmus: Yes 
Walk & Turn: Yes 
One Leg Stand: Yes 
Crash Involved: No Injury: No 
Drugs Suspected: No Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed: No 
Reason Drugs are Suspected: 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of 
refusal and failure of the test as required by Section IS-S002 and IS-S002A, Idaho Code. 
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The 
teste s) was/were performed in compliance with Section 18-8003 & 18-S004 (4), Idaho Code, and 
the standards and methods adopted by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
BAC: .219/insufl.201 Breath Instrument Type: Lifeloc FC20 Serial # 90203843 
Name of person administering breath test: Jeffory R. Talbott 
Date Certification Expires: 10/3112012 
Videotape # Arbitrator 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
Page 2 of 3 
Depar1Jnental Report # Ll1~00068 
By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of 
Idaho, I hereby solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached 
...... ~ reports and documents that maybe in~!1!ded herein is true and correct to the best of my 
information and
2
. belief.., / 
Signed ,I'.dI i/( c:dvti 
1/ ~/'l t (affiant) 
Subscribed and sworn to me on __ ..-J-./--,f,-,,~,-~--,-,(( ___________ _ 
ORDER 
JjjJL z?1~ --
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: /..w.-Jru rL 
My Commission expires:~J; .Sf ;JO(f 
Based upon the above Affidavit, the Court hereby finds that there is 
Probable Cause to believe that a crime or crimes has been committed, 
and that the Defendant committed said crime or crimes. 
Dated this __ day _______ ,20_, at ____ hours. 
MAGISTRATE 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
Page 3 of 3 
iTD 3814 (Rev 12-10) 
Supply #01-968090-9 
Issued To: 
Last Name First 
NOTICE USPENSION for Failure of Evic 
(Advisory for Sections 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho~ode) 
Middle 
Citation # 
Operating CMV? 0 Yes Q~o 
Transporting Hazmat? 0 Yes DJ1.Jo 
SUSPENSION ADVISORY 
1. I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, 
or other intoxicating substances. You are required by law to take one or more evidentiary tests to determine the concentration of alcohol or the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body. After submitting to the test(s) you may, when practical, at your own expense, have 
additional tests made by a person of your own choosing. You do not have the light to talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary tests to detennine 
the alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in your body. 
2. If you refuse to take or complete any ofthe offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: 
A. You are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). 
B. Your driver's license Or pennit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and ifit is CUlTent and valid you will be issued a temporary 
permit. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporary permit issued will not provide cOlmnercial dliving privileges of any kind. 
C. You have a right to submit a written request within seven (7) days to the Magistrate Court of.1} £2 ;Jt-: (~ounty for a hearing to show 
cause why you refused to submit to or complete evidentiary testing and why your dliver's license should not be suspended. 
D. If you do not request a heming or do not prevail at the hearing, the court will sustain the civil penalty and your license will be suspended with 
absolutely no driving privileges for one (1) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your second refusal within ten (10) years. 
3. If you take and fail the evidentiary test(s) pursuant to Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code: 
A. Your dliver's license or pennit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and ifit is current and valid you will be issued a temporary 
pennit. If you were operating a conunercial motor vehicle, any temporary pelmit issued will not provide commercial dliving privileges of any kind. 
B. I will serve you with this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty days from the date of service on this NOTICE, suspending 
your dliver's license or privileges. If this is your first failure of an evidentiary test your dliver's license or driving plivileges will be suspended for 
ninety (90) days, with absolutely no dliving privileges dUJing the first thirty (30) days. You may request restricted driving privileges for the 
remaining sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving plivileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. Ifthis is not 
your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year 
with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
C. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT to show cause why 
you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The request must be made in writing and be received by the 
department within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service ofthis NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. You also have the right to judicial review 
of the Hearing Officer'S decision. 
4. If you become enrolled in and are a participant in good standing in a dlug COUl1 approved by the supreme court drug court and mental health court 
coordinating committee under the provisions of chapter 56, title 19, Idaho Code, you shall be eligible for restricted noncommercial driving privileges 
for the purpose of getting to and from work, school or an alcohol treatment program, which may be granted by the presiding judge of the drug court, 
provided that you have served a period of absolute suspension of driving privileges of at least forty five (45) days, that an ignition interlock device is 
installed on each of the motor vehicles owned or operated, or both, by you and that you have shown proof of financial responsibility. 
THIS SUSPENSION FOR FAILURE OR REFUSAL OF THE EVIDENTIARY TESTeS) 
IS SEPARATE FROl\1 ANY OTHER SUSPENSION ORDERED BY THE COURT. 
- PLEASE REFER TO THE BACK OF THIS·SUSPENSION NOTICE FOR MORE INFORMATION-
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION: If you have failed the evidentiary testes), your 
driving privileges are hereby suspended per #3 above, commencing thirty (30) days 
from the date of service of this notice. If a blood or urine test was administered, the 
department may serve a Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test results. 
This Section Provides Temporary Driving Privileges. 
(If the driver was operating a commercial vehicle, this permit will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind_) 
If issued, this permit grants the same driving restrictions and privileges as those granted by the license/permit seized (except as indicated above), and shall be 
valid for thirty (30) days from the date you were served this Notice ofSuspen.sion for failure or refusal of the evidentiary testes), unless it is canceled or restricted 
by the court. /' 
Permit Issued? Yes No License Surrendered? [S1Yes No 
A permitwas not issued: 0 Suspended 0 Not in Possession 0 Invalid 0 Expired 0 Not Licensed 
rgenCYCOde 
• -)k,! :7:1 j 0 - ..... : , oL_L'Dc:"". 
jTelephone Number 
! 
InS"- c') «1-/ 
n~nartment use only: Failure: 0 f3reath -, 0 Urine/Blood o Refusal 
The audio version of the su!"'-ension advisory substantially 
conforms to the written tel< suspension advisory. 
'lOll the to SUblrtit a \\ffluen request \vithln seven (7) days to The 
why you refused to submit to or complete eviden:iarj testing. This IS your 
evidentIary testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended 
~Ul,;r~jF' Court indicated on the face of thIs n::)i1Ce for n heaTing fo shu':,\' cause 
to show cause why you ,efused to submIt or failed to complete 
If you fail to request a hearing or do not prevail at the hearing~ you are to a $250 civil and the court will suspend your driver~s license and 
priyileges \.virh no driving for one (1) year for your fIrst offense~ ()r for t\VO (2) years for your second ,::;ffense within ten (10) years (unless 
you meet the provisions of sectwn 4 as noted 10 the suspension on Lhe reverse 
You have been served this Notice by a peace officer who had reasonable grounds to believe that you were operating a vehicle while intoxicated. 
After submitting to the testes), you may, when practicable, have additional tests conducted (at your own expense). 
lfyou take the evidentiary tes[(s) and the results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or greater (.02 or greater ifYOll are under 21 years of age), or the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violatJOn of the provisions of Sections 18-8004, J 8-8004C, and 18-8006, Idaho Code, the peace officer 
shall: 
A. Seize yoW' driver's license. 
B. lssue you a temporary driving pem1it which shall be valid for thirty (30) days from the date of service indicated on the reverse side of this Notice of 
Suspension, if you have surrendered a current valid license. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporary pennit issued 
will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
e. Serve you with this Notice a/Suspension that becomes effective thirty (30) days after the date of service indicated on the reverse side of this notice. 
Failure of an evidentiary test will result in a ninety (90)-day suspension of driving privileges, with absolutely no driving privileges during the first 
thirty (30) days of the suspension. You may request restricted driving privileges during the final sixty (60) days of the suspension. If this is not 
your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (I) year with absolutely 
no driving privileges of any kind (unless you meet the provisions of section 4 as noted in the suspension advisory on the reverse side), 
If you were operating or in physical control of a commercial vehicle and the evidentiary test results indicate an alcohol concentration of: 
A. .04 to less than ,08, your commercial driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days. You will have absolutely no commercial driving 
privileges of any kind. Any temporary pennit issued will be for Class D (non-commercial) driving privileges only. 
B. .08 or greater (.02 or greater if you are under 21 years of age), or test results indicate the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances, all of 
your driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with possible Class D driving privileges for the final sixty (60) days of the 
suspension. You will have absolutely no commercial driving privileges of any kind during the full ninety (90)-day suspension. 
C. If this is not your first failure of an evidentiary test within the last five (5) years, all of your driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year and 
you will have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind (unless you meet the provisions of section 4 as noted on the reverse side). 
y 6-Uhave the right to request'-an admini-;;tratlv:hearing-on the suspension BEFORE THE IDA.HO TRA..NSPORT ATION DEP~J\RTMENT. Your request 
must be made in writing and be received by the department no later than seven (7) calendar days after the date of service of this Notice of Suspension. The 
request .' and must include your name, date of birth, driver's license number, date of arrest, and 
daytime telephone number because the hearing will be held by telephone. The burden of proof by preponderance of evidence, shall be upon the driver as to 
the issues raised in the hearing, pursuant to Section 18-8002A(7), Idaho Code. 
If you request a hearing, it shall be held within twenty (20) days of the date the hearing request was received by the Idaho Transportation Department. (Section 
18-8002A, Idaho Code) 
You-may appea-l the decision of the Hearing Officer by seeking judicial review to the District Court. (Section 18-8002/'" Idaho Code). Your appeal must be 
filed as a civil proceeding in District Court, pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code. 
If your dri\·jng privllegesare su-s-pencled for a period of ninety (90) days pursuant to Section I R-8002A, Idaho Code, you may request restricted driving 
pri"ileges for the final sixty (60) days ofihe suspension (IDAPA Rule 3G.0270.) Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial 
mete. v;Ohick. You may make your \\Titten request for restricted driving privileges any time after the service of This NOlice of Suspension. 
Before being felostakd on this to pay a reinstatement fee. other suspension imposed the court for this offense will 
require an additional reinstatement fee. 
To request ;:,n administrative hearing or apply for a restricted drhing permit relating to an administrative license sllspensi(lfl for 
failing evidentiary testing: 
• Make your 7equest in (including a daytime telephone number) to the Idaho Transportation Dept., Driver Services Section, PO Box 
7129. Boise, ID 83707-1129, 
• Fax your reqfeRQlh'M?Jr:§:eh4R~RzO.WWi4MIT IN SUPPORT 






1) Air: Blank 
2) Auto Test 
3) Air: Blank 
4) Auto Test 
5) Air: Blank 






































































































Contacts [v{Yes [ 1 No 
Idaho State Police 
INFLUENCE REPORT 
PRE-TEST 
Glas~es [ ] Yes [.",rNo. Remove Glasses [ J 
FIELD SOBFUETY TESTS . 
t- V\ 0-000 0"6 
Eyes tracking equally [viYes r J No 
HORIZONTAL GAZE NYSTAGMUS 
EYES 
ADDITIONAL SOBRIETY TESTS 
L R o r:a Eye does not pursue smoothly 
[2j G2r Distinct Nystagmus at max. deviation 
g [2( Nystagmus onset before 45 degrees 
k I TOTAL 
VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS DYes 
PUPIL SIZE __ _ CONSTRICTED [] NORMAL [ DILATED [ ] 
WALK GO T~~~ot keep balance during instructions o 1 NYSTAGMUS 234 5 6 
0 Starts too soon 
D Stops too soon 
52] Misses heel to toe 
Gr Steps off line 
GY Raises arms. 
~ Wrong number of steps 
G1 Improper turn 
D Cannot do test 
(/7 I Total 
ONE LEG STAND 
Ga'"' Sways 




Puts foot down 
D Cannot do test 
Total 
Audio Tape (!) N 












Eye Color bl A],.. Eye Condition (?YL..=D - Speech ____ _ 
SLi.<;>\ 
Foot Wear \fC;t0,A.:n5 &;tvt;;S Ground Surface ______ _ 
CHEMICAL TEST 
LZJ Breath c=J Blood 
c=J Other Test Result 'Q?l"~ (I,N.S I. 'd-Ol 
D Refused test, Why? _______________ _ 
Office'PRlml"lIlLE ~FItJ~POItT 
EH 07 o5-GF ARREST N lOR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 




IP0134 Message Received From DMV 
DR.IDISP0320.DWv .*MRI2155318.TXT 
NAM/BESAW,GEORGE J.DOB/ .SEX/M 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 01 
OLN F. 
FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH JR. 
RES/ 
** OPR STATUS/VALID. 
** CDL STATUS/VALID. 
 CLASS/A. ** EXP/12-16-2012. 
LEWISTON ID 83501. OLT/DRIVER LICENSE. 
** REST/LENSES. END/MCY TNK. 
*TSA CLEARANCE DENIED FOR HAZMAT ENDORSEMENT-- RMINATION: 1. 
SEX/M. HAI/BLN. EYE/HAZ. DOB . SO
HGT/603. WGT/210. ISS/02-05-2008. REC 6. CNTY/NEZP. 








CITN/06-03-1999C. 05-21-1999A.FOLLOW CLOSE. 
- ORD DEGREE,LINFR. - - . _______ ___ _ 
ISP.NEZ PERCE. 
ISP. NEZ PERCE. 
ISP.VALLEY. 
SUSP/11-17-1999.UNTL/02-15-2000. ALS08+0RDRUG. REIN FULL.02-15-2000.0P 
SUSP/11-18-1999.UNTL/02-16-2000. OUI. REIN FULL.04-07-2000.0P 
CITN/03-14-2000 WHJD.09-11-1999A.DUI. CTY.LEWISTON. 
ORO OEGREE/MISD. 
CITN/08-08-2007C. 07-22-2007A.BASIC RULE. WA. WASHINGTON. 
CITN/07-22-2010C. 06-11-2010A.BASIC RULE. OR. OREGON. 
ADDITIONAL LICENSE TYPES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE ... 
VlAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 02 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
***** IO~40 IDENTIFICATION CARD ONLY - NOT A DRIVERS LICENSE ***** 
OLN . PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH JR. ID CARD STATUS/EXPIRED. 
RES/ 
 ** EXP/12-16-2009. 
LEWISTON ID 83501. OLT/IDENTIFICATION CARD. 
SEX/M. HAI/BLN. EYE/BLU. 
HGT/603. WGT/205. 
AKA OLN . 
END OF RECORD 
END OF MESSAGE ... 
DOB . S
ISS/01-05-2005. REC 07. CNTY/NEZP. 
AKA OLS/ID. 
MRI 2155320 IN: DMVI01 2487 AT 03:22 16JN~11 
OUT: ISPC 1201 AT 03:22 16JAN11 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/ORREFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
Page 1 of 1 
- --.. 01\ A\lTP\XT +M~"c;aQe:M... 1116/2011 
DILETS Reply 
001/16/2011 03:24 
IP0134 Message Received From NLETS 
WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
OLN/  
BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH JR 
 
R/ASOTIN 
SOC/OOO-OO-OOOO 01-16-11 RESTRICTIONS: 
DOB  MALE 
EYE/UNK;HGT/O-OO;WGT/OOO 
WA 99403 
PDL:NO LICENSE REC EXP/OO-OO-OO DUI/PC 000 VH 000 CDL:STATUS: NONE 
STATUS: CLEAR RD/DUI 000 VA 000 
Page 1 of 1 
DWLS/R IST:OOO DWLS/R 2ND:000 DWLS/R 3RD:000 
DONOR: N 
MRI 2155327 IN: NLI1 1603 AT 03:22 16JAN11 
OUT: ISPC 1207 AT 03:22 16JAN11 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST ANDIORREFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
tn 
r~ -- ~~~-v,)1I.A\TTFW+Message:M... 1116/2011 
OILETS Reply 
001/16/2011 03:24 
IP0134 Message Received FroffiNLETS 
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
NAM/BESAW,GEORGE J 
 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
OLN/  OLS/OR 






ISSUED: 0000-00-00 CLASS: NONE EXPIRES: 0000-00-00 
***THIS INFORMATION IS PROVIDED FOR LAtri1 ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES ONLY*** 
MRI 2155334 IN: NLI1 1605 AT 03:22 16JANl1 
OUT: ISPC 1209 AT 03:22 16JAN11 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
Page 1 of 1 
. ---,,01'\IfVTPW+Message:M... 1/16/2011 
DILETS Reply 
001/16/2011 03:41 




THIS NCIC INTERSTATE IDENTIFICATION INDEX 
INQUIRY ON NAM/BESAW,GEORGE J SEX/M RAC/U 
NAME FBI NO. 
BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH 978434DC9 




SEX RACE BIRTH DATE HEIGHT WEIGHT EYES B~IR PHOTO 
M W  602 190 HAZ BLN N 
BIRTH PLACE 
IDAHO 
FINGERPRINT CLASS PATTERN CLASS 
WU RS RS RS RS LS LS WU WU LS 
LS WU WU WU 
ALIAS NAMES 
BESAW, GEORGE J JR BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH JR 
~SCARS~MARKS~ 
TATTOOS 
TAT LF ARM 
TAT R FGR 
TAT R SHLD 
TAT RF ARM 
TAT UL liRM 
TAT UR ARM 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
 
IDENTIFICATION DATA UPDATED 2010/04/19 
THE CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD IS MAINTAINED AND AVAILABLE FROM THE 
FOLLOWING: 
IDAHO ~ STATE ID/ID00296374 
OF YOUR 
THE RECORD(S) CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH THE INTERSTATE IDENTIFICATION 
INDEX BY USING THE APPROPRIATE NCIC TRANSACTION. 
END 
MRI 2155881 IN: NCIC 2258 AT 03:39 16JAN11 
OUT: ISPC 1237 AT 03:39 16JAN11 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
/f' 









- IDAHO CRIMINAL HISTORY -
THE SUBJECT OF THIS CRIMINAL RECORD INQUIRY HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF A 
FELONY CRIME AS DEFINED BY IDAHO CODE 18-111 AND 18-111A. 
INDIVIDUAL MAY BE PROHIBITED FROM POSSESSING OR AQUIRING FIREARM OR 
AMMUNITION PURSUANT TO FEDERAL GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968 AND IDAHO CODE 18-310. 
NAME TATE ID FBI NO 
BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH  0296374 978434DC9 

















TAT R SHLD TAT R SHLD 
20040226~-TATS AND_TAILS.::oTATTOO ARTIST~ 
ARRESTS AND DISPOSITIONS 
01-20-2005 ORI: ID0350000 AGENCY: NEZ PERCE CO SO 
74136 PEN 
(F) ISSUE/DRAW CHECK W/O FUNDS COUNTS: 1 
1D029015J CASE: DATE: 
(F) ISSUE/DRAW CHECK W/O FUNDS COUNTS: 1 
BRO 
DISP/SENT: DETERMINATE-1Y. INDETERMINATE-3Y. PRISON-01-20-2005. 
ARREST DATE: 02-26-2004 ORI: ID0350000 AGENCY: NEZ PERCE CO SO 
CASE: 
CHARGE: (F) FRAUD USE OF FIN TRANS CARD COUNTS: 1 
COURT: 10029015J CASE: CR20030009 DATE: 03-11-2004 
CHARGE: (F) Fraud Use Of A Financial Trans COUNTS: 1 
DISP/SENT: DISMISSED. 
* THE FOLLOWING RECORD IS THE MODIFICATION OF A PREVIOUS DISPOSITION * 
COURT: ID029015J CASE: CR20030009 DATE: 05-13-2004 
CHJl..RGE: 
DISP/SENT: 
(M) Fraud Use Of A Financial Trans COUNTS: 1 
DETERMINATE-1Y. INDETERMINATE-3Y. PRISON-01-20-2005. 
WITHHELD. 
**REMARKS: jursd revoked 20050120 remanded to isci: confined 180 days penal 
CHARGE: (M) Judgment amended to a Misdemea COUNTS: 1 
DISP/SENT: WITHHELD. 
THIS RECORD K~Y BE USED ONLY FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE PURPOSES AS DEFINED BY THE 
ILETS BOARD AND NCIC ADVISORY POLICY BOARD. 
PROBABLECAUS~A\!Y 
E0Pop A~§iDAHQ/ . . 'H'I-s1f~SU~R>F RECORD 
ANlJ REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
1116/2011 
MRI 2155899 IN: CCH 89 AT 03:40 16JAN11 
OUT: ISPC 1238 AT 03:40 16JAN11 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 








NO IDENTIFIABLE RECORD IN THE NCIC INTERSTATE IDENTIFICATION INDEX 
(III) FOR SID/WA21683363.PUR/C. 
NOTICE -- THIS DOES NOT PRECLUDE THE POSSIBLE EXISTENCE OF V~TCHING 
RECORDS IN LOCAL, STATE, OR FBI CJIS DIVISION FILES THAT ARE 
NOT INDEXED IN THE NCIC III. IF YOU DESIRE A SElL~CH OF THE FBI 
CJIS DIVISION FILES, A FINGERPRINT CARD SHOULD BE SUBMITTED. 
END 
MRI 2156078 IN: NCIC 2298 AT 03:49 16JAN11 
OUT: ISPC 1249 AT 03:49 16JANll 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/ORREFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
-- - ................. TY.,.-' .... K ___ ...... _ ...... l\,.f 




IP0134 Mess~ge Recei~ed From NLETS 
IR.WAWSPOOOO 
03:43 01/16/2011 14285 
03:43 01/16/2011 64357 IDISP0320 
*MRI2155937 
TXT 
Page 1 of 1 
PUR/C.ATN/TPR TALBOTT L068.NAM/BESAW,GEORGE J.DOB .SEX/M.R~C/U 
IQ.IDISP0320.03:43 01/16/2011 4859703:43 01/16/2011 49013 WA03:43*MRI2155937TXTPUR/C 
1216.SEX/M.RAC/U 
ATN/TPR TALBOTT L068 
BASED ON DESCRIPTORS PROVIDED ABOVE WASIS RESULTED IN THE FOLLOWING: 
SEARCH USING NAM/BESAW,GEORGE J DOB  RAC/U SEX/M 
SID NO NAME S R HT WT EYE 
WA21683363 BESAW, GEORGE JOSEPH JR M W 603 200 HAZ 
MRI 2155941 IN: NLI1 1682 AT 03:42 16JAN11
OUT: ISPC 1245 AT 03:42 16JAN11 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
-- - ........ .......,TYT, .. r ~--_.lttf 
SOC 
1 11 h/")()11 
IN TIfE DIS'IRICf COURT ti,1JJ;!t:OND JUDICIAL DISTRICf OF THE 
STATEOFID~~~211l9C01JNTYOFNBPERCE. 
P \ -T "f 'j ~ )"0 
THESTATEOFIDAHOCLERK'~C~~II_lIiCl 
) D:: ~ TY ) 
Plaintifft . ) UnifonnCitation No .. __ -=--__ 
vs. )" 
'" ." ~ ) INITLA..L DEI'ER.11INATION OF 
btOVC?\L \J bCS£ll0 ~)~) PROBABLECAUSE"~ 
I ) 
Defendant ) ARREST WITHOUT VI A.R:RANr 
) 
The ,undersigned Judge. having examined the Affidavit submitted by Peace 
Officer 1C(c !!)o tt- ,. along with the attached documents and the 
J 
Complaint again.st the above indicated defendanffoI the Crime of ___ ~-,--
l>::::..i j\f-C.., ..::;;;C{~S:::..:...S"-!.(~U-",:::-.r~::.-.-..:..()_, _Gl_( __ -,->. ' Idaho Code t \ /~CCL{ , it is hereby determined 
, . 
by the undersigned J"f:ldge that there fu-e sufficient facts to make an initial 
detert:nin.ation of probable cause to believe that the said offense has been. . 
committed and that the defendant has coIIl.'Ii:Iitted it 



























CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Attorneys for Defendant 
1229 Main Street 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-9516 
Idaho State Bar No. 3058 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR2011-0000419 
Plaintiff, ) 
) WRITTEN PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 
vs. ) 
) 
GEORGE J. BESAW , JR. ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW the Defendant, GEORGE BESA W, by and through his counsel of 
record, Charles M. Stroschein, and enters a plea of not guilty of all the charges. 
DATED this AL day of January, 2011. 
WRITTEN PLEA OF NOT GUILTY. 
schein, a member of 
the fIrm. Attorneys for Defendant. 
LAW OFFIC E S OF 



























I her~by certify on the 52 \ 
day of January, 2011, a true copy 
of the foregoing instrument 
was: i Mailed 
Faxed 
Hand delivered 
Overnight mail to: 
Justin J. Coleman 
Deputy Prosecutor 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
I 
CLAJUCandFEENEY,L 
WRlTTEN PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK ANDFEENEY, LLP 



























CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Attorneys for Defendant 
1229 Main Street 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-9516 
Idaho State Bar No. 3058 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR 2011-0000419 
Plaintiff, ) 
) NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
vs. ) CRIMINAL RULES OF EVIDENCE, 
) RULE 803(24) 
GEORGE 1. BESAW, JR. ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The Defendant, by and through his counsel of record, Charles M. Stroschein, 
intends to offer the attached documents pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Evidence, Rule 
803(24) unless an objection is filed and served within fourteen (14) days of the date of 
this Notice. 
The attached documents were gathered from the Idaho State Police Forensic 
Services pursuant to a Freedom of Information request, with regard to documentation 
generated by ISP Forensic Services for the modification to manuals, SOPs, IDAP A 
Rules for Idaho's breath testing system. The name and addresses of the declarants are 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDENCE, RULE 803(24) 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 



























noted in the e-mails that are attached. They are all members ofISP Forensic Services, 
law enforcement, or Idaho Transportation Department hearing officers. 
DATED this 4th day of February, 2011. 
CLARK and FEENEY 
I hereby certify on the 4th 
day of February, 2011, a true copy 




Overnight mail to: 
Justin 1. Coleman 
Deputy Prosecutor 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDENCE, RULE 803(24) 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 63501 








Garnette, Matlhew, ..... 
Monday, 'july' i 9,::2~1:O 1'1::29~M', 
Cronin, Ann; Wills; Kedrick 
Grunke, Jenny; Johnston. Jeremy 
IDAPA ChangeS Needed 
High 
These are tne two changes we would 11I<e jo m03ke to IDAPA, The" an~ faii'ly minor, but are causing all kin,ds of issues in court. The 
first one is an Issue because we do not do the breath testIng Tn a laboratory {most are done in police stations or on the road). The 
second is an Issue that we apprQve solutions and not the vendors of the solutions. A~tomeys have started to challenge that We 
dg nothave an app:rol,la I process for a vendor • We fixeci that with internal prQcedureS, but we don't just give vendors blanket 
approvalfor any solution they make (w~ verify eClcn one). These are tne only cha nges we wanted tQ make pu~ I thinkstephanie 
also had one conCern about the rul.es nbt specifyingwhQ co.uld make changes or be'ln compliant with tneway the rules are 
currently written. I don't reinemtJer the exact nature of what she thought it needeil to contain. 
OS. laboratory. "LaboratorY' shall mean the place at which specialized devices, in$truments arid methods are used by trained 
personnel to measure the concentration of alcohol In samples of blood~ or urine for law enforcement purposes. 
OS. Checks. Each breath testing instrument shall be checked on a schedule established by the Department for accuracY with a 
simulator solution provided by or approved by the department orb" a source approved b-y the departrfleAt. These checks shall be 
performed according to a procedure established by the department. (~~19-99) 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police ForensicServices 
Quality Manager 
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. GamettB, Matthew 
Tuesday;-July. ~bf 2010 1 :16A~M:" , 
'. I. , 
Johnston, Jeremy 
Nord, Anne 
Breath Alcohol SOP Fixes-your attention required 
I made m<'\ny changes to the Breath Alcohol SOP. I titled it Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP. r also added the cljrrent history 
method of doing revisions and made it revision O. Many attorneys complained that tlley could not tell which version 
theywere looking atso we will use the same format we use for everything else and since there were no previous 
revisionnumbers-startingwith 0 works just fine; I added the approval rooter, changed and added some vocabulary 
definitions, (lnd made the wQi'cling standard as performance verification or performance Verification solution. I also 
addedsome hyperlinkingin the Oqcument. I ~ill need C! checklist done for this and all the other documents. SRyler and 
Anne felt strongly about the "approximately" issue and J will let you decide on that and any other final revisions before 
We pUblish th is out to the world. Bec~use this will be posted on the internet page, I will make it a PDF as part of the 
publication process. I will add a watermark when it is printed that all printed versions are not official copies. Hopefully 
that will drive them back to the internet for the official version. 
The document is still in the same folder-let me know when you are done with: your final review. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Garnette, Matthew 
Gamette, Matthew-Fr{)rm~" ..... 
Sel:¢~~~z" k"'~'­
Subject: .," 
Miil6day, .Atigust·23!i;2aj:a:~,2'BJp.;M~i. .- ,:>-
ISP Bre~th Alcohol Change's 
Dear Chie~ Sheriff, Prosecutor; BTSJ or Breath Instrum ent Operator, 
Th is comm un icatiqn IS to ihform youthat we have mades6.me changes to the breath alCohol program. r want you to be 
aware of th.ese changE:s and the ways tHey may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory sYste:m has made the 
determihation to pursue ASCLD/lAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadHn?$ for 
certification approach, you Will see more and more standardization in the program;; Effective today we have 
implemented sever<:il changes. The documents are qllposted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There will be two tiers of manuals for each BiS or Operator" 
• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual 
has been revised and Updated. 
• The "trainrng manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a 
reference manual. We found that .in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting 
informatipn and the courts Were dedding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised 
manuals we have made it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the 
reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when working with the instrument 
menUS. We tri~d t{) take out any conflIcting wording~ If we missed something, please let us know. The 
BTS and Operators should be very famJli",t with the SOP. 
2) The vOc:abulary fortlie program is changillg to conform wjth our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the 
use of "performanceverifrcation" and "performance verification solution." While the instrument softv{are may 
still call for a "calibration check" -wewill now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a 
"performance verifiGation." The BTSor Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS or Operator is 
cheCking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know itwill take some time to 
get used to. the new vocabulary, butthe only tIme we will use the term "calibra,tion" is in reference to what the 
ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification 
using a performance verification solution from RepCO. The performance verification solution ~ the same thing 
as a simulator solution. 
3) The Performance VeriftcationSolution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be 
provided on the certifkate regarding our explicit approval of Repeo to provide the solutions in Idaho. 
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress ofthis program. We hope that the changes will have 
minimal impact OIl your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol DisCipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using 
the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State PoliCe Forensic services 
Quality Manager 
matthew.gamette@ispJdaho.gov 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Friday., August· 27, -201 O-g~4i):RM{{ ";:. 
Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP Updated' 
High 
Sheriff, Chief, BTS, Prosecutor, or other stakeholder, 
We have pU,blished revision 1 of the Idaho Breath Testing SOP today. The release of revision 0 gave us the opportunity 
to hear from many of you regarding lheSO?, Thank you for your comments~ You will notice in revision 1 We have 
temporarily stispenued section 8.0 {MIP/M1C}. We suspended this section dI,Je to a number of concerns over stat\.ltory 
authority. We are currently doing some legal research and this section will be reissued when the legal concerns have 
been worKed out. The target date for reissue is November 1st201Q. We wanted to make you awMe of this date 
because we will likely be issuing severEd new things forthe Mlp!MIG procedure. I$PFS will require in the procedure that 
all breath testing ins~rumentsl,lsed in. MIP/MIC be calibrated and certified by an ISPFS laboratory. We wiHalso require 
thatany bperator of the breath testing instrument using tlie MIP/MIC procedure be properly trained by a BTS or through 
the ISPFS traihing program, While the legal authority is berngworked out by the Attorney General, we wanted to give 
agencies time to get the instruments to the lSPfS lab for certification and to accomplish any operator training that may 
be necessary. 
While we believe that ISP haS the statutory authority ov~r breath testing instruments iii Idaho, the MIP /MIC procedure 
wi!llikely be presented as "best practice." If agendes elect not to certify instruments, train operators, and folloW the 
recommended procedure, ISPFswill not provide expert testimony or other support of the results from the instruments. 
In essence, you will be on your own to defend your results. It should also be noted that agencies are not required to use 
breath testing instrumentS in MIPjMIC cases, but if these instrumentsarew;;ed, we highly recommend thatagendes 
follow the new procedure, The procedure should be out for a comment period starting October 1st and then the final 
procedure will be distributed by the middle of October for agencies to work out the details before the November lsi: . 
publication date. 
Lastly, whei'! we published these procedures we quickly realized th?t we do not have a way to communicate withtha 
Breath Testing Specii;tllsts around Idaho. Many of the emails were returned due to bad contact information. Because 
contact information changes so frequently, we have placed the responsibility on each STS or Operator to get the 
information they need to be current in the program. We have set up an "ISPFSAlcohol News Release Email List" to 
distribute any updates or revisions. If you received this email directly, you are already registered on this list (we 
already manually added you to tile list). If you had this email forwarded to you from a colleague, you will need to 
folloW the instructions below to register. There is no need to register if you received this email directly. If you wish 
to unsubscribe; cliCK on the link below. Each BTS, Operator, fJrosecutor, Sheriff, Chief, ITO employee, etc. that wishes 
to receive further COmmunication directly from the ISPfS Alcohol program will need to be on our list. While the 
Information is avaitabie to anyone on our public website, we will only notify the individuals on our listwhen we make 
updates (for enforcement purposes), We wHi only register law enforcement or others involved in the investigation or 
prosecution of Alcohol cases in fdano for this list. 
c!lck here to register {must provide agency na me a nd job title to register} 
dick here to. unsubscribe 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
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. Thut.saaY,··$.ept!3mbEll'-02, 2Oj0.tt~·12';p.rvr:,·:~·"::. '" 
. Erk~ Mciody 
Johol:1tbn, Jeremy 
Questions about thEl manuals 
( 
Thank you for your comments, I am forwarding them to Jeremy Johnston for review. Jeremy can email out clarification 
on tllese items. If there are any changes needed, we will put them in during our next revision. Than~ you again for 
taking the tIme to communicate with us. If there is. any way we can help you, do not hesitate to ask. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Eric Moody [maHto:Eli<::,Moody@itd.idal!o.gov] 
Sent: ThursdaYI September 02,20101;08 PM 
To: Garnette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP Updated 
Mr. Garnette, 
I am one of the three lTD ALS hearing officers. During oral arguments, two attorneys 
have already argued the two minute separation between two breath test results (SOP 
6.2) did not occur with the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. Through my BTS training/ my 
understanding is that the Intoxilyter SOOO EN is programmed to inform the operator 
when to have the driver blow. Therefore Is SOP 6.2 for the Alco Sensor III and Ufeloe 
FC20 and not the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN? 
Also I have reviewed the Intoxilyzer 5000 manual. On page 27 number 12 you have 
SOP III as a reference. I believe this SOP is from an old reference section number. 
As a hearing officer, I really respect the time your agency has taken to update this 
manual and the SOPs. I hope these updates reinforce our ALS decisions. 
Eric G. Moody 
ALS Hearing Officer 
208-332-2003 
***CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain legally privileged and confidential 
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information exempt or prohibited from disclosure llUder applicable law. If you are not the intended. recipient of 
this e-mail, please notify this sender immediately $lddo not deliver, distribute or copy this e-mail, or disclose 
_its C{)ntents or take any aotion in reliance on the ,info~tion it contain~ __ , ____ _ 
F.rol'ttf,Gam~tteR1?fattfteW:.~m:mQtt?".,e:i;.'tl.~\=tte@fup:if~€l{~f;~:, .-~: ', ... ' , .. '. ,." ' 
Se~t! fr.idaYift:iigiist LJ, 2t),fll8~'4g' PM' , ,<., . 
Subject~ Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP Updated 
1tnportance: High' 
Sheriff, Chje~ BTS,Prpsecut(jr,or other stakeholder, 
We have pUblished revision 1 of the Idaho Breath Testing sOP today. the release of revision 0 gave us the opportunity 
to hearfrorn many ofyol.l,regarding the SOP~ ThanKYou for your comments. You will notice in r€ivisiol'l 1 we have 
temporarily suspended sectiC;lll 8.0 (MIP/MIC). We sl)spended this section due to a n1,lmber ofconcerns over statutory 
authority. We are currently doing some regal research and thlsset;:tJon will be reissued When the legal concerns have 
be¢n wQrked out; The target dattHorreissue is Novem ber lst2d10. We wanted tbmake yotl aware of this date. 
because we willlikery be issuingseyEtral nr=w things for the MIPjMIC procedure. ISPFS will require in the procedure that 
all Breath testing instruments used in MIP /MIC be caltorated and certified by an ISPFS laboratory~ We will also require 
thi:\'tany operator of th~ breath testing instrument using the MIP IMIC procedure be properly trained by a BTS orthrough 
the lSPFS training program. While the legar authority is being worked out by the Attorney General, we wanted to give 
agendes time to get the instruments to the ISPFS lab for certification and to accomplish any operator traihing that may 
be necessary. 
While we believe that ISP nas the statutory authority over breath testing instruments in Idaho, the MIP/MIC procedure 
will likely be pr~sent~d as "best practice." If agencies elect not to certify instruments,train operatOr'S, and folibw the 
recommended procedure, ISPFS will not provide expert testirrulny or other support of the results from the instruments~" 
In essence, you wm be on your own to defend your results. It shou.ld also be noted that agencies are not requih§dto use 
breath testing instruments in MIP jM1C cases, but if these instruments are used, we highly recommend that agencies 
follow the neW procedure. The procedure should be out for a comment period sfarting October 1st and then the fInal 
procedure will be distributed by the ~iddle ofOctoberfor agendes to work out the details before the November 1st 
publication date. 
lastly, whell we PI.! bUshed these p~ocedures we quickly rea lized that we do not haye a way t~ t;omrill.inicate with the 
Breath Testing Specialists around Idaho. Many of the emails were returned due to bad contact information. Because 
contact information changes so frequentlyl we have placed the responsibilitY on each BTS or Operator to get the 
information they need to be current hi the program. We have set up an "ISPFS Alcohol News Release Email Ust" to 
distribute any updates or revisions. If you received this email directly. you are already registered on this list (we 
already manually added you to the list}. If you had this email forwarded to you from a colleague, you will need to 
follow the Instructions beloW to register. There is no need to register if you received this email directly. If you wish 
to unsubscribe, dick on the link below; Each STS, Operator. Prosecutor, Sheriff, Chief, ITO employeei etc. that wishes 
to receive further communication directly from the lSPFS Alcohol program wiH need to be on our list. While the 
information isavailafJ1e to anyone on oui' public website, we will only notify the individuals on our list when we make 
updates (for enforcement purposes). We will only register law enforcement or others involved in the lnvestrgation or 
prosecution of Alcohol cases in Idaho forthis list. 
Click here to register (mu~ provide .agency name a nd job title to register) 
Click here to unsubscribe 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 12S 
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Gamette,Matth~w 
From: 
Sent:- - "," .. ': 
Garnette. Matthew 
Tuesday, .O-Ctober:.1-2, 2010'1'a:4lrBM . "'~ ..... ~:. 
To: Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, L"Imora; Cutler, Rachel; Johnst{)n;J'~remy; Lauson, Shannon; 
Meaqe, bonna: Nord, Anne 
Cc: Wills, Kedrick; Owsley, Corinna 
Subject: Breath Alcohol AM 2.0 Approved. 
Importance: High 
Breath Altohol AM 2.0 Portable Breath Testing Instrument Calibration and Certification has been approved and issued 
by the Quality Manager. It can be found on the I: driVe with the other approVed methods. Because each lab had a 
procedure to perform this initial calibration and certification, all work notes should be marked obsolete or destroyed. 
Each Regional BTC wilt nciw only use AM 2.0 when performingthis service on portable breath testing instruments. We 
appreciate a[l the work Jeremy did t6 write this method and aU the work reviewing this document by everyone else. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
70G South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Safurday;' .october. 30'; 201.0i,ttl::g:j.f,AM¥':·. ;,. . ... ;. 
Ryan W. Tatum 
Johnston, ~eremy 
RE.: 19f1ho.!3r.eatli Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure Revisioo--EFFECT!VE 
NOVEMBER 1 st 
High 
I will forward these suggestions to Jeremy Johnston (Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader) and we 
will see what we can do about getting these into our revision that will go live on Monday, 
Thank you for taking. the time to give us such constructive comments. Feel free to email me 
at any time with. suggestions and we will get them implemented in the next published revision. 
We will also add you to our revision committee so that you c",n offer the first line advise 
(as you suggested below). Thanks. again for your time. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho state Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----original Message-----
Ft'oril: Ryim W. Tatum [mailto;r-tatum@payettecounty.org] 
Sent: Saturday> O.etober 30, 2010 9:45 AM 
To: Garnette... Matthew 
Subject: RE: Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure Revision---EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 
1st 
Mr. Garnmette, 
I have two suggestions before implementing this new SOP. Additions are marked with < and> 
symbols. The first is to amend section 6.2 as 
follows: 
**Section 6.2 was clarified for instrument specificity. 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken during the testing 
sequence and preced~d by air blanks. The duplicate breath samples should be approximately 2 
minutes < Dr more > apart for the ASllls and the FC20s to allow for tne dissipation of 
potential mouth alcohol contamination. 
I have found that at 2 minutes between breath samples, the second breath sample is often 
lower than the first sample but at 3. minutes apart J the results are often identical. 
The second suggestion is to include the other charge code for Minor in Possession of Alcohol) 
I.C. 23-6e4~ in section 8.6. Both charge codes are valid and each is used frequently. In 
the past, one statute provided a driver's license suspension and the other did not. Now they 
both carry the same consequences. It is currently up to officer preference as to which code 
to charge. By adding I.C. 23-604~ we would avoid a potential court problem when an officer 
follows the new MIP/MIC policy but charges under I.C. 23-604 instead of the specified I.C. 
23-949. The amended verbage would be as follows: 
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of 
Idaho Code 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.C. 18-1502) < or Idaho Code 23-604 (punishment 
set forth by I.C. 
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lS-15~2.) » wherein a pep50n under twenty"one (21) years of.?geis deemed to haVe possessed 
and consumed <:Jlcoho1. Unlike the Driving Under the Influence. statutes and their associations 
with per 5e limits of e.BS and G.2e~ a sQecific level of alcohol is not: required to prClve a 
vfoiatien Of t. C. Z3~949';.< or I .• C ... 23~6e4 >.". Nalf.·i.s there. a;r~aif;I?~.meElt.:. tba;t;,·.;ir:he.:S-:tq:<be. w.~-re.<: 
th~:,p .. e".l1'S.om> 'is;' . ±mpa-ft':ed'1tJij;~ ~dM~i~i..-· .Ra't!;t4d~~"'tf1~>ip'P'ecten~'$0'l"·~imej;rc:~Q..f,t:arcoh& 1'"'l'5~2i-'!:!'\' ... ~ ,'.,' 
determining fact'or for proving the off~nse~ Th'er'ef'oi'E:; therei":is,··a;'·dHferent standard 
oper-ating procedure associated with this type of chapge; The main purpose of the procedure 
outlined below is to rule. out mouth alcohoi as a potential contribiJting facto I'" to the results 
giVen during the breath testing donef.orMIPIMIC cases. 
I woulc! consider it a privil\:ge to have tne opportunity to provide feedback ~ar1iep in the 
pro¢ess for future changes as a 1315 and front line patrolman. 
Thank you~ 





Sent: Fri 19/49/201e 3:4e PM 
To; Ryan W. Tabul'! 
Subject; ldano Breath Alcohol Standard Oper'ating Procedure Revision'---EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1st 
You are receiving this email oeca\.lse YOt! subscribe.d (or were subsCribed) to the ISP Breath 
Alcohol List. This is notification that the Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
will be revised (effectiVe Monday November 1 .. 2.ele). This draft revision has been circulated 
to a panel of attorneys. SCientists .. and hearing examiners. Their comments have been 
implemented in this revision. 
Below are the changes tbat will be in effect November 1st. We a~e providing them to your 
agency in advance of implementation so that you can be prepared and implement the changes 
effeCti vi:!ly on November 1st, 
Please also let me know of any typographical error'S or othep considerations you think we may 
have missed. 
**Clarified s~ction 5.1.3 for the us~ of 0.2e solutions A performance verification of the 
Aleo-Sensor and L.ifeloc FC20 instruments using a 0.8S or 9.213 peP'formance verification 
soluticm must be performed within 24 hours .. befope or after an evidentiary test to be 
app;:,oved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alCOhol tests may be covered by a single 
perfoPffiance verification. Refe.rence 5.1.4.1 for clarification on the use of the 0.213 solution 
in this capacity. 
**Section 6.2 Was clarified for instrument specificity. 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken during the testing 
sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath samples should be approximately 2 
minutes apart TOr' the ASIlls and the FC20s to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth 
alcohol contamination. 
**Added section 6.2.2.3 
In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.92 correlation, and the officer 
suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a contPibuting factor) then th§¥ should restart 
the 15 minute obsepvation period and retest the SUbject. 
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"''''Added section 6.2.2.3.1 
If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was present, ancl that the sample 
variability was due to a la<:k of subject cooperation in providing the samples as requested~ 
'then. tht1 s,amp1.es can !;Ie coo.sider.e'd:ovalid if. an.,theee '.c..amples at:a:,ahQlJ.e:;-Itoo.i>p'~~r,. sed,imtt,.Qf:1' " 
, }l"I~iifii;u~6n';\~>'" .~, ,', , ' .. . ., 
**Added sedio!) 6.2.2-4 
If all tl1reg, sample? fall outside the a.02 correlation.; the offic~r may at their diScretion 
eleCt to ha'll'e a blood sample drawn for analysis in liel.l of retesting the subjects breath 
alcohol concentration. 
**Added, sectioh8.0 for the MIP/MIC proced(Jre Minors iii Possession/Minors in Consumption 
Procedure 
Breath testing instrumimtscei"tified by ISPFS are often used ininvestigat:lng y~olati;on? Clf 
I£iaho Code 23-949 (punishri1enb set forth by I.e, i8:-:-15(2» wh.erein a person wider twenty-one 
(21) years of age i~ dee!l1eg to hav¢possessed and consumed alcohoL Unlike the Driving Under 
the Influel)ce ~tCltute~ ~ncl th.eir associations with per se limits of 13.08 and 0.213, a specific 
leve10f alcoliol is not reqUired tapro'lle a violation of1.C. 23:..949. N1:W" is tfrerea 
requirement tnat the state prove the person is impaired by alcohol. Rather) the presence or 
absence of alcohol is a determining factor for- proving the offehse. Therefore, there is a 
di fferent standard 0p!i!.rating procedure associated with this type of charge. The main purpose 
of the procE!dllre outlined below is to rule out mouth alcohol as a: potential contribUting 
factor to the results given during the brefjth testing done for MIP fMIC cases. 
8.1 15 minute opservati:~:m period: The monitoring/observation period is nClt required for the 
MIP IMIC procedure. Tht;: dupli;:ate samples, separated by appro~dniately ? minutes or more ani:t 
within the 0.02 correlation) provl,d~ theevidenceof consistent ~aniple dE;1ivery, the aoserice 
of mouth alcoh9l as well as the absence of RFJ;: (radio frequency interference) as a 
contributing factor to the results of the breath test. 
8.2 MIP/MIC requirements: 
8.2.1 The breath alcQhol test must be administered by an operator currently certified in th~ 
use of that instrument. 
8.2.2 The instrument used must be certified by ISPFS. 
8.2.2.1, The instrument only needs to be initially certified by ISPFS. 
Initial certification shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not to acetone. 
8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set forth in previous 
sections of this SOP. It does not nee<:! to be checked regular-Iy or periodically with any of 
the 0.68 or B.20 solutions. 
8.2.3 False teeth~ partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
8.2.4 The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose foreign material 
from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow the individual to briefly rinse their 
mouth out with water prior to the breath testing. 
8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left in the mouth during the entirety of the breath 
testing, sampling ,could contribute to the results in the breath testing sequence. (For 
clarification refer to section 8.1) 
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8.3 Procedure: 
,k{comp.leteoT,Qreath: alcohol .. test.dh<!ludes .. two.:.(.2;-~ valid»:;:r:'eath sample,s takell:'·fcom..:. the, is\.!bj ect:.:' 
and;;:pr-E'~edE!t!· 'iJy,\<an.<ail! h}ank~.·.~!i·qi1p*,C:<:d::wl:w.e-'a.:tt?;.samfi\t.e:s·,:{farrit:xli:"ideB'&:"itcr:..,ml;·itt/l'1s;e~U'Irw.~l.-: •. :,'" "',' 
samph:s: . The ind.i vidual breath $ainpl~s' shoula be 2 minutes or mOr'e apart~· ,to a11O\</ for' the 
dissipation of pot~nt1al mouth alcohol contamination, 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does riot automatically invalidate a test sample., 
8.::L1 If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate adequate sample as 
requested by the opeNtor, the single test result will be considered valid. 
8.3. L 1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by circumstances. 
8.3.1. 2. The operator sholJ1d use a new mouthpiece for- each individual and for each series of 
tests (i.e. compiete set of breath testing samples). 
8.3.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than @.02. 
8.3,2.1 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the subjects breath pathway (mouth 
alcohol)~ show consistent sample delivery" and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing 
factor to the breath results. 
8.3!~.2 In the event that all three samples, fall outside the 0.132 correlation, and the 
officer slispects that mouth <,llcohol' could have been a contributing factor. then they shol,Jlc1 
administer a 15 minut? observation period and them retest the subject. If mouth a1<:oho1 is 
not suspected. then the officer may reilistruct the individual in the proper breath sample 
tecnnique and retest the subject without administering a 
15 minute observation. 
8.3.3 The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for possible use 
in court. 
8.3.4 The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects for the 
purposes of the previous sections. 
8.4 PassiVe mode: 
8.4.1 The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should be used for testing 
liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence of alcohol. 
8.4.2 The passive mode can be useQ: for screening purposes on individuals wilD are required to 
provide breath samples whenever requested by a law enforcement agency. EXample may inClude 
but are not limited to: 
probationers) work release~ parolees~ prison inmates, etc. 
To remOVe your email addre.s.s from the Forensic Services Newsletter, please click here 
<http://wWw~isp.idaho.gov/forensi£JemailUpdates.html?subscriber.id=13629 
&subscriber.emailAddress=rtatum@payettecounty.org> . 
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Johnston, Jeremy 
-From: Johnston, Jeremy 
. -Sent: Thursday, March 27. 2008 9:50 AM 
Jewkes, Darren To: 
cc;: Ariqerson, Skyler; Laycock, Dave; Nord, Anne 
Subject: RE: Seeking review and comments for proposed modification to the BrAC SOP 
Here are some suggestions for changes to the SOP: 
my changes are in red 
Disclaimer: The changes may seem rather extensive. but most fire formatting corrections because numerous 
prosecutors have requested to not have subsections with more that 5 numbers long; It 
shouldn't change the meaning of the docunlents, but they won't have to refer to section 
2.3.1.2; 1.1.2. any mOre, 
bracSOP308.doc 
The "big" changesrefer to the 26 month expiration, and the one month expiration of solutions. 
JJ 
ps: happy reading . 
.,..,.....-Qriginat Messag~ 
Frqm: Jewkes, Darren 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2003 1:55 PM 
To: Johnsfi>h, Jeremy; Andersori,Skyler; Laycock; Dave 
Cc: Owsley, Corinna 
Subject: Seeklng review and comments for proposed modification to the BrAe SOP 
Dave and l have discussed making a small clarification to the SOP to allow for the old acceptable range (0.70 - 0.90) 
still be used for qlder lot numbers that haVe not yet expired (is 07801) « File: bracSOP308.doc » t and to use the 
new value (+/~ 10%) for new lot numbers. Please take a look at the blue highlighted portion under section 2 on page 
9 and share your comments. When we reach an agreement the SOP can be sent to Corinna for final green light 
before it gets posted to the website. By the way, this clarification was announced in the March 2008 newsletter-which 
was just mailed out and is posted to the website. 
Mycomm~nt is thatif we include an expiration date for the lot number expiring in August 2008, then wewil! end up 
making another SOP change after that to remOVe the date reference when it is nO longer valid. Rather than do this 
what do you think about stating that the new acceptable range of 10% only appUes to lot # 07804 and subsequent 
Jots? 
I'm not sure if I dare ask, but are there any other parts of the SOP that you feel needs immediate attention such as 
changing "will" to "may" or "approximately" or dOing away with "monthly" etc. (Jeremy, here is your chance:). 
Your comments are appreciated. 
Darren B. Jewkes 
Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services 
700 S Stratford Dr 
1 
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Meridian, ID 83642 
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(208) 884-7197 (Fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential andlor legally privileged information. It 
Is solely for the use of the intended reclpient{s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate 
applicable laws inc!\1ding the Electronic CommunIcations Privacy Act If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender and destroy all copies of the communication. 
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Tues(jay,M?rch 11, 200B11:01 AM 
AndersQn, Skyler To: 
Subject: RE: Simulators 
The g ist of me expiration date of the sirn solutions deals with the80P regulatingv,rhen the bottt?ofsoiution needs tobe 
changed .. As of hoW, it reads that forthe alcost;nsors the a single bottle of soltuion is gqod for 15-20 test aliQ then shpuld 
be chan~ed (theintox Is gOod for 100 tesfs), Theproplem occurs because both r§8dthat the solution should be (?hanged. 
every X number of tests~ Of after orie month, whichever comes first. If the testing shows th?t tne sol~t1ol1 is good for 15-2.0 
tests (br 100}why create a magic number of "Of one month" and haVe thesqlutions thrown out at that time. If the 
solutions do lose alcohol after sitting around for more than a mantn, therl the instruments wiH show tnat data and when it 
they are out of calibration, the solution is changed and they are rerun with tlie new solution to see if it was the solutions. 
There is really a builtin failsafe mechanism for a bad soluti9nalready. 
The origInal complaintaboLltthe one month time frame came from a silJali agency and dealt with the0.20 solution. They 
only had a few instruments. and used the 0.20so]ytion· 2'-3 tImes to do their cal checks. Then wlJen the month was oVer, 
they had to throw it but even though it shoufd $till be gooq for 15+ more checks. It was saEl!'! as a ¥lFlste of money to the 
agency to have to but 12botties of 0.20 solution a year when they could get by with about 3 if they didn't have to throw it 
out every morith. 
As for the 0.20 requirement, 1 am suggesting not dropping it altogether, I am Just suggesting putting in some wiggle room 
language so that in the event that the 0.20 is not run in a calender month, the prosecution only iosestheenhanced 
penalty charge that the 0.20 check supports and not the entire qUI charge. QUI's deals wi.th. thre!;>hqJds arjd for regular 
DUI, the threshold is O.OB. It the proper cal checks are in place to sUPPQrt thatcoarge, then tht;! yh"rge should stiU be 
valid. The person that blows a 0.14/0.15 should not get off on a technicality because the BTS failed to run a cal check to 
support ?charge that is not pendIng for that case. After all. a year and a half ago, the 0;20 check wasn't even required 
and the prosecution had no problems at all until they got above the 0.20 threshold for the enhanced penalty. That was the 
rea$oning behind instituting the 0.20 check in the first place. Cases are currently being tossed because of this. It seems 
like it is a disservice to the state of idaho to continue to keep that loophole open; 
JJ 
PS: on a personal note and off the record, there has been some serious comrnunication problems in the BTS program 
and I woufdn'tjust discount the fact that an agency might not have known about the new SOP and testing tequirement$. 
After ali, the SOP Was just changed in February '08, and we were fiotlfied more than a week after the fact and only about 
the addition of the FC20 to the SOP. Nothing was said about changing the acceptability requirements for the 0.08 
solutions? 
--0riginal M~ge·-
From: AnderSon, Sky/er 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, Z008 8:53 AM 
To: LaycQCk,.Davej Johnston, Jeremy 
Cc: Jewkes, Darren 
Subject: RE: Simulators 
Obviously, I wasn't around to learn about the FC20 condensation issues, so I don't have any input in that respect. In 
terms of the one month time limit on the simulator solutfons, Jeremy mentioned that there hasn't been any testing to 
show that it loses alcohol when it is capped and sitting aro{jnd. From my blood alcohol analysis experience, the one 
month time limit does seem strict I would support lengtheming the expiration date of the solution, but I don't think 
dropping the expiration date all together is a good idea. The solution shQuld have an expiration date, otherwise 
agencieS will be runn-ing their solutiqns that are a year old arid wondering why ifs not working~ Unfortunately, if no 
studies have been done to determine how stable it is, then determining when exactly that expiration date should be is 
impossible~ Is it a study that we should run over several months on our GC/FID's? 
I agree with Dave about running the.O.20 solution, it is the operator's responsibility to be following the latest SOP 
accordingly; and their failure to do so is either due to laziness or negligence. I was actually a witness for a DUI trial 
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(tesljfying t() my blqod alcohol analysis) in Challis and I saVj the breath testing evidence thrown out because the 
agency didn't ru~ tfJe 0.20 solution, Theyciid.n't run the 0.20 because they supposedly didn't know about the 
requirement and didnit h~ve the neW~$t ,sOP. As long we communicate with the breath testing specialists arid they all 
KNOW about tlie changes_ in SQP's; tnenJ don't tl)lnk we shoul(td[op the 0,20 reqllltement 
Darren and Jeremy, I will be.keepfngi.i'1tooPO with. both ofybu about the eM! class in Kentucky. During theweek of 
the class; I have a supppena to testjlyon a murder trial if) Lemhi county. As of now, they C<:ihnot reschedule or release 
my subpoena, beG1:tllse they nav,e already purchas~d pJane tickets for' other Witnesses around the country to fly in.l 
am waiting to seeiftheYWillletm$testify by telephOne, if hbt,they mayfly me inf6dhe trialaswell. Buti if I miss the 




From; LayCQd<l DaVe 
Sent: TtteSdaY, March 11,20087:30 AM 
To: . JohnstQh, Jeremy 
c~:· . Jewke~fDal'ren; Andersorlr Skyler 
Subject: RE: Simulators 
Why do We want to go backWards? I didn't say there was not testin~ to show it looses alcohol just sitting there; I 
don't know. What happens if the simulator is on 24/7 but no tests are run? I just don't think this is the time to cut 
back on qualitystandards. 
JJ, you mentioned the cases that were getting dismissed because agencies weren't running the 0,20. They could 
easily cure the problem simply by spending 30 minutes per month and complying with the SOP. They could even 
save the 0.20 and use it the next month, maybe two. Face it, most agencies would probably be happy if the SOP 
was trimmed down to 2 or 3 pages total. 
DL 
-. Original Message-....:. 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Monday, March 10; 2.008 S;SlJ AM 
To: LaYeod<., pave 
c6 Jewkes, Darreni Anderson, Skyler 
Subject: RE: Simulators 
Exactly co~rect If the testing reduces the alcohol, and it is a crosed loop system, then why have the one 
month limit on the solution? If the studies show that it loses some alcohol with testing, and there isn't any 
testing to show that it loses alcohol just sitting there, then we should get rid of the one month limit 
JJ 
P$: Skyler, to bring YOLl up to speeq, we are discussing the possibility of dropping the one month time limit on 
the solutions because if the solution is good and it loses alcohol with testing, why have a one month time limit 
on its use? 
---Original Message~-
Fron;: laycoCk, Dave 
Sent: Saturday, March 08, 2008 10;Q5 AM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Cc: JewKeS, Darren; Nord, Artnei Meader Donna; Anderson, SkyIer 
Subject: Simulators 
JJ: 
Good to see you Thursday! 
As far as the simulators, when we were talking about them I forgot one thing, Yes, the system on the IZ 
5000 is closed loop, but there is ampJe evidence that ethanol fs lost during testing anyway. Not a~ rapidly 
as in an open system but it does decline. Dubowskl in 1991 rePQrted a drqp of2% after 50 tests .. 
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Another study reported a loss bf 0.3 mg/test in the closed system. The ENs might be more efficient but I 
haven't seen any studies. The study we did here a couple of years ago that led to the "100 test" 
recommendation in the SOP was dMe on an iZ with vapor recirculation. 
Dave 
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.. Johnstt:lO. Jeremy 
Tuesday, February 26, 2008 7:58 AM 
Jewkes, Darr~n 
RE: fc20 manual feedback 
l'd be OK with that, ~ut my only concern is thai: we would then get questions about "what is 
lineclrity" ~ "what does it meann~ "how is it meClsured" and such all the time. Plus, the basic 
gist of the breath testing program is that the instrumr;mt has to be accuratJ:! at different 
thresholds and not necessarily linear. Afterall .. vie have never' given any calculations or 
values for the R squared value of the line created by the cal checks, which is the meaSUre of 
their linearity. A'? long as the reading is OVer a certain thresho~d.> then the case w~:U sink 
of swim based <)11 the results. Plus the linearity at the 13.2,(3 point would' only be hecessary 
for cases involving excessive consurnption qnYwaYi so we might be in the realm of dealing \vith 
the Idaho Stai:? D¢pari:in~nt of ~edt1i1danty Department. After all .. we only really care about 
the instrl,lments linearity, at the upper levels~ when we have a case with r'esults at or above 
the upper 0.20 level. In which case, if they didn't run the 0.20 check .. the linearity isn't 
really in question because they would be using the B.08 check and threshold for prosecution. 
Personally, I tl1:ink that "in support of the excessive consumption ch"rge" actually covers 
both bases w:ithout being overly analytical in the SOP. Do we care if the inst~ument is 
linear at the 0.28 level if the breath sample is below the 13.28 level? As long as it is 
above the 0.08.,: our base's are covered. 
JJ 
PS: I think that is where we are getting lost in the translation. It is good scientific 
practice to check linearity because that lends credence to the accuracy of the numbers that 
the instrument generates. What is different with the STS pr'ogram is that we only need to 
know the accuracy of the numbers at the legally relevant thresholds. The numbers in between 
are irrelevant as long as they can be proven to be above the threshold that is being charged 
(excessive or not). I think that is where we are losing Dave, 
-----Original Message-----
From: Jewkes, Darren 
Sent: Mon 2/25/2008 4:55 PM 
To: Layco~k~ Dave 
Cc: Johnston .. Jeremy; Anderson> Skyler 
Subject: RE: fc2a manual feedback 
OK. If I get both sides of this issue we have .•• 
Jeremy (saying): Reasoning for the 0.26 checks should stated in the SOP and be run in 
support of the excessive consumption charge. It is up to the agency to run the check. If 
they forget to run the 0.20 then they can still charge for a.0S just not excessive 
consumption. 
Dave (saying): In addition to running a 0.20 check for excessive consumption, it should also 
be run to demonstrate the linea ri ty of the instrument. If We state as policy that the 6.213 
checks only support excessive consumption then agencies are more likely to skip this check on 
a regular basis. 
Did I get the gist of it right? 
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What is wrong with stating both., as both are logically valid reasons? If we word the SOP to 
state both purposes then our base:,; are covered. The Operators have the burden of 
responsibility to run the test and if they don't it could be explained on the witness stand • 
... If ·we state thejustification(s) .for the test (as policy), and theBTS.or OperatgrJails t:9 .. 
run the test, the case will either sink or' swim on their actions. What more can we do? 
DJ 
-----Origina1 Message~---­
From: Laycock, Dave 
Sent: Mond~yj n~bruary 25) 21308 10:48 AM 
To: Jell/kesJ Darren 
Subject: FW: felt? manual feedback 
-.,. .,. .,. -Original Mas sage--.:. --
From: Johnston" Jeremy 
Sent: Mohday.> February 25, 2eeS 10:38 AM 
To: Laytock, Oave 
Subject: RE: fc20 manual feedbac k 
It absolutely would because the "must" would be replaced with a "shOUld" in the case of an 
enhanced penalty situation. We could even change it to read that the e.2e should be run once 
and month~ and must be run to support an enhanced penalty charge. Then we have the best of 
both worlds. No enhanced charge without the 13.213, but if they don't run it, they can still 
charge regular DUI. 
JJ 
-----Original Message-----
From: LaycocJ<,r Dave 
Sent: Man 2/25/20138 16:22 AM 
To: Johnston.r Jeremy 
Subject: RE: fcZe·tnanual feedback 
I sometimes have ALS folks call me with questions about procedure. Even if it were changed 
to specifically mention the enhanced penalties and the e.ze~ I wonder if the failure to run 
it would still influence ALS. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Johnston) Jeremy 
Sent; Monday~ February 25, 2608 10:113 AM 
To: Laycock,r Dave 
Subject: RE: feZa manual feedback 
Correct) I'm just trying to close a loophole with the 6.Z0 and the "must" language that is 
being used by defense and the ALS to say that the instrument that was used wasn't properly 
usable because the 13.20 check wasn't performed according to the SOP. Some cases exactly like 
the one that you used as an example 0.12/e.12 are getting tossed in ALS because of b~eaks in 
the procedure. I just want to close the hole for defense. 
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We should absolutely cover it in training> but unfortunately) th~ defense people like to use 
our written stuff against us and like us to say that the BTS didn't follow the procedure and 
that he somehow screwed things up. 
JJ 
-~---Original Message-----
From: Laycock, Dave 
Sent; Man 2125/2008 10: 06 AM 
To: JohnstonJ Jeremy 
Cc: Meade) DOnnaj Nord, Anre; Jewkes) Darren 
Subject:. RE: fC26 manLlal feedback 
JJ: 
Good cqi;:ch Oli the a. 20 sblutionand the e.08 lot riumber change in the manual; fixed itl 
As far as specifiCi311y saying the 0.20 is to support the enhanced penalties; thgt's up to 
Darren. Iwouldnit go to court and testify that a (3.12/0.12 was invalid simply because the 
13.20 wasn't run.> but to me the 0.217 does help show linearity of the instrument as well as 
supporting the enhanced char~e. It doesn't seem like we need to explain why something is in 
the SOP; that should be covered in training. 
DL 
-----Original Message-----
From: John$toh j Jeremy 
Sent: Monday~ February 25, 213138 9:51 AM 
To: Laycock~ Dave; Jewkes) Darren; Anderson, Skyler 
Subject; fc20 manual feedback 
I think it would be wise to put some wiggle room in the 0.20 check language. As it reads 
now) it says that the 6.2e must be run once a month or whenever the a.08 solution lot is 
changed. 
I think that if we added "In order to support an excessive consumption charge" the instrument 
must have a wet check using a 13.20 simulator solution once each calendar month and whenever a 
new lot of 9.08 simulator solution is put into service (top of page 22 of the manual). That 
gives us the wiggle room to say that if tbe 0.20 check is not done) it only invalidates an 
excessive consumption charge and not the Dur altogether. After alI, if the instrument is 
checkeq at 13.08 and the person blows a .23/.24, does the fact that the 0.26 check mean that 
they can't be charged with regular DUI at all? I think that would be a disservice to the 
people of Idaho if we let that happen in courtJ because as it is written3 that is the way 
that it is being fought by defense in court right now. 
JJ 
ps: ALso the second paragraph of page 22 makes it seem like they have to do three checks each 
month. Maybe we could change it to read something like "The instrument has three chances to 
pass its calibration check. If the results after a total of three checks (two vapor samples 
per check) are not within acceptable range, the instrument must not be used for evidentiary 
testing until the problem is corrected. u Also, might this also lead to the possibility of 
fuel cell fatigue. (ever four tests per hour?) 
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Also, as a general rule for the entire manual. Could we change most of the language that 
could be read as "exact times" to b? more general in order to prevent defense challenges. 
One example would be the warming of the simulator. It says that it "The Simulator must be 
~wahn,j runrrj,ngfor at least 15 minutes". ~. This might cause defense to challenge because a 
timer wasn't kept running to do~ument how long the simulator had be running~ eQuid.it be 
changed to something Illore general like "The simulator should be warmed by powering on the 
unit and allowing it to run for at approximately 15-20 minutes," 
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Anderson, Skyler. -- -----,- ------
Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:49 AM 
Johnston, Jeremy 
RE:SO? quick reView 
I agree withyOllfsandAnn(:'sdecision,J think passivetestingsnould be strictly used for the officer's information and 
they should follow the breath testing procedure for all evidentiary reasons. I just wanteclto know what our official 
opinion on passivetesttng' IS.SO I Celn instructthe BTSis. Thanks for all yoUr hald work on these mamjais. i'\! start training 
Lamora once all ofthe procedures are approved, 
Skyler Anqerson 
Forensic St:lentist \I 
Idah'q State fiQllce Forensic Services 
209 E. lewis St. 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
208-232~9474 (FAX: 208-232-3697) 
From! Johnston{ Jeremy 
Sent~ Th(jrsday,Jljiy 08,2010 11:41 AM 
To: ~ndersont Skyler 
Subject: RE: SOP quick review 
Thanks for the quick reply. The passive testing was used primarily for Probation/parole screening and for open 
contaJner$. The officers should use the mouthpiece procedure for obtaining the MIP/MIC results. Anne and I went 
around and arouhd'on the passive thing and its use f()r evidentiary purposes, and we really need to vaHdate if we want 
to use it for something other than screening. There are so many variables with false posItives for Warm juices and 
temperature, and cI6si;!oess; to tne actual liquid, etc; that We really can't endorse its use as anything other than for 
screening at this point, They officers could sc;reen people using the passive testing priorto the actual evldentiary test, 
but that is up to them I guess. There really isn't any implied consent thing for providing only a single test for M1P/MIC 
caseS; It would help them not burn through mouthpieces I guess. The passive testing really opens a can of worms 
instrumentally. 
Thanks ag~in for the quick response. 
JJ 
---'-----_ .• _----._---, 
From~ Anderson, Skyler 
sent: Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:36 AM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: RE: SOP quick review 
The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently certified in the use of the instrument used. 
(Delete "Llsed") 
Everything else in Section 8 looks good to me. One question (because I anticipate it coming up iti BTS classes), once we 
adopt this procedure, does this mean that using the Pass/Fail feature of the FC20 is not allowed for evidentiary testing of 
minors? I think the current procedure of obtaining breath results as if it is a normal dui case is the best practice, but if 
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we do allow the Pass/Fail feature to be used, I think we should estabHsn what the PassjFCJillii'i1its should be or at least 
have a procedure for the BTS to document what Pass/Fall limits that they program into the tnstrument prior to testing. 
The SOP hl;is my approval. 
Sky!er Anderson 
Forensic ~cie['ltist II 
Idaho state Police ForensicServices 
zOQ E lewi$ Sf, 
PocQtello~ IO~32{)1 
208-232,,9474 (FAX: 208~232-3697} 
-"-" ,:,~,-"-" ~-" -" ~--------,-------
tram: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Thursday, Jl1!Y 08, 2010 10:48 AM 
To: AncjE:rsqn, Skyler 
Subj,ecl:: SOP quick review 
Jl,Ist added g new section to the SOP to address the MIP/MIC charge; This waS requested by many officers becaus.E some 
judges were requiring that the DUlprocedure be followed for all evidentiary samples. For MIC parties, a duplicate 
sample. will suffice since the threshold is only presence or absence; and the only potential problem would pe from 
mouth alcohol from legit s()urc£!s (breath spray, mouth wash, etc) The duplicate sample will catch those situations and 
will allow the officersto process a big partywith6ut observing 15 minutes for each person involved. Its sectionS in the 
sbp and I alsQ added a lihe to section 6 regarding the approximate time between the dURlicate samples. Don't know 
how I misse(i that in the original. 
If you could review this qu!Ckly and get back to me today or tomorrow, we can still release these by the end of the week. 
J1 
Je.rBmyJoh.nston 
.AJC'.ohoi Discipline u"n.l1er 
ISP J.:1egionl ForeDsics 
CO~lU' ii' A.lc:riei ID 
208-209-8706 
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- Tuesday, August 24.20107:30 AM 
Garnette, Matthew; Johnston, Jeremy 
Nord, Anne 
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
I agree with all of Jeremy's proposed fixes. They were. all pretty minor. I strongly agr~e 
'with Jeremy about the MIP procequre. :i:f the courts start requiring certified in,st;rumeots and 
certi.fied operators for underage consl"lmptj.6rl results' to be cOhsiclered admiSsible in court; iii 
my mindJ this is a good side effect of the SOP. I do not think any agency in the state should 
be using uncertified instruments to obtain evidentiary sample!,?, E$pec~ally~ as jer'€lllY said, 
if the operator is also uncertified and is performing passive testing. 
That is all,; 
Skyler Anderson 
Forensic Scientist II 
Idaho state Police Forensic Services 
209 E. Lewis St. 
Pocatelio, .1D 83201 
208-231:-9474 (FAX: 208-232-3697) 
-----Origihal Message-----
Ff'om: GanietteJ Matthew 
Sent! Monday> August 23~ 2010 3:38 PM 
To: Johnston., Jeremy 
Cc: Anders.onJ Skyler j Nord. Anne 
Subject: RE~ IS? Breath Alcohol Changes 
PleC;lse make the changes to the manual by downloading a copy off the I: drive and making the 
edits. When you hear back from Jared, Christine~ and Ben please provide me with all the 
changes that have been agreed to by all the parties. Feel free to conference call with them 
or whatever you need to do so that we can make everyone happy with the wording. I will post 
the revisions when they have your si&noff. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho state Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----Original Message,..----
From: Johnston" Jeremy 
sent: Monday> August 23~ 201e 2:56 PM 
To: Olson, Jared 
Cc: Garnette) Matthew 
Supject: RE~ ISP B~eath Alcohol Changes 
I'll try to answer your questions to the best of my abilities. 
1- the spelling can be easily corrected 
1 
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2- the intent of 5.1,4 was to allow for the 0.Zt1 to be usable up until it reaches thE;: 25 
\ verifications reg<:lrdless of the time (up until the expiration dates on the bottle if 
necessary) up until it fails to give good results. In section 5.2.4 we can add the same 
language to 5.1.4 for consistency. Instead of "several~' months) what language_cao_\N_e .u.s_e_ to 
COnTeI' the meani'ng we wanr~ -, . th~it- the -B~23ca-n be used until it expires or giVes bad 
results and needs to be changed? 
3,.. 18-8ea4c will be changed to lB-8004C 
4- 6.0213 shoud be 0.213 correct. 
5.., Runs. • series . . • doenst matter to me. Series does sound better though. Witl1 
respect to the should and suggested part of th~ troubleshooting guides I tri.ed to write it so 
that it was a guideline fot' tryin$ to troubleshoot why the tests are low. I also wanted to 
e::<p].qin the re,cisoning behind. wny w·e . allow tPiree seriesM samples to be taken before taking 
the. instrument out of service. I did not want the guidE!line to. read (lS mandatory because I 
know some BTS's that use the nuclear appr9ach and change everything if they get a initial 
failed series of t?st~:. I didTl't W<lnt officers to get in trouble for "not .. following the 
guj.ldeiine and rrlaybe changing the solution first and checking hoses and leaks second. 
6- see #2 and #4 
7., 5.1.5 Can be used (it only differs by one period and a capital H in however) but who's 
counting. 
Finally- correct again~ I cat'! change the language to relect something along the lines of . 
. If the third performance verification fails, then the it. can be assumed that a potential 
source of error lies with the instrument itself. 
As to the MIP/MIC procedure. That section was added in response to SOme. northern 
jClrisdictions interpreting the SOP for DUl as the sop fQr evidentiary breath testing. They 
had rules that in order for the BrAe to be admissible as evidence, it had to follow the sdp 
for evidentiary breath testing. Thus, I wrote the section for MIP/f"'JC admissibility. 
With respet;:t to the use of instruments by non-certified operators and non-calibrated 
instruments, I see. this as a h\lge potential for the wr.angful conviction of an innocent 
person. After all) the instrument are not specific fbI" ethyl alcohol) and ther.e are multiple 
Ways of intrddw:;ing legal forms of alcohol into the breath pathway or the im;trument itself. 
The SOP re<311y only insures the safety and protection of the potential innocent victim that 
\>/as at a party and maybe just took some cold medicine or' used some breath spray. They could 
have been there as. the designated driver?? Who knows, but without the SOP and with a single 
test on an un-calibrated instrument by and uncertified operator, that person could have the 
potential to be wrongfully convicted. With the Umitt=d checks and balances that the new SOP 
sectipn provides) it shouid drastiCi;:lUy reduce the likelihood of a false positive result. 
Th~ blanks pr.ovide a measure of protection for the ambi.ent alcoholic conditions of the party 
venue itself) and the duplicate breath sample protects against the legitimate introduction of 
a source of alcohol into the breath pathway. If we (meaning the law enforcement agencies) 
have to manage one or two more steps in order to protect the innocent~ then that to me seems 




Alcohol DiSCipline Leader 
ISP Region 1 Forensics 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 
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.,----Original Message-----
From: Olsoo .. Jared 
sent:Monday~ ALigust. 2s i 21310 12:64 PM 
To: Gamette.. Mat1:heW; Johnston., Jeremy 
Subject: RE: ISR Breath Alcohol Changes 
Matthew & JeremY, 
Here qi"e a humber of things I wanted t6 poiht Qut after' my first review of the SOP. 
First~ on pg. 7 in section 2. - "Safety" the word "precautions" is misspelled. 
Next~ in 5.1, 4 is it your intention for the 0. 2~ solution to be valid for :l year and 1 month 
if the agency is only using one instrument? In 5.2.41t reads that the same bottle may be 
used for several months. I suggest theseSOPs be consistent. I personaily do not prefer the 
word. "several" becaUse I foreSee silly motions being filed arguing over the meaning of the 
word. Muth like we have seen with the term "calendar month." Can a more specific 
instruction be given? 
Third~ I woulo suggest anyWhere where Idaho Code 18-8004C be mentioned that "c" be 
capitalized to be consistent with how it appears in the Idaho Code. Not a big deal, just a 
suggestion. 
Fourth) in 5.1,4 the note states~ "tlie 0.020 performance verification. It This needs to be 
corrected to read a. 29. For consistency I would suggest either listing all of them two 
places after the decimal (easier to change) or to three places after the decimal. 
Fifth. in 5.1. 5 again I would suggest changing B. esa to (3.138 for consistency. I personally 
do not care for the term "three runs" as this seems inconsistent to me with the definition 
section and other areas. Maybe this is just me~ but would using the term "test series" be 
more accurate. In addition. we might want to have discussion about the last sentence 
stating~ "The suggested tr-oubleshooting procedure should be followed if the initial if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. II I think by stating 
the procedure "shoula" be followed ni:>ees the idea the procedure is a "suggestion." I know 
there is a reference in the troubleshooting SOp. but I foresee it at least being challenged 
more than once. 
Sixth, in 5.2.4 I mentioned above the inconsistent language with 5.:1.4 and stating the 
solution is good for several mDnths. Again) in the note section the "0.826" is incorrect. 
In 5.2.5 there is the a.as!? Also the note section is a big run-on sentence. I would 
suggest using the exact same paragraph in 5.1.5. 
Finally) I don't know exactly how to express it, but 7.1.4 is sending up a signal flare in my 
brain. It seems to conclusory for me that if the third performance verification fails than 
the "only" remaining source of error lies with the instrument itself. I was thinking of how 
5kylar mentioned he has been sent instruments that failed the field performance verifications 
but when he tested themJ they were within calibration. 
As I mentioned in the past) I personally am against including an SOP for minors in possession 
but realize I could be wrong. However, in practice many of the officers using the Alco-
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$enslW or FC20 for underage drinkers are not certified operators and furthermore many times 
. the instruments they use have never been sent to the ISPFS for certification. I know this to 
be the case for Boise PD and 1 will be sending an email to Christine and Ben regarding this. 
Adding the SOP se,ems to me that it now requires a terti fied instrument be used for the 
evidence tq be ;;idmissible .--- - - --
Notification is the big issu~ and in my experience it has been a lasting issue. I still hea!' 
storie? of BTS' s claiming they have never heard of the 0.20 field performance verificCl,tion 
reqtiirement. 
If I can do anyth:i.ng else;, pleasE: let me know. I am still technically on vacation until 
Weqnesday or Thursday J but as you Ciln se€! I have been trying to keep up with my emaiH ~ 
Thanks, 
Jared O. olson 
Traffic Safety. Resource Pros¢cutor 
Idaho prosecutJ.ng Att9rneys Associqtibn 





This email transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is) in any event, 
confidential information belonging to the sender and intended only fbI" the use of the 
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure) copying} distribution,; or the taking of any action in 
reliance on the contents. of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this email in error) please notify us by telephone at (208) 884-7325 to arrange for 
disposition of this email. 
-----orig1na1 Message-----
From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: Man 8/23/2010 12:18 PM 
To: Olson, Jared 
Subject: RE: IS? Breath Alcohol Changes 
I composed the email Frid;;;y morning.1 but we have so many incorrect BTS email addresses that 
it kept getting rejected for sending by the IS? server. I finally got all the errors 
corrected so that t could send it this morning. I am still concerned that many of the BTS 
officers qo not have the word. I used our BTS class rosters Since 20(6) ,but MANY of the 
emails came back as rejected. We do not have a good list of all tha 8TS officars in Idaho. 
I did send it to every Chief, Sheriff~ and the city pros€cutors I knew about. I know I did 
not get it to every city prosecutor. Getting the word out will continue to be a huge problem 
until we have a <listribLition list. It also concerns me because we will be making more 
changes in the near future. 
Jeremy has told me that the content is not much different--just that the seee and S!1!1!1EN were 
combined into one. Some of the problem wording was removed. I have attached the old ones 
for your review.. If you keep a list of grammatical or other problems~ I will get them fixed. 
We will be publishing revision 1 this week because of the issue Boise City is going to have 
with underage drinking problems. We are going to add a note fol" them that the tests do not 
have to be done sequentially (the officer can administer other tests during the two minute 
wait and come back to the first subject after 2 minutes). They figure they will run 50a 
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:tests . 1.ext weekend so we want: to get it revised for them ASAP. I have a feeling we will hear 
. of Qther' issues from prosec;:utors and we \\.1.11 COlilpile those arid get them in the manual 
reVl.Slon.. If I can get all the problems to me by Tuesday g/25~ I can get the revisions done 
on Wednesday so: we dOn't haJle ii;.sues intg the next weekend. Again, I am worried about the 
best method to get the word out statewide. Your' thougb-ts are appreciated. This is Illy top 
priority this week .. 
Jeremy is calling Ben Harmer and Christine St<;lrr today. 
MattM'Ii Gamette 
Ioano State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----Original Message--'---
from: QIson" Jared . 
sent; MQndaYi AJ,Jgt.l~t 23" .20113 11:35 AM 
To: Garnette; Matthew 
Subject: RE: lSI' Breath Alcohol Changes 
Matthew, 
could you email me a copy of the prior version of the SOP. I anticipate a lot of que,;tions 
being sent my way thi5i w.eek regarding the new SOP, so I need to get started reviewing it. I 
am a Ii tt:!-E! concerned that it went live last friday but the at:;· s have not been noti fie<l 
until after it weht live. But I need to do a quick review to see what if any changes might 
be new TOI" the BTS~ J: have don~ a qL!itK scan and their are a few grammatical errol"s and' 
inconsi~tencies wj,th thE) decimal points (e.g. says El.2t) and then 0.2.013 in the same paragraph. 
I have forwarded your email to be sent to all the Idano prosecutors that are members of the 
IPM, There are a r)umber of city prpsecutors who are not members and I will work on 
notifying those. that I know of. 
Thanks~ 
Jared D. Olson 
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor 
Idaho Prosecuting A~torneys Association 





This email transmission is attorney privileged or attorney wqrk product and is> in any event, 
configential information belonging to the semler and intended only for the use of the 
inoividual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient .. you are 
hereby notified that aliy disclosure~ copying.; distribution~ or the taking of any action in 
reliance on the contents of this information is. strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this email in error) please notify us by telephone at (208) 884-7325 to arrange for 
disposition of this email. 
-----Origihal Message~---­
From: Gamette, Matthew 
sent: Mon 8/23/2810 11:11 AM 
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To ~ Benj clf)JiI1 Harmer 
• Cc: Qlson ... Jared 
Subject: FW: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
please forward this to those in your' office that need this information. Christine Starr from 
Boise City: just c?lle(i and was conqerned about the changes we. made to the Llnderager;lrihkihg 
$ection of the ~OP. She wa.s concernecj that it would take them more time to do a dUplicate 
test .. Jeremy ~i;ahqs by that section because. of mouth. alcohol issues (especially. in teens at 
a party where they may be. using alc{)~ql based bre",tn fresheqers) ~ She said Boise Ci61 is 
doing emphasis this wee\cend arid r thclught you mignt be involved in some of that as well. let 
me know if You have ~()nc.erns about the hEM sections. 
She was also concerned that we deleted the old manuals from the website. Feel free to have 
the defens~. email me for' copies of the oider (norl-controllecj versions). :r did '19t wani:to 
leave them tiP. and have it be<:ollle a source ofcqnfus:i.6n for the STS or court system. We now 
have .<3. process to control . t~e-,?e documents (stai'ting with Revision e) and the controlled 
versicm has. ali i.s~·ue/effective date and a revision number. I will archive tl;1ese nianua:ls in 
my offiCe just like all of ou!" other manuals for the lab system~ The defense can r'equ!':!si: 
them through the normal discovery process. 
Matthew <5ame;tte 
Idaho. State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
fro.m: Gamette~ Matthew 
Sent: Monday., August 2,3, 2010 9! 26 AM 
Subject: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Dear Chief.) Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTSJ or Breath Instrument Operata!", 
This communication is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol 
program. I wC!n1: you to be aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your 
operations. The. ISPFS laboratory system has made the determination to pursue ASCLD/lAS' 17025 
accfeditG!tion in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for certification 
approac;:h .. you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today ~'>Ie have 
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator. 
The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
<http://WWw . isp. idaho .gov Ifor-ensic! alcohol. html> contains the methods to follow in general. 
This manual has been revised and updated. 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAt 
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!. • .' The "training manualS" have been replac€c! by "reference m<:lnuals 
'<:http://I!JWW .isp. idaho ~ gov/for'ensic/ certific,ates d'!tmltfE?ATManuals) • i. Each instr!.lmEmt series 
has a ref¢tentt; niaOl.H.=!j;, We foUnd that in a number of Cases the training manual and 5.0P had 
conflicting information and the courts. were deciding which m::mual to use for interpretatlon. 
In thE! revised manual~ we have made it Vf~rY clear that the sol? is th~ document that: should be 
referenceq ~t1d the rE;lfer¢rn:e manuals are really fo.r the STS or operator refEn"ence when 
vk~('king with thE! in'strliment menus. We tried to take out. any conflicting. wordi)1g~ . If we 
m.iSsed·somethihg~ please let us know. Tile BTS and operators should be very familli;lr with the 
SOP. 
2). The Vocabulary for the. program is ch9ngingto conform with our acc.reditation 
guidelines" You will notice_ th~useof "performance Verification" an~:l "p~rforliiance 
vef'>ifi~atiQl) solqtion. "- . W.hile the incStrument software IlIay still i;:all fop. a "calibration 
check'~~~: Will now Be calling any checking . clone by a BTS. or' Operator in ~h¢ field a .. 
"pePf6rmance verifitation. II the BTS or operator dpe~ not perform cUlY i;:alibr<ition~ ~~thu$ the 
BT.5 or Operat()r is- Checking the iJerforIlianc~. of the iMtrumerrt; (aperfprmance verification). 
We kri()~ it, wil1ttlk~ some t~meto get used to thenew vocabular-y. bubthe only tillle we wti.l 
use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the ISPFS analy~t does in the laoor;3"\:i;}ry. 
Again:>,C1 BTS or Operator performs and iogs (j P$tfCirmCl\lce ve.riflc;ation USih~ i;l perfof'mah¢e.-
ver~fication $ol~-i:;ion from RepeD. The per'fdr'inanCe verification solution is the same thing as-
ij simulatiJr' sQlution. 
3) The. Performance Verification Solution lot certifications wi.Ii r~main the same .. but 
more information win be provided on th~ certificate regarding our expliCit approval of RepCo 
to provide the solutions in Idano '" 
We wE], make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. WE: hope that 
the changes will have minimal impact on yaur operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath 
Alcohol Discipllne Leader Jeremy Johnston llsing the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Qua!:tty Manager 
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
·7ee South Stratford Drive Suite 125 




Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
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.\ .. .> 
.. Breath A],cohol Discipline Leader 
jeremy.johnsto"n@isp.idano.gov 
208-20Q-87e6 . . -
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IE STATE OF IDAHO VS. GEORGE J. BESAW JR. CASE NO. CR2011-0000419 F\LED 
)DR Wll FEB O.B D.L.N. KA105766F 
CKET NO. 42178 AGENCY: Idaho State Police PATTI O. 'V!'U.:i\S 
The prosecutor or defendant moves the Court as follows: 
e ) For a bench warrant; defendant failed to appear. 
CI ERK OF TH!= DIST. COUFI 
~ (['Ltiu:rh eKVvL/( 
e ) bond set at $ ___ _ DEPun 
e ) any existing bond forfeited. 
e) For default judgment; defendant failed to appear 
( ) To amend the charge to a violation of Idaho Code ____ _ 
... ~e s;;t:ttris-matter on , at for:-tto~ 
O1::c0ntinuance ( ) with waiver of speedy trial XJl'Trial by ( )court or by'(J') jury 
e) 0 dismiss the charge in the interests of justice. ./\ .!'<. 
() Posted bond of be forfeited and the case closed. 
e) I waive my right to Jury Trial 
[. Defendant understands the consequences of a guilty plea: 
eX) The plea is voluntary. (X) Defendant has been informed of maximum and minimum penalties. 
eX) Defendant waives the right against compulsory self-incrimination, the right to trial by jury and the right to confront 
witnesses against defendant. (X) Defendant has been informed of the nature of the charge. eX) NO promises have 
been made other than the plea bargaining agreement set out below. eX) Defendant understands that this court IS NOT 
bound by the agreement. (X) Defendant gives up the right to appeal the judgment. eX) Defendant understands that 
he/she has the right against compulsory self-incrimination during any court ordered evaluation. 
MY CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS WERE GIVEN TO ME AT ARRAIGNMENT. I UNDERSTAND THOSE RIGHTS AND 
GIVE THEM UP. I PLEAD GUILTY TO THE CHARGE(S) SET FORTH ABOVE. I ADMIT TO THE TRUTH OF THE 
ALLEGATIONS AND AGREE TO THE RECOMMENDED SENTENCE. 
II. Plea bargain and/or RECOMMENDED sentence: 
( )Fine $ ___ ....,,/$ ____ suspended () Jail ______ / ____ suspended ( ) Community Service ____ _ 
( ) 
With the following recommendations: 
( ) Report to the Probation Department within 48 hours of today's date. 
( )Commit no Crime. 
( )Sign a probation agreement and abide by all the terms and conditions of that Agreement. 
( )Notify the Court, in writing, of any change of address. 
( )Obtain alcohol evaluation 
( )Refuse no evidentiary test for the presence of drugs or alcohol 
( )Other 
( )Driver's License Suspension ________ _ 
( )Restitution to be paid in the sum of $ to ______________ _ 
Restitution to be paid in monthly installments of 
$ /month beginning and to be paid in full on or before end of defendant's probationary 
period. Restitution to be paid to the Nez Perce County Clerk of the Court, P.O. Box 896, Lewiston, ID 83501/ or at the 
window on the second floor of the Nez Perce County Courthouse in the form of a money order and/or cashier checks. 
( )OTHER: 
tact Order remain in effect w 1 _____ _ 
0ATED . \ DEFENDANT'S SIGNATURE 
-----~--~--------
D~~ ATTORNEY ' • ,~PR~O~S~E~C:;U~T~O~R~~;;;;;;;:;g==4~~-==~===-----
( APPROVED i-j,~Iffl'AL, M6bbJ<P,~E~~ j)"3 
DATED lL D-=-\.\ M;GIS~'Y-Y.~~~_~~==:::::=~=== __ _ 
i'- r""-
,; ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE F'ft~()N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF ID1MPfEB 8 PPI 2 50 ) 
) 
Plaintiff, P A TT 'T O. Vi l:' S ) 
v. CLECe~WTh&~~ 
~ :b: DEPUTY ) 
0~~\\.\ '~ 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR\ \- ~\S 
JURy TRIAL NOTICE AND 
PRETRlAL ORDER 
THIS MATTER IS SET FOR A FINAL PRETRlAL CONFERENCE ON TUESDAY, THE 
'&-DAY OF ~~\: 20ll, A~~ JURy TRIAL IS TO 
COMMENCE ON THURSDAY, THE~ D~AY OF 20 --"'-i, at tile' 
hour of 8:30 a.m. before the Honorable Judge \. / . 
THE PROSECUTOR, DEFENSE COUNSEL, ~ FENI;AN; MUST BE PRESENT 
PROMPTLY AT 3:30 p.m. FOR THE FINAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE AND REMAIN UNTIL 
EXCUSED BY THE COURT. 
THE FOLLOWING CASE SCHEDULE IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
> ALL MOTIONS MUST BE FILED WITHIN 21 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS ORDER. 
> DISCOVERY MUST BE COMPLETED 21 DAYS PRIOR TO THE DATE OF TRIAL. 
> PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE COURT 5 DAYS 
PRIOR TO TRIAL PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 30(b) AND, AT THE 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE, THE PARTIES MUST PROVIDE THE COURT WITH A 
DISC OR E-MAIL CONTAINING PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONS IN FINAL FORM. 
(discs will be returned at the end of trial) 




~ Prosecutor \ 
~-D~9t~lN 
~ Defendant ~~~~~~~~~~~~::::----




























CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendant 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13th and Main Streets 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
FJ LED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GEORGE J. BESAW, JR., 
Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CR 2011-0000419 
) 
) MOTION TO DISMISS AND/OR 





COMES NOW the above named Defendant, GEORGE BESAW, by and through his 
Attorney of Record, CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN of the law firm of Clark and Feeney, and 
moves pursuant to LC.R., Rule 12, to dismiss, suppress all evidence obtained by the police 
upon the basis that the evidence was obtained in violation of state and federal law, and in 
violation and contravention of Defendant's federal and state constitutional rights and Idaho 
statutes, and/or suppress, and/or in limine: 
MOTION TO DISMISS, SUPPRESS AND/OR IN LIMINE 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON, IDAHO. 83501 
1 Defendant additionally moves: 
2 (1) To dismiss the above-entitled matter and! or suppress all of the evidence for the 
3 
4 
reason that there was no probable cause or an articuable suspicion to arrest Defendant after 
5 the "field sobriety tests." 
6 (2) To suppress all oral statements of the defendant for the reason that the 
7 
Defendant was questioned without being properly advised of his rights and prior to obtaining 
8 
9 
a knowing and intelligent waiver of such rights and for the reasons stated in paragraph (1) 
10 above. 
11 (3) To prohibit the introduction of any field sobriety tests until the State lays a 
12 
proper foundation to show: that such tests are reliable in establishing the effects of alcohol 
13 
14 on the human body; that the tests were conducted in the correct fashion; that said tests were 
15 approved by the proper governmental agency. Defendant requests a Parkinson or LR.E., Rule 
16 702 hearing. 
17 
18 
(4) To exclude the results of the breath test for the following reasons: 
19 (a) That the test was not administered in accordance with the Rules and 
20 Regulations promulgated by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services and the statutory 
21 
requirements of the State of Idaho. 
22 
23 
(b) Mr. Besaw was no properly advised pursuant to Idaho Code § IS-S002A. 
24 (c) The site of the breath taking machine was not properly certified; 
25 
26 MOTION TO DISMISS, SUPPRESS AND/OR IN LIMINE 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 



























(d) The machine, wet bath, or solution was not properly functioning or 
properly maintained or certified; 
(e) The State will be unable to lay a foundation to show that the test has any 
scientific reliability and! or that the machine was properly functioning at the time of the test; 
and· 
(f) Defendant requests a Parkinson or LR.E., Rule 702 hearing with regard 
to the breath test device and its components, and any experts to be called by the State. 
Defendant requests hearing and oral argument. 
DATED this I S-. day of February, 2011. 




. Stros in, a member of the firm. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MOTION TO DISMISS, SUPPRESS AND/OR IN LIMINE 3 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 



























I hereby certify on the I ') 
day of February, 2011, a true copy 





Overnight mail to: 
Justin J. Coleman 
Deputy Prosecutor 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
CLARK and FEENEY 
/l 
tJ. 
MOTION TO DISMISS, SUPPRESS AND/OR IN LIMINE 4 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON. IDAHO 83501 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
FilED 
Wt 1 FEB L[) f1;1l1O 01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 







STATE 0 F I D A H 0 ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
CASE NO. CR2011-0000419 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this Zfday of February 2011, in the 
County of Nez Perce, 5')1-6fA(? /2~ , who, being first duly sworn, 
complains and says: that GEORGE J. BESA JR., did commit the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, I.C. § 
lS-S004(1)(a) and lS-S004C(1), a misdemeanor 
That the Defendant, GEORGE J. BESAW JR., on or about the 16th day of 
January, 2011 in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did drive or 
was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle, upon a highway, 
street, bridge or upon public or private property open to the public, 
while under the influence of alcohol, drugs and/or any other intoxicating 
substance and/or, in the alternative, while under the influence of alcohol 
while having an alcohol concentration of .20 or more, to-wit: .219 
and/or .201 as shown by an analysis of his breath. --O~) 
AMENDED COMPLAINT -1-
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that GEORGE J. BESAW JR. be dealt with 
according to law. 
(l--) 
































CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN 
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP 
Attorneys for Defendant 
1229 Main Street 
P. O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-9516 
Idaho State Bar No. 3058 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR 2011-0000419 
Plaintiff, ) 
) NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
vs. ) CRIMINAL RULES OF EVIDENCE, 
) RULE 803(24) 
GEORGE J. BESAW, JR., ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The Defendant, George Besaw, by and through his counsel of record, Charles M. 
Stroschein, intends to offer the attached documents pursuant to the Idaho Rules of 
Evidence, Rule 803(24) unless an objection is filed and served within fourteen (14) days 
of the date of this Notice. 
The documents attached hereto as Exhibit "A" were gathered from the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services pursuant to a Freedom of Information request, with regard to 
documentation generated by ISP Forensic Services for the modification to manuals, SOPs, 
IDAP A Rules for Idaho's breath testing system. The name and addresses of the declarants 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDENCE, RULE 803(24) 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 



























are noted in the e-mails that are attached. They are all members ofISP Forensic Services, 
law enforcement, or Idaho Transportation Department hearing officers. These materials 
show the true standards that are used by ISP Forensic Services. The head of the breath 
testing system thinks that using "\\Teasel words" is a proper practice for developing 
standards for Idaho's breath testing system. 
DATED this _ day of May, 2011. 
ein, a member of the firm. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
I hereby certify on the JL 
day of May, 20ll, a true copy 
of the foregoing instrument 
was: Mailed 
Faxed 
~ Hand delivered 
Overnight mail to: 
Justin J. Coleman 
Deputy Prosecutor 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDENCE, RULE 803(24) 2 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK A ND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
EXHIBIT A 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE 80J24) , r\ 
O~; 
IDAHO STATE POLICE 
NOTICE OF ACTION ON PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 
Name of Requestor: Charles Stroschein Clark and Feeney Date: 4/13/1 
Address of Requestor: Lewiston ID 83501 
I. Request Granted 
C8J The requested record is enclosed. o You may inspect and photocopy the requested records during regular office hours by contacting 
Major Kedrick Wills Commander, Police Services 208-884-7219 
Records CustodianiDesignee Title Telephone Number 
II. Request Denied in Part or Denied in its Entirety 
Your request has been processed. However, after consultation with legal counsel for the Idaho State Police, your request has been 
o denied in part; 0 denied in its entirety pursuant to: 
o Idaho Code 9-340A(1) o Idaho Code 9-340C(2) o Idaho Code 9-340D(1) o Idaho Code 9-340A(2) o Idaho Code 9-340C(4) o Idaho Code 9-340D(3) o Idaho Code 9-340B(1) o Idaho Code 9-340C(8) o Idaho Code 9-340D(11) o Idaho Code 9-340C(1) o Idaho Code 9-340C(9) o Idaho Code 9-340D(15) 
o No Record Found o Idaho Code 9-340C( 17) o Idaho Code 9-340E(5) o OtherlExplanation 
o Record not maintained in format requested, contact records custodian for more information 
o ISP is not the custodian ofthis record, contact 
OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(a) 
OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(b) 
OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(d) 
OIdaho Code 9-342(3)(e) 
o ISP cannot inform you when the requested record becomes available, contact records custodian with new request 
The statutory exemptions cited above are found in Idaho's Public Writings Act and are not a complete listing of all other legal bases or 
privileges which may also apply. 
o You have the right to appeal this denial or partial denial of your request by filing a petition in conformance with the provisions of 
the Idaho Public Records Law, Title 9, Chapter 3, Idaho Code. Your petition must be filed in the 4th Judicial District Court of the State 
ofIdaho within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days ofthe date of mailing of this notice. 
o You may request these records from the County Prosecuting Attorney's office. 
III. Additional Comments: 
Sincerely, 
K. Ann Cronin, Special Assistant Deputy Attorney General 
EH 02 06-<NOTICE mR.~tf~TO IDAH6i~fNA'festor 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE SC024) 
Copy - Records Request File 5/09 
t ... , .. , 
it) 
--------------
RON T. BLEWETT 
WILLIAM .JEREMY CARR 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
..JENNIFER a DOUGLASS 
THOMAS W •• EENEY 
SCOTT O. GALUNA •• 
..JONATHAN D. HALLY 
RUBE G . .JUNES' 
TINA L KERNAN -, 
.JOHN C. MITCHELL 
DOUGLAS L MUSHUTZ 
CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN " 
CONNIE TAYLOR •• 
.. UCENSED tN WASHfNGTON & OREGON ONLY 
•• UCENSED IN IDAHO & wASHINGTON 
Maj. Kedrick Wi1Is 
ISP Forensic Services 
700 S. Stratford Drive 
Meridian, ID 83642 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK A ND FEENEY, LLP 
THE TRAIN STATION. SUITE 106 
1229 MAIN STREET 
P.O. DRAWER 26S 
LEWISTON. IDAHO 83501 
February 4,2011 
Re: Freedom of Information Request 
Dear Major Wills: 
TELEPHONE: 
(20S) 743·9516 
(SOO) 865-95 16 
(206) 746-9160 
cflow@lewlsfon.com 
Pursuant to I.C. §9-338, I hereby reqtiest a copy of any and all comments supplied by 
sheriffs, chiefs, breath-testing spe'cialists, prosecutors, or other stakeholders regarding 
Idaho'~ breath testing system, including revision of any SOPs, manuals, or administrative 
rules, pursuantto the Matthew Garnette e-mail dated August 27, 2010. Mr. Garnette's e-
mail notes that he thanked the sheriff, chief, breath-testing specialist, prosecutor or other 
stakeholder for their comments. These comments are specifically requested in this Freedom 
of Information Request. 
We request that certified copies of said documents be sent to our office and that if any fees 
are incurred that we .be notified prior to what the fee schedule is or copying costs would be 
for this request. However, if the said information can also be provided on a computer disk 
that could be sent, this would be acceptable. 
In addition, e-mail copies of the documents would be acceptabJe if the agency has that 
capability. My e-mail addressischarm@clarkandfeeney.com. Pursuant to I.e. §9-339, a 
three dayresporue is required. . 
Thailk you for 10~ 'promp~ attention to' my request. 
Sincerely ~. 
c~ and FEENEY 
Charles M. Stroschein 
CMS:cw 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE 8~4) --------------- --
Garnette, Matthew 
From: . Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: 
To: 
. Thursday, July 08, 2010 11 :47 AM 
Garnette, Matthew 
Subject: BRACSOP 
The revisions to the SOP are finished. I added the minor in consumption portions that mirror the regular testing 
procedure sans the 15 minute observation period. Anne and Skyler reviewed it and approved of the changes and it 
should be ready to go out. I will be working on the calibration/certification procedure next week and that should be 
ready to go shortly. 
JJ 
Jeremy Jolmston 
Alcohol Diseipllilc L-eatler 
ISP Region 1 Forensics 
('oem' el' A11m€'., ID 
20B-20!}-87Ofi 
1 
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------------------------------------------------------
Garnette, Matthew 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: 
To: 
Thursday, July 08, 2010 9:46 AM 
Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: reviews? 
All of the reviews that are in the final review folder are ready to go. I need to update the SOP after getting feedback 
from some officers and Anne. I am adding a MIP/MIC section to address a truncated procedure for dealing with 
underage drinking parties that can circumvent the 15 minute wait as the threshold for the charge is either present or not 
present and not the O.08IeveJ. 
That should be done today and ready as soon as Skyler gets done with the review. 
Jeremy Jolmston 
.AleollOl Discipline Leader 
ISP l{egion 1 Forensics 
('nmu' {l' Alene; ID 
208-209-8706 
1 
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Tuesday. July 20. 2010 12:40 PM 
Anderson, Skyler; Garnette, Matthew; Johnston, Jeremy 
RE: Final AM Review 
A am not fond of the term approximately either. Since this is an operator SOP, [think We should have a limit. Maybe 
say approximately 25 no more than 3D, or whatever number is appropriate. [agree with Skyler that change should wait 
for Jeremy. 
--.------
From: Anderson, Skyler . 
Sent: TuesdaYr July 20, 2010 11:31 AM 
To: Garnette, Matthew; Nord, Annei Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: Final AM Review 
-------.--,-----
I had to save my comments and review of the AM as a "for merge" document, because the original is still locked. The 
changes to the AM aU look good to me. Grammatically speaking, I think it gets a little redundant by saying "performance 
verification solutions" repeatedly; however, I do not think we should change it because this way the method is perfectly 
dear, espedally if someone tries to take a section of the method out of context. The only other comments that I have 
are the same comments I have always had about using the word "approximately." We shouldn't delete these sections 
without Jeremy's approval, because I believe he has an argument in support of using "approXimately". Personally, 1 think 
it creates ambiguity in the method and creates room for debate regarding when a performance verification is valid. In 
the forensic lab, we all have strict deadlines regarding when we can use a solution and I think BTS's are responsible 
enough to be held to a strict standard. 
That is all, 
Skyler Anderson 
Forensic Scientist II 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
209 E. lewis 5t. 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
208-232-9474 {FAX: 208-232-3697} 
1 
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Tuesday, July 20,20101:16 PM 
Johnston, Jeremy 
Nord, Anne 
Breath Alcohol SOP Fixes-your attention required 
I made many changes to the Breath Alcohol SOP. I titled it Idaho Breath Alcohol SOP. I also added the current history 
method of doing revisions and made it revision O. Many attorneys complained that they could not tell which version 
they were looking at so we will use the same format we use for everything else and since there were no previous 
revision numbers-starting with 0 works just fine. I added the approval footer, changed and added some vocabulary 
definitions, and made the wording standard as performance verification or performance verification solution. I also 
added some hyperlinking in the document. I will need a checklist done for this and all the other documents. Skyler and 
Anne felt strongly aboutthe "approximately" issue and I will let you decide on that and any other final revisions before 
we publish this out to the world. Because this will be posted on the internet page, I will make it a PDF as part of the 
publication process. I will add a watermark when it is printed that all printed versions are not official copies. Hopefully 
that will drive them back to the internet for the official version. 
The document is still in the same folder-let me know when you are done with your final review. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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BRAe SOP finished and f will do the worksheet tomorrow and fax it to you for release on. Friday. 
1J 
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 20101:21 PM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Cc: Nord, Anne 
Subject: Manuals 
All the manuals are now back in your court. Sorry it took so long but it took a long time to go through all the formatting 
you inherited. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Thursday. August 19, 2010 3:41 PM 
Gamette, Matthew 
RE: all done 
SOP criteria checklisLPDF 
Here you go. Not many changes to the manuals, although I did go through the Intox manual and had to change a ton of 
"calibration checks/l to performance verification checks. I don't think that I had done that before. Also, fixed a 
redundancy issue in the FC20 manual with the performance verification check being duplicated partially. 
JJ 
,------_._------
From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: Thursday, August 19,2010 2:34 PM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: RE: all done 
I don't retain the checklists-/ just check them when they are sent in to make sure you answered and addressed 
everything. Ready when you are ..• _ 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 3:28 PM 
To:Gamett~Matthew 
Subject: aU done 
All the reviews of the SOP and reference manuals is completed. f will now finish the checklist for the SOP and scan and 
fax you a copy asap. 
Do you have the checklists for AM 1.0 and 3.0? I can send them too if you need them. 
Jeremy Johnstnn 
MeolIol Discipline Leader 
ISP Rp.giolll Forensics 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 
208-209-8706 
1 
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i l 
Garnette, Matthew 




Thursday, August 19, 2010 5:23 PM 
Gamette, Matthew; Johnston, Jeremy 
RE: Breath Testing Program Updates 
I wanted to thank both of you for all the work you have put in on tht:se. I hope we start seeing the payoff soon and 
some of the issues we have been having with court interpretations will go away. 
,---------------,---
From: Gamettel Matthew 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 4:01 PM 
To: Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora; Cutler, Rachel; Johnston, Jeremy; Larson, Shannon; Meade, Donna; Nord, Anne 
Cc: Wills, Kednck 
Subject: Breath Testing Program Updates 
Importance: High 
The Alcohol webpage has been updated with the new reference manuals for the instruments and also the SOP for BTS 
and operators. The same information is now posted on the I: drive. These are now the official versions and they are 
controlled. They have been approved by the Quality Manager in the same format that we do everything else. The 
reference manuals are not in the ISO number formatting because they are reference manuals for the officers to use 
(they are not AMs). You will notice that there are no more training manuals (only reference manuals and an SOP). An 
email will go out to the BTS officers in the morning. 
1:\lnternationaf Management System\Breath Alcohol 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Garnette, Matthew 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent; 
To: 
Friday, August 20, 201012:05 PM 
Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: Please check and tell me what you would change .... 




From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2010 10:25 AM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: Please check and tell me what you would change .... 
Importance: High 
Dear Chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator, 
This communication is to inform you thatwe have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be 
aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the 
determination to pursue ASCLDjLAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for 
certification approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have 
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There wilf be two tiers of manuals for each 8TS or Operator. 
• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual 
has been revised and updated. 
• The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a 
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting 
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised 
manuals we have made it very dear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the 
reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when working with the instrument 
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The 
BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP. _ 
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the 
use of "performance verification" and "performance verification solution." While the instrument software may 
still call for a "calibration check"-we will now be calling any checking done by a 8T5 or Operator in the field a 
"performance verification." The BTS or Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS or Operator is 
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to 
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the 
ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification 
using a performance verification solution from Repeo. The performance verification solution ~ the same thing 
as a sirnulator solution. 
3) The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be 
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the solutions in Idaho. 
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have 
minimal impact on your operations. 
1 
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Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Christine Starr [CStarr@cityofboise.org] 
Monday, August 23, 2010 10:37 AM 
Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 




»> On 8/23/2010 at 10:25 AM, in message 
<9786F206A1C09B4A95140060614274C5055DB2DF@LOUDHOWARD.1SP.STATE.ID.US>, 
"Gamette, Matthew" <matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov> wrote: 
The SODDEN manual has been combined Wltti the 5000 manual into ihe "5000 Series fV'lanuaf." If the information is 
not there, you can dir~ct them to me or Jeremy to obtain the iriformation. If we get enoughreque5ts for the old 
manuals, we may make a new website for the ()Id materiaJs but I really don't want to even have those manuals up 
anymore because I don't want to confuse the B15 or Operators. We really wanted to ,make a clean break between 
the "old program" arid the "new program." 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
---------,--'------
From: Christine Starr [mailto:CStarr@cityofboise.org] 
s~rit: Monday, AUgllst 23, 2010'10:13 AM ' ' " 
To: c;'ainette, Mattliew , 
Cc: Mandee Russell; Susan McMikle 
subl~Ct: ~e~ ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
HI Matthew, 
I am revieWing our Response tQ ReQuest for Discovery in light ofthe be.!ow changes, and I see the 
old materials are NOT on the web page any more. tn our Response we were direCting deff?Jlse ' 
counl:lel t9 the Web page..,-- who doyo~ want lJs to qirect them to now to get tht? Information? 
Additionally, We directthem'in our response to,tne [?GOP EN Breath Testing Specialist Manqal 
Supplement, pg. 39 for issue:;s relatirig·'to Aceton.e, hut thqtrpan.ual is no longer on the website 
either. Who should we be directing them to in order to geUh.at manual? ' 




Assistant City Attorney 
Boise City Attomey's Office 
PO Box 500 
1 
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»> On 8/23/2010 at 9:26 AM, in message 
<9786F206A1C09S4A95140060614274C5055DB239@LOUDHOWARD.1SP.STATE.lD.US>, 
"Garnette, Matthew" <matthew.garnette@ispJdaho.gov> wrote: 
Dear Chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor/ BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator, 
This communIcation is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you 
to be aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your oper;3tions. The ISPFS laboratory system has 
made the determination to pursue AsCl[)/LAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrumeht Calibration. As 
our dead.lines for certification approach, you wilf see more and more standardization in the program. Effective 
today we have iniplemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator. 
• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (Sop) contains the methods to follow in general. This 
manUal has been revised andupdatl:;;d. ,..' . , 
• The "training ma~uals" h~ve been replaced by #reference manuals." Each instrument series has 
a reference,mimuaL We found that In' a number of cases the training manual and'SOP had 
conflictinginformati6n and the courts were d~dding which manual to use for interpretation. In 
the reVised manuals we have mad~it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be 
referenced and the reference rnal1uals ar!= reaily for the BTS or Opera,tor reference when working 
with the instrument menus. We tried to take out any conflicting Wording. If we missed 
something, please !et u~ know. the Ens and Operators sholjid be very familiar with tne SOP. 
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with oUr accredItation guidelines. Vou will notice 
the use of "perforr'Tlanc:e verificatiOj1i' and "performance verification solution." vithlie the instrument 
soft;ware may stlll.c;all for a i'calibraljon check":-We will now be c~lling any checking done byaBTs or 
Operato.r in the field ,a "performance vi:!rlficatiol1.tI The BTS cir Operator does not perform any calibration-
..,.thus the BTS or Operator is checkin~ the peiforma!,)ce of the instrurnent (a performance v!=rification), 
We know it Y'1!l take some tim!; to get usee! to the new vocqbu!?ry, but the only time we WIll Use the tenn 
"c~libratjon" is ill reference to what the iSPF~ analyst does in the laboratory. Again; a BTS' of Operator' " 
perfonils and logs a performance verifiCcition using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The 
perfprrnahce verification soilltion 11 the same thing as a simulator solutio!1. . 
3) The Performance Verification Solution lotcertjfi~tions will remain the same! but more information Will, 
beprolJided on the certificate regarding our e)(plidt approval of Repeo to provide the solutions In Idah9' 
We will make eVery effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will 
have minimal impact on your operati!ir1s. Fee! free to cOIitact me or Breath Alcohol Dis~Jpllne Leader J~remy 
JohnStqn using the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Monday, August 23, 2010 10:28 AM 
Christine Starr 
Johnston, Jeremy 
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
You can have them email me. If it gets out of hand with requests, I will set up some kind of archive website for them to 
get the information. I think most of the defense attorneys already have the copies of the old manual so I don't 
anticipate many issues. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
----------
From: Christine Starr [mailto:CStarr@dtyofboise.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 10:25 AM 
To: Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
We will be directing defense counsel to you all for the information that is no longer on the website, 
who do you want them to contact? If you would like, we can have them email their requests to 
someone in particular. 
»> On 8/23/2010 at 10:21 AM, in message 
<9786F206A1C09S4A9S140060614274C5055DB2D3@LOUDHOWARD.lSP.STATE.ID.US>, 
"Garnette, Matthew" <matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov> wrote: 
We will rn'3.~~Wav~il~bie:bYteqllest bilt i ~ia:hot want to leave. it up,andhav~ sarTI? get confusedatid use the old 
information. Pleas~ em~Ji.!!le!f V6u peed any cftlle ole! manuals. . . 
lVlattn.ew Galll~tte . 
Idaho state Po.iic~ Forens\c SerVices 
Qilafity Manager 
From: (ljtis,tine Starr trn~lIi:b:cstarr@Cityofhbise.brg] 
sent:,Monday, August 23, zeila 9:38 AM· .. 
Tb: Gam~~~1 Mqi:t~~w.· . '. ,. 
S!!bj¢c#Re; 1SP Bl"?ath A!cohd!Changes 
Hi MCltth~Wi 
----_._--'-----
Thar* you for this irnportaii~ infprmation. I have PE!!?s¢d It on to all our .criminal attqrnl?Ys. Will you 
continue to havethe~ qld n1~ted?l~ on the vy~bsite, g;ve.rrth$t WI? have to use' therh13IlUCiI that WClS 




Assistant City Attorney 
1 
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»> all 8/23!~010 Sit 9:?6 AMi in m.e~sage . .' 
<9786F20~A1CO~B4A9514006,oe14Z749~05,5,PB239@I..,OUDHOWARD.ISP.STATE.lD.ljS>, 
"Gam.ette, MattheWi <mattheW.gamette@isp.ldaho.gov>wrote: 
Deqr ChiefjSheriff, Prosecutor, BT?I or Breath InstrtJment Operator, . . . .' . 
Tliis tprnrjiLiriitatiqn IS to, inform you that \I;I~ h'ave rna~e some changes tothe breath, aJcohol program. t wantyplJ 
to b¢ aware of these ch~,nges andtnewciys, tl),ev meW Irn pact your operations. The ISPFSjabora~()r'i system ha~ 
maqe the, determinatto.n ~o pursue Asc~D/LAB i7025 a¢credjfatlon ill ~r¢ath Testing Instrumept cai!i;ratlbrt~ As 
bur deadliiies fqr t;t?rtlft~tionapproach; yoll wll! see, more and more standardIzation in the program, ,Effe,J:tive 
today w~ have Irnp.l¢me'rit~d. several~hanges; The do~umeQts are all posted on the ISPFS Alc6h~! Website .. 
1) There wjii b:e two tiers dfmanlia!s for each BT? or Operator. 
,; The Idaho standard Operating,Prace'Jure (SOP,) contains the methods to foliow in general. This 
mari'Ja'j lias been' tevlsedaii8 updatEid.,· . ,.,,' . ' .. ' ... ,,',.. , ' 
• t'he"itr~injng inaiiOais,fhavebeehrePlaced btl/referenCe manuals./lEachlnstrument series,has 
aref~rencei11ahuaL 'We foiind'i:hat in. a nurnber:o(cases the trai~rrig manual ancl?9PhaCl ' 
c6t1flittlrig irlforlhaHon aflrl the courts Were ~ed!ijng whIch manual to(jse for interpret'ltion.lri. 
the revised manuaiswe have made it very dear that the SOP is thedociJmentthaf~houldbe 
refer¢rl!=ed' ~~d the reference ~ai1li~'ls ~re r~;lly fbi: the-i'TS .or 0~era~5t referen~~ w~~~ working 
with tpe instrilmerlt menus. We tried tq taK~oUtanY ~bnfljct\tlgwbidlng. If We inissed 
sP'rnething, pleasedet uS,know. The1rr$.a.hd 6p~rc!#:its sliolJl~!J!= ve,r., farniiiar wltl1'tlwsDP. 
2) Th~ vQcabylary for t/ieproiram \sc~anging to con.fqrmw,lfhour acc'redita#on gyldeIiri.es: You will n6H~e 
theU~eoi i'p'erfQrrn~~d:. v~rifkC!tiqnil ai")q "Rerf(}!m~i{~r:;yerificatli?ri splutibn/'Wh!l~,~he ijistr~l11e.ht 
sOftW,atern,aYstill c?11 f9r a "taii?ratfci'ri thec:k"~W~wiii b.oW b¢ c;allil1g ~ny th~ckirig done by C! tITS or 
Oper~tgrlrithe field q "perforlT\anc¢ Ve.r1ficatiqr1/, The BTs or operatd(ci(}e5 nqt penorm:anytalibra!.!CJl1-
--=tliqs t~e';§TS. or ()perator is thec;king the ~ei1qfiTiaHce of the Hi~~L~rne_rif(~perfo,rrnaDc~ '{¢tlfjl;a!ion), 
'We kl'!C!w itWftitci~e~6m~time to get ,l:l~edJ(J thef"!eW \/cicqPLJ[arv/butthe onlY time We wilfuse:theterITI 
ilca!ibr~ii()h'iltin, refer¢l1pi 1Q wb:atthe l~pF.S an?lyst poesin ,fb~ lC!bor~t6fy, 'Agafh,; a B1"5. or Qp~rato( " 
perfor!T!5. l1!1d,lbgs a pE:rformance yeri~l:at\onjJs.ihg a p~rf()rr'jiat1tev~rlfic~tIOlj 'soiutioll frqm Relico. The 
perf9.rma'nl:~v.eriflta.ti()i:l ~orYtlonlli ttlt~'S?rne thing ?IS a sirpLilat¢f sbi.tJtfoh, 
3) The Perfgrmante Verifjcation sqiiitioh Iotcertifitatlons Will rerTfarri !ne safT\e; buiin-oreJnforrration \Vlli 
~e Pfovldeq oh thecertifjtate regarding our explidfappr,Qval of Rep(:o to prbviqe the soIiJti6[1~ in Idaho. . ' "~' ' ~ . . , . 
We Will, ri1a~e every 'effort tQke~p you t)pdated on the progre?softhis program, We nope that the changes will 
havemihi~al impact on your operatjons. Fee! 'free to tcirrtact rne or~reathAico.hbl Di$Cipline LeaderJeremy . 
Johnston using the cgntClcti~formatio)i provlcied below .. . ". '. . . 
Matthew Gamette 
Id?ho stat~ P(Jlke Forensic Servlc,es 
QualitY Manager 
ma1::thew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
700 South Stratfcirq Drive sui1:e i25 
Meridian Idaho 83642 
208-884-7217 Voice 
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Jeremy Johnston 
Idaho state Pollc~ Forensic Services 
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From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: Monday, August 23,201012:20 PM 
To: DL Majors; DL Captains; Dl Lieutenants 
Subject: ISP Forensic Services Breath Alcohol Changes 
Importance: High • 
Please forward to all Breath Testing Specialists or Breath Instrument Operators at ISP: 
This communIcation is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be 
aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the 
determination to pursue ASCLD/LAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for 
certification approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have 
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator. 
• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual 
has been revised and updated. 
• The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals." ·Each instrument series has a 
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting 
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised 
manuals we have made it very dear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the 
reference manuals are really for the STS or Operator reference when working with the instrument 
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The 
BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP. 
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the 
use of "performance verification" and "performance Verification solution." While the instrument software may 
still call for a "calibration check" -we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a 
"performance verification." The BTS or Operator does not perform any calibratiQn-thus the BTS or Operator is 
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to 
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the 
ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification 
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution ~ the same thing 
as a simulator solution. . 
3} The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be 
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the so!utions in Idaho. 
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have 
minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader Jeremy johnston using 
the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
Meridian Idaho 83642 
208-884-7217 Voice 
208-884-7290 Fax 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
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Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
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Monday, August 23, 20102:42 PM 
Garnette, Matthew 
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Cool. I am sending out the response to jared and CC the rest of everyone. 
JJ 
-----Original Message-----
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 20~0 1:40 PM 
To: Johnston) Jeremy 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Fair enough. I will have them do the registry through you and you will have to manually add 
them to the list. The list will automatically delete someone if the email gets kicked back a 
certain number of times. I will also have it set up so that all denials get sent to your 
email inbox. You can find out from the agency if the BTS changed or moved or what happened 
to the email address. Doing it manually will take more time, but it will limit it to only 
BTS, operators, and prosecutors. I will populate it initially with all the email addresses 
that we have in the access database. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----Original Message-----
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 2:29 PM 
To: Gamette> Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
I think we should limit it to police officers and attorneys. Defense might try to Use 
something in the e-mail to their advantage if they find out about it before the officers and 
prosecutors. They'll find out anyway, but at least they won't have the initial jump that 
everyone else gets. 
JJ 
-----Original Message-----
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Monday, August 23) 2010 1:27 PM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
I will get it set up and functional and then pass the management to you because the messages 
will be yours. Because I am in proximity to CJIS j I will deal with them on the front end. I 
am also going to have a similar list for our newsletters and news releases. I get sick of 
trying to update the email list every time I send something out. What do you think about who 
should be able to register for the BrAc list? 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
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Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----Original Message-----
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Monday~ August 23, 201a 2:24 PM 
To: Garnette; Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Sounds good to me, but are you sure that you want to manage this. It sounds to me like this 
should be part of my duties. You have too much to do already_ 
JJ 
-----Original Message-----
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 1:22 PM 
To: Olson, Jared; Johnston, Jeremy 
cc: Wills, Kedrick 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Jeremy is going to respond on the technical things listed below. 
I spoke with our IT department and we are going to institute a "list serve" for breath 
alcohol. I will provide him with all the valid email addresses we have right now and they 
will merely have to confirm that they want to be added. Then there will be a link on the 
alcohol website to register new people. I figured it did not do much good to waste time 
limiting it to just BTS or operators (because we will have defense attys that register). I 
don't see that as an issue--but I am willing to listen if there is a reason to limit it to 
officers and prosecutors. I just thought that the information would be general enough that 
the defense community is going to find out that we updated something anyway_ If we want to 
limit it, I can just manage it by manually adding email addresses as they email me to request 
to be added. I just figured all the rejections will come back to my email box ~nd I can 
delete them from the list or find a neW email address for them. They can reregister if their 
email address changes and I can add or delete anyone I choose. By going to this type of • 
system, the BTS, prosecutor, or operator would be responsible for getting the information by 
being on the listserve. If they don't get the information--it is their own fauit. \ We would 
teach them in the BTS'or operator class about getting on the listserve. Thoughts???? 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
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Tuesday, August 24, 2010 8:30 AM 
Garnette, Matthew; Johnston, Jeremy 
Nord, Anne 
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
I agree with all of Jeremy's proposed fixes. They were all pretty minor. I strongly agree 
with Jeremy about the MIP procedure. If the courts start requiring certified instruments and 
certified operators for underage consumption results to be considered admissible in court; in 
my mind. this is a good side effect of the SOP. I do not think any agency in the state should 
be using uncertified instruments to obtain evidentiary samples. Especially, as Jeremy said, 
if the operator is also uncertified and is performing passive testing. 
That is all, 
Skyler Anderson 
Forensic Scientist II 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
2139 E. Lewis St. 
Pocatello, 1D B3281 
2138-232-9474 (FAX: 2eB-232-3697) 
-----Original Message-----
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Monday> August 23, 21318 3:3B PM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Cc: Anderson, Skyler; Nord, Anne 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
please make the changes to the manual by downloading a copy off the I: drive and making the 
edits. When you hear back from Jared, Christine, and Ben please provide me with all the 
changes that have been agreed to by all the parties. Feel free to conference call with them 
or whatever you need to do so that we can make everyone happy with the wording. I will post 
the revisions when they have your signoff. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----Driginal Message-----
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 213113 2:56 PM 
To: Olson, Jared 
(c: Garnette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
I'll try to answer your questions to the best of my abilities. 
1- the spelling can be easily corrected 
1 
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2- the intent of 5.1.4 was to allow for the 0.20 to be usable up until it reaches the 25 
verifications regardless of the time (up until the expiration dates on the bottle if 
necessary) up until it fails to give good results. In section 5.2.4 we can add the same 
language to 5.1.4 for consistency. Instead of "several" months, what language can we use to 
confer the meaning we want ... that the 0.20 can be used until it expires or gives bad 
results and needs to be ,changed? 
3- 18-8604c will be changed to 1B-B004C 
4- 0.626 shoud be 0.20 correct. 
5- Runs. • series ... doenst matter to me. Series does sound better though. With 
respect to the should and suggested part of the troubleshooting guide, I tried to write it so 
that it was a guideline for trying to troubleshoot why the tests are low. I also wanted to 
explain the reasoning behind why we allow three series of samples to be taken before taking 
the instrument out of service. I did not want the guideline to read as mandatory because I 
know some BTS's that use the nuclear approach and change everything if they get a initial 
failed series of tests. I didn't want officers to get in trouble for "not" following the 
guildeline and maybe changing the solution first and checking hoses and leaks second. 
6- see #2 and #4 
7- 5.1.5 can be used (it only differs by one period and a capital H in however) but who's 
counting. 
Finally- correct again. I can change the language to relect something along the lines of . 
. If the third performance verification fails, then the it can be assumed that a potential 
source of error lies with the instrument itself. 
As to the MIP/MIC procedure. That section was added in response to some northern 
jurisdictions interpreting the SOP for.DUI as the SOP for evidentiary breath testing. They 
had rules that in order for the BrAC to be admissible as evidence, it had to follow the SOP 
for evidentiary breath testing. Thus J I wrote the section for MIP/MIC admissibility. 
With respect to the use of instruments by non-certified operators and non-calibrated 
instruments, I see this as a huge potential for the wrongful conviction of an innocent 
person. After all. the instrument are not specific for ethyl alcohol, and there are multiple 
ways of introducing legal forms of alcohol into the breath pathway or the instrument itself. 
The SOP really only insures the safety and protection of the potential innocent victim that 
was at a party and maybe just took some cold medicine or used some breath spray. They could 
have been there as the designated driver?? Who knows J but without the SOP and with a single 
test on an un-calibrated instrument by and uncertified operator, that person CQuld have the 
potential to be wrongfully convicted. With the limited checks and balances that the new SOP 
section provides, it should drastically reduce the likelihood of a false positive result. 
The blanks provide a measure of protection for the ambient alcoholic conditions of the party 
venue itself) and the duplicate breath sample protects against the legitimate introduction of 
a source of alcohol into the breath pathway. If we (meaning the law enforcement agencies) 
have to manage one or two more steps in order to protect the innocent, then that to me seems 




Alcohol Discipline Leader 
ISP Region 1 Forensics 
Coeur d' Alene, 10 
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From: Olson~ Jared 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2e10 12:04 PM 
To: Garnette, Matthewj Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Matthew & Jeremy, 
Here are a number of things r wanted to point out after my first review of the SOP. 
First, on pg. 7 in section 2 - "Safety" the word "precautions" is misspelled. 
Next. in 5.1.4 is it your intention for the 0.20 solution to be valid for 1 year and 1 month 
if the agency is only using one instrument? In 5.2.4 it reads that the same bottle may be 
used for several months. I suggest these SOPs be consistent. I personally do not prefer the 
word "several" because I foresee silly motions being filed arguing over the meaning of the 
word. Much like we have seen with the term "calendar month." Can a more specific 
instruction be given? 
Third, I would suggest anywhere where Idaho Code 1B-Bee4C be mentioned that "c" be 
capitalized to be consistent with how it appears in the Idaho Code. Not a big deal. just a 
suggestion. 
Fourth, in 5.1. 4 the note states J "the 0.020 performance verification." This needs to be 
corrected to read 0.213. For consistency I would suggest either listing all of them two 
places after the decimal (easier to change) or to three places after the decimal. 
Fifth. in 5.1.5 again I would suggest changing 0.0B0 to G.0B for consistency. I personally 
do not care for the term "three runs" as this seems inconsistent to me with the definition 
section and other areas. Maybe this is just me. but would using the term "test series" be 
more accurate. In addition, we might want to have discussion about the last sentence 
stating, "The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be followed if the initial if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria." I think by stating 
the procedure If should" be followed nixes the idea the procedure is a .. suggestion." I know 
there is a reference in the troubleshooting SOP but I foresee it at least being challenged 
more than once. 
Sixth, in 5.2.4 I mentioned above the inconsistent language with 5.1.4 and stating the 
solution is good for several months. Again, in the note section the "e.02a" is incorrect. 
In 5.2.5 there is the 0.eBa. Also the note section is a big run-on sentence. I would 
suggest using the exact same paragraph in 5.1.5. 
Finally> I don't know exactly how to express it. but 7.1.4 is sending up a signal flare in my 
brain. It seems to conclusory for me that if the third performance verification fails than 
the "only" remaining source of error lies with the instrument itself. I was thinking of how 
Skylar mentioned he has been sent instruments that failed the field performance verifications 
but when he tested them, they ~ere within calibration. 
As I mentioned in the past, I personally am against including an SOP for minors in possession 
but realize I could be wrong. However J in practice many of the officers using the Alco-
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Sensor or FC20 for underage drinkers are not certified operators and furthermore many times 
the instruments they use have never been sent to the ISPFS for certification. I know this to 
be the case for Boise PD and I will be sending an email to Christine and Ben regarding this. 
Adding the SOP seems to me that it now requires a certified instrument be used for the 
evidence to be admissible. 
Notification is the big issue and in my experience it has been a lasting issue. I still hear 
stories of BTS's claiming they have never heard of the 0.20 field performance verification 
requirement. 
If I can do anything else, please let me know. I am still technically an vacation until 
Wednesday or Thursday, but as you can see I have been trying to keep up with my emails. 
Thanks J 
Jared D. Olson 
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor 
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association 





This email transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is, in any event, 
confidential information belonging to the sender and intended only for the use of the 
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in 
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this email in error, please notify us by telephone at (20B) B84-7325 to arrange for 
disposition of this email. 
-----Original Message-----
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Mon 8/23/2010 12:18 PM 
To: Olson, Jared 
Subject; RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
I composed the email Friday morning, but we have 50 many incorrect BTS email addresses that 
it kept getting rejected for sending by the ISP server. I finally got all the errors 
corrected so that I could send it this morning. I am still concerned that many of the BTS 
officers do not have the word. I used our BTS class rosters since 2a06, but MANY of the 
emails came back as rejected. We do not have a good list of all the BTS officers in Idaho. 
I did send it to every Chief, SheriffJ and the city prosecutors I knew about. I know I did 
not get it to every city prosecutor. Getting the word out will continue to be a huge problem 
until we have a distribution list. It also concerns me because we will be making more 
changes in the near future. 
~' 
Jeremy has told me that the content is not much different--just that the 5000 and 500eEN were 
combined into one. Some of the problem wording wa5 removed. I have attached the old'ones 
for your review. If you keep a list of grammatical or other problems, I will get them fixed. 
We will be publishing revision 1 this week because of the issue Boise City is going to have 
with underage drinking problems. We are going to add a note for them that the tests do not 
have to be done sequentially (the officer can administer other tests during the two minute 
wait and come back to the first subject after 2 minutes). They figure they will run 5e0 
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tests next weekend so we want to get it revised for them ASAP. I have a feeling We will hear 
of other issues from prosecutors and we will compile those and get them in the manual 
reV1S10n. If I can get all the problems to me by Tuesday B/25, I can get the revisions done 
on Wednesday so we don't have issues into the next weekend. Again, I am worried about the 
best method to get the word out statewide. Your thoughts are appreciated. This is my top 
priority this week. 
Jeremy is calling Ben Harmer "and Christine starr today. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
-----Original Message-----
From: Olson, Jared 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 11:35 AM 
To: Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Matthew. 
Could you email me a copy of the prior version of the SOP. I anticipate a lot of questions 
being sent my way this week regarding the new SOP, so I need to get started reviewing it. I 
am a little concerned that it went live last Friday but the BTS's have not been notified 
until after it went live. But I need to do a quick review to see what if any changes might 
be new for the BTS. I have done a quick scan and their are a few grammatical errors and 
inconsistencies with the decimal points (e.g. says 0.20 and then 0.200 in the same paragraph. 
I have forwarded your email to be sent to all the Idaho prosecutors that are members of the 
IPAA. There are a number of city prosecutors who are not members and I will work on 
notifying those that I know of. 
Thanks, 
Jared D. Olson 
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor 
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association 





This email transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is, in any event, 
confidential information belonging to the sender and intended only for the use o'f the 
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient; you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in 
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibi~d. If you have received 
this email in error, please notify us by telephone at (20B) 884-7325 to arrange for 
disposition of this email. • 
-----Original Message-----
From: Gamette~ Matthew 
Sent: Man 8/23/2010 11:11 AM 
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To: Benjamin Harmer 
Cc: Olson, Jared 
Subject: FW: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Please forward this to those in your office that need this information. Christine Starr from 
Boise City just called and was concerned about the changes we made to the underage drinking 
section of the SOP. She was concerned that it would take them more time to do a duplicate 
test. Jeremy stands by that section because of mouth alcohol issues (especially in teens at 
a party where they may be using alcohol based breath freshen~rs). She said Boise City is 
doing emphasis this weekend and I thought you might be involved in some of that as well. Let 
me know if you have concerns about the new sections. 
She was also concerned that we deleted the old manuals from the website. Feel free to have 
the defense email me for copies of the older (non-controlled versions). I did not want to 
leave them up and have it become a source of confusion for the BTS or court system. We now 
have a process to control these documents (starting with Revision 0) and the controlled 
version has an issue/effective date and a revision number. I will archive these manuals in 
my office just like all of our other manuals for the lab system. The defense can request 
them through the normal discovery process. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2810 9:26 AM 
Subject: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Dear Chief> Sheriff, Prosecutor, BT5 , or Breath Instrument Operator, 
This communication is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol 
program. I want you to be aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your 
operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the determination to pursue ASCLD/LAB ~7e25 
accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for certification 
approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have 
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There will be two tiers of manuals for each BT5 or Operator. 
The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
<http://www.isp.idaho.gov/forensic/alcohol.html> contains the methods to follow in general. 
This manual has been revised and updated. 
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The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals 
<http://www.isp.idaho.gov/forensic/certificates.html#BATManuals>." Each instrument series 
has a reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had 
conflicting information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. 
In the revised manuals we have made it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be 
referenced and the reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when 
working with the instrument menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we 
missed something~ please let us know. The BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the 
SOP. 
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation 
guidelines. You will notice the use of "performance verification" and' "performance 
verification solution." While the instrument software may still call for a "calibration 
check"-we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a 
"performance verification." The BTS or Operator does not perform any calibration---thus the 
BTS or Operator is checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). 
We know it will take some time to get used to the new vocabulary~ but the only time we will 
use the term "calibration" is in reference to What the ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. 
Again, a BTS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification using a performance 
verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution is the .same thing as 
a simulator solution. 
3) The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but 
more information will be provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo 
to provide the solutions in Idaho. 
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that 
the changes will have minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath 
Alcohol Discipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
70a South Stratford Drive Suite 125 




Idaho state Police Forensic Services 
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Monday, August 23, 2010 8:04 PM 
Johnston, Jeremy 
FW: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Will you please respond to this? 
Matthew Garnette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Rob Neiwert [mailto:rneiwert@cassiacounty.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 4:44 PM 
To: Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Matthew, 
Can you please tell me if there is a m !nimum years of service in order to be certified as a BTS. 
Thanks 
Lt. Rob Neiwert 
Director 
Mini-CaSsia Criminal Justice Center 
1415 Albion Ave 




From: Gamette, Matthew [mailto:matt:l1ew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 23,20109:26 AM 
To: rdudley@cassiacounty.orgi rneiwert@cassiacounty.org 
subject: ISP Breatil Alcohol Changes 
Dear Chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator, 
This communication is to inform you that we have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be 
aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the 
determination to pursue ASCLD/LAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing In~rument Calibration. As our deadlines for 
certification approach, you will see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have 
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1) There will be two tiers of manuals for each BTS or Operator. 
1 
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• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual 
has been revised and updated. 
• The "training manuals" have been replaced by "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a 
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting 
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised 
manuals we have made it very clear that the sop is the document that should be referenced and the 
reference manuals are really for the BTS or Operator reference when working with the instrument 
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The 
BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP. 
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the 
use of "performance verificationn and "performance verification solution." While the instrument software may 
still cal! for a "calibration check"-we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a 
IIperformance verification." The 8TS or Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS or Operator is 
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to 
get used to the new vocabulary. but the only time we will use the term "cal ibration" is in reference to what the 
ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a 8TS or Operator performs and logs a performance verification 
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution Ii the same thing 
as a simulator solution. 
3) The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be 
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the solutions in Idaho. 
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have 
minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using 
the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
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Tuesday, August 24,20107:55 AM 
Johnston, Jeremy 
Cutler, Rachel; Lewis, Lamora; Garnette, Matthew 
RE: SOP additional nate 
It looks and sounds good to me. 
Skyler Anderson 
Forensic Scientist II 
Idaha5tate .. P.:oliceForensic5ervices. 
209 E. Lewis St. 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
208-232-9474 (FAX: 208-232-3697) 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2010 12:33 PM 
To: Anderson, Skyler 
Cc: Cutler, Rachel; Lewis, Lamora; Garnette, Matthew 
Subject: SOP additional note 
For clarification on the MIP jMIC procedure I need to a dd an additional clarification to that the correct interpretation is 
applied. In a nutshell, it says that the breath test consists of 2 samples preceded by blanks that are approximately 2 
minutes apart. I Just need to add clarification that the two samples do not need to be consecutive samples. This was 
the original design, but was worded in such a way that could have been left open for interpretation about whether or 
not each person had to have two consecutive samples done in sequence which would greatly increase the time to 
process a large scale party. 
The change would be to a note in 8.3 and will look like this: 
8.3 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken during the 
testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath samples should be 
approximately 2 minutes apart to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol 
contamination. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. Additionally; it should be noten that the two samples taken for 11 single 
individual do not neecl to be consecutive Samples as long as there is 
approximately 2 minutes between each sample from each individual. 
Please have all comments on this interpretation back to me asap so we can get the new revision published out before 
the start of school and party season. 
JJ 
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Wednesday, August 25,20107:22 AM 
Garnette, Matthew 
Dye, Gordon; Kelley, Sheldon 
RE: ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
We can remove this requirement as there is no reasonable suspicion to believe that the: area where the portable 
instrument performance verifications take place would be saturated with ambient alcohol to the point that it would give 
false readings. It was more than like Iva product of trying to remain consistent with the PV checks from the portables 
and the intox (which does a blank in between samples). 
This will be induded in the proposed revision #1 that should be going out before the weekend. 
JJ 
Jeremy JolmBton 
Alcohol Discipline Lender 
ISP Uc>gionl ForeI1<;ics 
Coeurd' A.lelle, ID 
208-209-87'06 
From: Garnette, Matthew 
Sent: Tuesday, August 24,20107:54 PM 
To: JohnstOn, Jeremy 
Subject: Fw; ISP Breath Alcohol Changes 
Please reply aiL 
Matthew Garnette 
From: Avery, Jesse 
To: Garnette, Matthew 
Cc: Dye, Gordon; Kelley, Sheldon 
Sent: Tue Aug 24 19:36:45 2010 
-----_._--,----
" Subject: RE: IS? Breath Alcohol Changes , 
According to 5.1.2 of the SOP's there should be an air blank between the 2 verification checks on a'lifeloc. The' 
lifeloc does not perfonn an air blank when doing a wet check. Is there something else we need to be doing? .' . 
5.1.2 The perfunnance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 perfurmance verification 
solutions consist of two samples separated \,air blanks. 
Thanks 
Jesse Avery 
Region 3 Patrol 
Idaho State Police 
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From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: Mon 8/23/2010 9:26 AM 
Subject: ISP Breath Alcohol Chahges 
Dear Chief, Sheriff, Prosecutor, BTS, or Breath Instrument Operator, 
This communication is to inform youthat we have made some changes to the breath alcohol program. I want you to be 
aware of these changes and the ways they may impact your operations. The ISPFS laboratory system has made the 
determination to pursue ASCLDjLAB 17025 accreditation in Breath Testing Instrument Calibration. As our deadlines for 
certification approach, you wiJI see more and more standardization in the program. Effective today we have 
implemented several changes. The documents are all posted on the ISPFS Alcohol Website. 
1} There will be two tiers of manuals for each BT5 or Operator. 
• The Idaho Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) contains the methods to follow in general. This manual 
has been revised and updated. 
• The "training manuals" have been replaced bv "reference manuals." Each instrument series has a 
reference manual. We found that in a number of cases the training manual and SOP had conflicting 
information and the courts were deciding which manual to use for interpretation. In the revised 
manuals we have made it very clear that the SOP is the document that should be referenced and the 
reference manuals are really for the BT5 or Operator reference when working with the instrument 
menus. We tried to take out any conflicting wording. If we missed something, please let us know. The 
BTS and Operators should be very familiar with the SOP. 
2) The vocabulary for the program is changing to conform with our accreditation guidelines. You will notice the 
use of "performance verification" and "performance verification solution." While the instrument software may 
still call for a "calibration check" -we will now be calling any checking done by a BTS or Operator in the field a 
"performance verification." The BT5 or Operator does not perform any calibration-thus the BTS or Operator is 
checking the performance of the instrument (a performance verification). We know it will take some time to 
get used to the new vocabulary, but the only time we will use the term "calibration" is in reference to what the 
ISPFS analyst does in the laboratory. Again, a BT5 or Operator performs and logs a performance verification 
using a performance verification solution from RepCo. The performance verification solution li the same thing 
as a simulator solution. 
3} The Performance Verification Solution lot certifications will remain the same, but more information will be 
provided on the certificate regarding our explicit approval of RepCo to provide the solutions in Idaho. 
We will make every effort to keep you updated on the progress of this program. We hope that the changes will have 
minimal impact on your operations. Feel free to contact me or Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader Jeremy Johnston using 
the contact information provided below. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 




Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Breath Alcohol Discipline Leader 
jeremy. johnston @isp.idaho.gov 
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Tuesday, August 24,20101:38 PM 
Gamette, Matthew 
RE: Revision 1 
If he could get all the changes to me by the end of Wednesday, then I can work on it from home. I'm teaching BTS 
classes on Thursday and Friday and will have limited time to do much else. 
1J 
---_ .. _--_. 
From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: TuesdaYI August 24,2010 11:07 AM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Cc: Nord, Anne 
Subject: Revision 1 
Importance: High 
I just talked to Jared and he is going to have a few more prosecutors read the SOP over and he may have a few more 
comments. He said it generally reads better than the last version and he had settled down because it did not have as 
many revisions as he originally thought. He will get back to us by Thursday and I would like to publish out revision 10n 
Thursday night. Boise City will have the new wording in time for their Friday MIP emphasis. He has asked for you to 
circulate the revisions to him on Thursday before we publish it. You should be using "track changesJl. Thatfunction will 
show deleted text and added text and will allow me just to accept the changes when' go to publish it. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
Meridian Idaho 83642 
208-884-7217 Voice 
208-884-7290 Fax 
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Wednesday, August 25, 2010 12:49 PM 
Johnston, Jeremy 
RE: revision 1 
Just make sure and check with Jared, Christine, and Ben before you go with a final draft. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25,201012:46 PM 
To: Gamette, Matthew 
Subject: revision 1 
I am headed home for the day, but will be coming back in tonight to finish up the revision (if there are any more 
comments) so it can go out for finalization before Friday. I want to provide it to the BTS class on Friday, so they have the 
most current issue. 
JJ 
.Jeremy.Johnston 
.Alcohol DiscipHJle Leader 
L')P lkgioll 1 Forensics 
Coeur {l' Alene, ID 
208-209·8706 
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From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Thursday, August 26,201012:51 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Olson, Jared; Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Sky/er 
'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr' 
Subject: RE: NEW sop revision 
Attachments: WORKING Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure Rev 1.doc 
I'll add my comments and r~sponses within the e-mail below. I've attached the newer revision 
#1 incorporating the changes after this e-mail. I'm now tired and going to bed ... 
probably to dream about this SOP and its many challenges. 
JJ 
-----Original Message-----
From: Olson~ Jared 
Sent: Wed 8/25/2818 3:14 PM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy; Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler 
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer' j 'Christine Starr' 
Subject: RE: NEW sop revision 
Jeremy) 
Here is my second round of revision suggestions. To begin, I want to apologize if my 
comments seem nit picky or too lawyer like. Unfortunately, it is a combination of law school 
and my previous work as an editor for a public relations firm and my college newspaper that 
has led to this annoying behavior. In fact, when I was a police officer one of my assignments 
was to review every officer's reports. I quickly learned that to keep friends among my 
colleagues I could not use a red pen. So I want to go on record that you Were responsible 
for· choosing the color red for your revisions. All kidding aside, I really appreciate the 
work you have put into reviSing the SOPs. It is certainly not an easy task and I think you 
have done a great job. 
As a disclaimer, I recognize there is absolutely no way the SOPs can be constructed in a way 
that will not result in attacks in court. Therefore, some of my statements and/or suggestions 
may have no good solution, but I am going to put them out there just in case others may think 
of a solution. Or at least it can be a topic of conversation when training the Breath 
Testing Specialists and/or Operators. They may also be worthy of an FAQ document in the 
future. 
1. I will start with an example: I will be the first to offer some form of legal bet that 
an Idaho defense lawyer will try and suppress the breath test based on the "Safety" section 
of the SOP. I foresee some defense lawyers arguing that the officer ~ not point his/her 
client in a direction that their expired breath was not towards the oi1F1ter or other 
bystander, therefore the SOP was not followed and the results should not be admissible. I 
have seen this type of argument in blood draw cases. The defense will argue OSHA standards 
were not followed) therefore the collection of the blood was not safe and the results should 
be suppressed. Of course this does not affect the reliability of the test and the standards 
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are in place to protect the drawer of the blood and in the end it is not relevant during 
trial. I do not think any changes need to be made to the SOP, I just wanted to play 
Nostradamus for a minute and predict this silly defense argument. 
JJ------I'll take that bet 
2. Section 5 - Last sentence of the first paragraph: change "ISP" to "ISPFS". 
JJ-----changes have been made 
3. 5.1.3.1 - I foresee there being questions why the a.G8 solution is only good for a 
calendar month, but the B.2a solution is good for several months. I know that police agencies 
have complained about the added costs of the a.20 solution, but I would argue that one 
suppression motion will cost the law enforcement agency more than purchasing enough a.2a 
solution for a year. Let alone the added costs to the prosecutor, courts and even the 
defendant (although I have no sympathy for the defendant). I am just throwing out the 
suggestion of re-thinking whether you want consistency between the solution requirements. 
JJ-----this has been discussed in classes before. Truthfully, the calendar month changes of 
ANY solution don't have a scientific basis. Time does not dictate the quality of the 
solution in a sealed system. It has always been done this way, and frankly the only reason 
that it has been kept in this revision is that it is easier for the BTS to get into a routine 
with changing the solutions once a month, instead of having to count uses and changing them 
whenever. 
4. 5.1.3.1 --- Again I mention the term "calendar" month. This already became a source of 
litigation in Boise County with the judge interpreting what is meant by calendar month. 
Darren may have even ended up testifying in this case) but I think the BTS ended up having a 
sit-down with the judge to see if it could be resolved for future cases. Maybe this was 
isolated enough that a revision is not necessary, but I just wanted to mention it. The 
alternative would be to list every 38 days, but I think we can see the problems with this 
approach as well. So as I type, I say leave it be. 
JJ-----its good to see that you came to your senses before you finished #4 
5. 5.1.4 - I would suggest removing the word "indefinitely" and would not suggest using 
the terms "maximum" and "approximately" in the same sentence. Refer to my suggestion #3 of 
making the a.2a solution and the 0.08 solution reqUirements consistent. In the alternative, 
my suggestion would be."A a.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once 
per calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or 
until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first." 
JJ-----changes have been made. I struggled with the right words to suggest that the solution 
could be used for 25 verifications regardless of how many times it had been put into and 
taken out of the simulator jar. Much better language and right to the point. 
6. 5.1.4 - In the note section add apostrophe to "instruments" so that it reads" .purpose 
of supporting the instruments' results." or before the s if you think it is more 
appropriate. 
JJ-----changes have been made 
7. 5.1.4 - I am interested to see how the courts will respond to the addition of this 
note. Some judges will probably still require all SOPs to be valid before they will 
automatically allow the results to be admissible absent expert testimony. However, I also 
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, foresee the following argument: If the 50le purpose of the e.2e performance verification is 
to support the e.2e charge) then should it be the solution used before/after the subject's 
test when they test at or above a.2e BrAe? Do you see where I am going with this? I can hear 
the defense lawyer asking the BTS, "Wouldn't that be more accurate?" Maybe training and/or 
FAQ would be sufficient to address this. Thoughts? 
JJ-----The note was only to remove the 0.28 from being used in cases not involving lS-S004C, 
for which it is irrelevant. 
JJ-----The second part would boil down to the original argument that lead to the 
implementation of the a.28 check in the first place. If the instruments calibration is 
linearJ and you check it at e.88. Does it remain linear through points beyond the a.as check 
point. The 8.28 was implemented solely to show that if the instrument was accurate to within 
18% at the 8.88 level, that it remained linear through point beyond that .•. namely the 
8.2a. This is a tough one, because for all intents and purposes, scientifically, you would 
get a more time sensitive picture of how the instruments linearity was if you DID use the 
0.2a for the +/- 24 hour check. But then again, if you have a monthly e.2e check before and 
after the test in question) is it reasonable to assume that the instrument was linear through 
0.2a before the test. lost its linear calibration sometime before the test in question) and 
then somehow regained its linear calibration in order to pass the next monthly 8.20 check? 
Not really. Plus, if this were to be a requirement, we would surely lose more cases due to 
the officer not following the SOP and just running the 0.8S like they always have. Old dogs) 
new trick. 
8. 5.1.4.1 - I think we will continue to see arguments with what "routinely" means, but 
again I have only seen this in a few cases and do not think it merits a change. 
JJ-----I think we can wait to see if Clark and Feeney can come up with a legit argument for 
"routinely" I'm not holding my breath. 
9. 5.1. 5 - I have never been a fan of the note section in this particular SOP J nor any of 
the subsequent changes. It seems to me that this opens an area ripe for attack because the 
defense can make hay with the fact that the BTS can continue to run performance verifications 
until they get the results they like. Now this SOP revision is a huge improvement with the 
addition of the Troubleshooting section, but I wonder if we can put our heads together to 
come up with better language? Something that simply and clearly states that there are 
external factors unrelated to the accuracy of the instrument itself. I also wonder if 
including examples needlessly opens the door for defense attacks? I realize Jeremy and 
Skyler could easily fend off the attack but I don't think the majority of the BTS's would 
fair very well. For example, what does "temperature fluctuation" mean? It seems to me that 
listing the example would allow the defense attorney to confuse the witness with different 
meanings of temperature fluctuation. Does it mean temperature of the solution? Temperature 
of the room? Temperature of the hoses? And so forth. Maybe the addition of the 
Troubleshooting Procedure alleviates all concerns. Ben? Christine? Your thoughts? 
JJ-----I removed the "open door suggestions" and just left if vague. 
le. 5.1.6 - in the note section change the word "insure" to "ensure." (I told you I would 
be a little nerdy. TechnicallYJ both are correct, but "ensure" in this context is a little 
more correct. plus it is the spelling you used in other sections.) Also bold the word 
"Note" to be consistent with the other note sections. 
JJ------Isn't Ensure the old people drink that is packed full of old person vitamins. Its 
like Ovaltine or YooHoQ for the elderly • . . 
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11. 5.2.4 - Refer to suggestions # 5 and #6. 
JJ-----refer to my comments in #5 and #6 
12. 5.2.4 - Also refer to suggestion #7. 
JJ-----see comments for #7 
13. 6.1 - B.old the word "Note" for consistency. I really like this note, but my question 
is whether this can unequivocally be backed up? Do we have studies on the ready to provide 
if and when this note is challenged? 
JJ-----done J and yes. We do these tests specifically with each BTS that comes through the 
class so that they can testify that they have personally done the experiments and can testify 
as to the results. I will be keeping detailed notes during the next BTS classes as to the 
items being used and their subsequent dissipation/equilibration times for a potential write 
up/publication. 
14. 6.1.3 - This SOP has caused me to pause and I have a difficult time putting my concern 
into words. I question whether the SOP is potentially problematic. But in the end, do the 
benefits of the SOP outweigh the potential problems. r am a big proponent of collecting 
blood evidence when the breath test evidence can not be collected. However, there are many 
police agencies and prosecutors who do not agree with my line of thinking. They are against 
involuntary blood draws. 50 I pause to question whether this SOP raises an argument for the 
defense that an officer is mandated to collect blood evidence when the 15 minute waiting 
period is not completed successfully, or if the instrument malfunctions. Again, am I over-
analyzing this SOP and some of the related SOPs? My vote is to keep the language in the SOPs 
but I do not want my own strong opinions of collecting blood evidence to cloud the best 
judgment. 
JJ-----I thought that I had added enough weasel words to allow for different jurisdictions to 
use their own policies and beliefs to decide. the use of "may elect to" puts the onus on the 
individual officer and doesn't seem to me to be dictating that they need to take a blood or 
not. 
15. 6.2.4 - I question whether the "provided the failure to supply the requested samples 
was the fault of the subject/individual and not the operator" is necessary to be included in 
the SOP. I agree with what the SOP is saying, but r wonder if it needlessly opens the door 
for the BTS and/or ISPFS to testify whether they think the failure/refusal is the defendant's 
fault or the operator's fault. For example) let's say the defendant provides a first breath 
sample but then tells the officer he will not give a second sample. There is some verbal 
jarring between the two for approximately two minutes. The defendant then has a change of 
heart and states he will give the second breath test) but the officer says it is too late, 
the defendant's initial refusal has been noted. Do you really want to be testifying whether 
in your opinion this is the fault of the defendant or of the operator? 
JJ-----This would be solely between the officer and the SUbject. It is only there to give 
the defendant an "out" if the officer screws something up and tries to not use the test. Or 
possibly if the officer tests a subject and it gives a 0.0S0 and they don't want to risk 
taking another sample because it might come back at 0.879 and they'll lose their potential 
Dur and their complimentary set of steak knives. 
16. 7 - As an overall suggestion for this section, r have a pet peeve with the term "pass" 
and "fail." r don I t like the officers using it when testifying about the Standardized Field 
Sobriety Tests, but maybe in the scientific context it works just fine. However) I would 
suggest a cleaner approach would be to say the performance verification test was either 
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inside or outside the verification limits. I think using the term pass and fail is 
incorrectly connected to the instrument. We know that the most likely culprit for a 
performance verification outside the solution range is the simulator. But to the jury (and 
even many officers and prosecutors) the simulator and the instrument are one and the same. 
So I throw this pet peeve of mine out to see if you want to consider changing the language. 
JJ-----If nothing else, I'm accommodating. Mr Wordsmith, your suggestions have been noted. 
17. 7.1 - Bold the word "Note" for consistency. The question I pose is whether the word 
"should" in the preceding sentence, negates the note. I already threw this question out to 
Jeremy and just include it now for the rest to opine. I agree with Jeremy that some BTS's 
will take the nuclear approach and skip right to changing the solution. If they skip the 
second step the performance verification is still valid. This is one of those areas where I 
don't think a change in the SOP language is needed. I just bring it up to put it on 
everyone's radar, especially as a training matter. In my opinion, it should be made clear to 
the BTS's that if they follow the suggested troubleshooting guide they will appear to be more 
competent and scientific when later testifying in court. 
JJ-----Note has been bolded. Should in the previous sentence should negate the note ... 
unless a Judge decides that the should is actually a shall in his courtroom. In that case, 
the note is there to tell him/her otherwise. Also, for the arguments as to whether it was a 
"best practice" that the officer must follow in order to maintain the integrity of the 
instrument •.. blah blah blah. The note just emphasizes that the "should" is actually a 
"should" 
18. 7.1.2 - Get ready for arguments regarding the length of your hose! Does anyone think 
the second sentence is too general and opens a Pandora's box? To me this SOP illustrates the 
difficult task Jeremy had in trying to separate the SOP from the training manual. I haven't 
been able to review the training manual yet, but I think the second sentence of this SOP 
opens up a long line of questions that most BTS's are not capable of answering. If I were a 
defense attorney I would take each of these phrases one by one as things that could 
potentially affect the accuracy of the test. Would the second sentence be better suited for 
the training manual? Or is it most appropriate as is? 
JJ-----I decided to keep the list of potentials in this section because the BTS should be 
knowledgeable about the simulator hookup and proper blowing technique. Also, this is 
something that is trained and tested for in class, so they should know this well. 
19. 7.1.4. - As I mentioned to Jeremy, I think it was Skyler who has had more than one 
instrument returned to the lab after failing 3 performance verifications, but when Skyler 
checked the instrument it was still testing accurate. Therefore, even after 3 performance 
verifications it was still most likely the operator, the solution, or the simulator who was 
the problem. Instead of stating the assumption, I would suggest the following language: "If 
the third performance verification falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an approved service 
provider. II If you decide to leave it as modified the second time' the word "the" is used 
needs to be deleted from the sentence. 
JJ-----I too have had many instances where instrument that were out of tolerances in the 
field are perfectly fine when they come into the lab. The wording has been changed to be 
more succinct. 
Sorry for the lengthy email, I hope we are still friends. On the bright side, I couldn't 
come up with 20 suggestions to make it an even list. On the dark side, I still need to review 
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the MIP procedures and will send my suggestions in a separate email. Thanks for eVen 
considering my thoughts and suggestions. 
Jared D. Olson 
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor 
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association 
788- S. Stratford Drive (Idaho POST Academy) 
Meridian, 10 83642 
(288) 884-7325 (Office) 
(288) 884-7295 (Fax) 
(288) 559-1217 (Cell) 
jared.olson@post.idaho.gov 
www.TSRP-Idaho.org 
This e-mail transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is> in any 
event, confidential information belonging to the sender and intended only for the use of the 
individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in 
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this e-mail in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (288) 884-7325 to arrange 
for disposition of this e-mail. 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2018 7:45 AM 
To: Gamette, Matthewj Anderson, Skyler; Olson, Jared 
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer' j 'Christine starr' 
Subject: NEW sop revision 
The working revision is currently in I:\ALCOHOL\REVIEW 
If you don't have access to our intranet (Ben and Christine) please email me the changes that 
you would like (with explanation) and I will circulate them for comments. 
The changes are marked in RED. 
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----------- --------------------------------------------------
, jeremy Johnston 
Alcohol Discipline Leader 
ISP Region 1 Forensics 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 
2138-289-8786 
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Thursday, August 26, 2010 8:11 AM 
Olson, Jared; Gamette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler 
'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr' 
RE: NEW sop revision 
Just this morning, in discussion with David about the fun I'm having with the MIP/MIC SOP, I thought that it would also 
be a good idea to include specific language that does not require that the in!rt:rument used for the MIC breath test be 
checked with a certified solution within 24 hours. 
My thinking with this is that when the instrument is initially certified it is checked for its response to alcohol, and its lack 
of response to acetone (the most common "other" substance Challenge). Once that is done and it goes into the field, if 
it is only used for MJP/MIC cases, then its accuracy at the 0.08 and 0.20 levels is superfluous due tothe fact that there is 
not a per se threshold for M1P /MrC cases. I wouldn't want to add this additional requirement for these instruments and 
have a case lost because the instrument is off at the 0.20 lever (when the actual numeric revel is not important). 
My question is several parts: 
-if ISPFS does have the authority to administrate MJP/MIC cases, should there be a specific section in Section 8 of the 
SOP that spells out the lack of necessity for the +/- 24 hours and monthly checks for these instruments? 
-Should there be a requirement for testing these instruments for the accuracy of their calibration, when their accuracy is 
not an integral part of the investigation? 
-If 15PFS does not have the authority over MIP /MIC testing as it pertains to breath alcohol testing, should section 8 even 
exist or should it be changed to something that is only a suggestion?? 
-Do these pants make my butt look fat? 
Any and all input will be considered equally, except for Jared. He had to run to the store to get more red pens so you 
could continue to I'proofread" my lack of language skills ... 
JJ 
PS: You know I'm just messing with you Jared © Part 4 has already been answered .. my fat butt makes my butt look 
fat is the correct answer. Can anybody etse tell that I haven't gotten a lot of sleep?? 
Jeremy JohnStDn 
AJcohol Discil)line Lemler 
ISP Region 1 Forcnsies 
Coeur el' LUene, ID 
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Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.netJ 
Thursday, August 26,201012:23 PM 
Gamette, Matthew; Olson, Jared; Johnston, Jeremy; Grunke, Jenny 
Christine Starr 
RE: NEW sop revIsion 
From: Gamette, Matthew [mailto:matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, August 26/ 2010 12:14 PM 
To: Olson, Jared; Johnston, Jeremy; Grunke, Jenny 
Cc: Benjamin Harmer; Christine Starr 
Subject: RE: NEW sop revision 
Importance: High 
I just heard back from Jared and he can either do 1 or 3. I cannot do 3 and Jeremy is teaching a BTS class so lpm would 
be lunch time for him on Pacific Time and that would work well. I know Christine wanted later in the afternoon but I 
think 1 is the only time that will likely work today. I would like to suggest lpm Mountain Time as a meeting time to 
discuss MIP /MIC. We really want to get the changes in place by tonight so that we can go live with them tomorrow but I 
understand there are some issues for us to work through. Let me know if this time will not work for you. The 
conference call instructions are: 
Please call 884-7450 then press 1 and enter the conference code of 35829 and then verify by pressing 1. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Olson, Jared 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 5:46 PM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy; Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler 
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr' 
Subject: RE: NEW sop revision 
Suggestions regarding MIP/MIC Procedure: 
Jeremy (and previously Darren Jewkes) and I have discussed adding the MIP/MIC procedures in the past. For those who 
may not know, this was an issue that originally arose in Northern Idaho. I believe it spread to other areas of the state. 
There was a judge who -required a 15 minute observation period before he would admit the BAC results in a underage 
drinking case. Of course, this is very problematic when you have 5, 10, 20 or even 100 kids being cited at a party. In fact, 
IT this was the required procedure you would see a dramatic reduction in underage drinking citations because many 
officers would be unlikely to go through the hassle. The elements of the MIP crime are obviously very different than a 
DUL Any consumption of alcohol is illegal, so a leve! of consumption is irrelevant. 
It has been my recommendation to not include underage drinking as part of the SOPs. I base this recommendation on the 
faci that I.C. 23-949 does not have a similar provision as the DUI statute (18-BOO2A(e» wherein the breath test is 
admissible, "without the necessity of producing -a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for 
examination. " 
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----Therefore. with or without the SOP. I think the defense has the ability to attack and/or suppress the breath test results. In 
my opinion, the MIPIMIC procedure elevates the requirement of proving the presence of alcohol to the level of a calibrated 
reading in a DUI case. First. the SOP (especially if not followed) provides the defense with an avenue to attack the 
admissibility and/or weight of the evidence. Yet, maybe this is appropriate, but I just hate to see MIP charges become as 
technical as DUI cases. 
Second, even IT the SOP is followed, I think the defense can still argue it is not admissible without foundation being laid by 
an expert witness because 18-BOO2A(3) does not apply to I.C. 23-949. I foresee many prosecutors being bJind-sided by 
this second approach. The defense will show up for the MIP Court trial and see if the prosecutor has an expert ready to 
testify. If not, the objections will start flying when the prosecutor tries to admit the breath test. However, in reality most 
judges will likely admit the evidence based on compliance with the SOP. But with a paying client, I would wager the issue 
will be appealed. So there are potential costs to this addition to the SOP. 
On the other hand, I think Jeremy's reasons for including the SOP are valid. We certainly do not want to create any 
situations where a wrongful conviction could occur. I joIn him on his soapbox that we want to do the right thing, to the right 
people for the right reasons. Yet I would also add that in my experience officer observations accompany the breath test 
result, so it is not the sale offer of proof. In fact, many agencies may now decide to forgo breath testing and base their 
arrest decisions on phYSical indicators and admissions. Of course, the breath test makes is much less likely for the charge 
to be contested in court. Even so, the fact remains we do not want even one person wrongfufly charged and even worse 
convicted. I also like the fact that the process will be more standardized. It never hurts to have a systematic approach to 
crime investigations. Finally, I have always been concerned that there are a number of Alco-8ensors (and maybe now 
Ufelocs) that are used for Underage Drinking party investigations that are not certified by ISPFS. This is an issue I 
discussed years ago with Dave Laycock. My main concem is that one of these instruments would be mistakenly used in a 
vehicular fatality and I honestly failed to consider the mouth alcohol issues in a underage drinking case. 
This SOP is therefore a departure from prevlou!; practices and I am not saying that this is a bad thing. But in the past, the 
instruments have been used and ISPFS has basically said fine if you purchase and use them, but don't expect us to come 
and testify on an instrument that is not certified. Therefore, this SOP is basically a new official declaration saying if you are 
going to use a breath testing instrument In a criminal investigation, a certified instrument and a certified operator is 
req~ired - specifically in MIP cases. The biggest challenge is to get the word out so that Investigative resources, 
prosecutor resources and judicial resources are not expended in vain. Frankly, I do not know how you do this with the cat 
already out of the bag this past Friday. With that said,let me focus on the suggested changes for the procedures now in 
place: 
1. 8 - I don't think the first sentence is introducing what you want it to as presently constructed. Let me see if I can 
offer an alternative or maybe spark another alternative: "Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often 
used in investigating violations of Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by I.C. § 18-1502), wherein a 
person under twenty-one (21 ) years of age is deemed to ~possess· alcohol that has been consumed by the 
person. Unlike, the driving under the influence statutes, a specific level of alcohol is not required to prove a 
violation of I.e. § 23-949. Nor is it required to prove the person is impaired by alcohol. Rather, the presence or 
absence of alcohol is a determining factor in proving the offense. Therefore, there is a different standard operating 
procedure associated with this type of charge. The main purpose of these procedures is to address the potential 
of "mouth alcohot in the testing sequence." 
2. 8.1 -As you can see, I don't know where to properly insert the language about the difficulty of testing multiple 
offenders at a party. If you look at it fr.om a sterue legal standpoint (and some judges will), just because there are 
multiple offenders should not matter when it comes to the best practices of collecting evidence. If the 15 minute 
waiting period is required for the evidence to be valid, then that is what is needed. I think under the current B.1 
you are sending a strong message that the best and most accurate result requires a is-minute waiting period. 
Therefore, the best advice I can give you is to construct an SOP that dearly states why a 15 minute waiting 
period is not essential in this circumstance. Otherwise, in my opinion the court's are not likely to place any weight 
on the SOP. 
3; 8.1 - Furthermore, I WQuld suggest not using the term "officer's discretion," or "as the circumstances dictate." 
Court's like SOP's because it removes or limits the officers discretion. I don't think a court is going to give much 
validity to an SOP that says you may choose to skip this step. "As the circumstances dictate,' is much too broad 
to be effective in defining when an officer can skip the 15-minute waiting period. I don't think the term "may' as 
used in this context saves you. 
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4: 8.2...:. Just re-pointing out this is a new requirement that the operator of the instrument be certified. Without 
definitely stating it, a certified instrument is also now required. I know this has not been the practice of law 
enforcement in the past, nor is it currently the practice. 
5. 8.3 - Requiring 2 breath tests has eliminated the usefulness of the F C20 function which shows either the 
presence or absence of alcohol. The only remaining reason for the function that I can see is to determine if it is 
alcohol in a glass. Just a thought on whether you want to continue teaching BTS's on how to use this function. 
6. 8.3 - I do not think "minimum" and "approximately" go well together in an SOP. Approximately 2 minutes seems 
to indicate it can be either under or over two minutes but has to be dose. Again, it :is language ripe for arguments 
in court. If 2 minutes is the scientific threshold, I would state it thusly, "The duplicate breath samples should be 2 
minutes or more apart to allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol contamination. 
7. Are you going to require the officer to check the mouth before administering the test? The DUI Evidentiary 
Testing Procedure implies this when discussing material should be removed from the mouth prior to the start of 
the 15 minute waiting period. I suggest adding the requirement that material should be removed from the moulh 
prior to the breath test. (8.2.2 and move current 8.2.2 to 8.2.3?) 
8. 8.3 - Bo Id the word "Note" for consistency. 1 don't care for the language of the note - again do not use 
"mInimum" right before "approximately.· I think a better explanation is needed, and maybe an example of what 
you mean. Again, I just see problems with this process, but maybe I am a little dim-witted on this matter. Isn't the 
two minute delay with the FC20 automatic? I can't remember without looking at the A1ca-Sensor - but how is it 
even possible to run multiple tests within the 2 minutes. Plus, I see this as a logistical nightmare for 
documentation purposes. I see this leaking over into the DUI realm where the defense attorney will take the 
wildly different results in the underage drinking context and try to paint the picture the instrument was on the fritz. 
I obviously need more education to be able to give recommendations on this SOP. 
9. 8.3.1 - I also need a little more direction regarding the need for a third sample if the first two are not within 0.02 of 
one another. Again, we are not concerned with the level of intoxication. I understand the 0.02 is a safeguard 
against mouth alcohol, and I understand the explanation of 8.3.2.1, but if there are wildly different results between 
the two samples, won't it be necessary at that point for a 15 minute waiting period. I am thinking of our BTS labs. 
How long have breath mints, alcoholic gum or other source of mouth alcohol we would be concerned about, 
continued to give results? If alcohol is regurgitated from the stomach, this is not a source of mouth alcohol we 
need to worry about. If! fact, it just bolsters our case. Is it just to eliminate the argument of the defendant 
providing different strengths of breath? Andlor RR? Again, I am having hard time seeing the evidentiary value 
without a 15 minute waiting period now being imposed if the samples are 0.02 apart. 
10. 8.3.3 - Just a quick comment - I am guessing agencies already are required to keep this documentation? 
However, if the instruments have not been certified, have agencies been keeping the same documentation on 
these instruments as those used in OUI investigations? Christine would be the best person to answer this? Or the 
officers at BPO doing the party patrols. In addition, this SOP wl1f likely add to the workload of ISPFS and wl1f 
definitely add to the workload of prosecutor offices. I don't ever remember a defense attomey ever asking for this 
type of information in a MIP case, but 1 certainly foresee it becoming a standard practice with an SOP in place to 
remind them. 
11. 8.3.4 - As I mentioned in a previous SOP, I question whether the "provided the fanure to supply the requested 
samples was the fault of the subjectJindividual and not the operator" is necessary to be induded in the SOP. I 
agree with what the SOP is saying, but I wohder if it needlessly opens the door for the BTS andlor ISPFS to 
testify whether they think the fauure/refusal is the defendant's fault or the operator's fault For example, let's say 
the defendant provides a first breath sample but then tells the officer he wm not give a second sample. There is 
some verbal jarring between the two for approximately two minutes. The defendant then has a change of heart 
and states he win give the second breath test, but the officer says it is too late, the def'mdanfs initial refusal has 
been noted. 00 you really want to be testifying whether in your opinion this is the fault of the defendant or of the 
operator? 
12. 8.3.5 - Please note, there are no civil sanctions (like driver's license suspension) for these offenders in refusing 
the breath test. Nor, is there a recognized consent exception to the warrant requirement, which is based on the 
implied consent statute in the DUI context There may still be the "exigency exception" to the warrant requirement 
but I would want to really look into this. Just another hesitation [ have about mixing the Underage Drinking SOP 
with the OUI SOP. [ worry that some officers may think it is the same ball game and it dearly is not. In reality, I 
3 
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think-we have a long way to go before police agencies want their officers to be drawing blood in the underage 
drinking context This adds to my concerns I spoke about earlier. 
This is the best I can do at such short notice. I really was hoping before a new or revised SOP was in place that it would 
be reviewed by the various stakeholders. It would be good to get comments from some of the BTS's, prosecutors in 
different jurisdictions, and probably most importantly your own AG's who could forward it on to the appellate division who 
could offer some excellent insight. I recognize this is not a requirement of ISPFS and I just want to reaffirm my 
appreciation that you would allow me to comment at all. I see only benefits by us working together. So thanks again, and 
please let me know if you have any questions or if I can be of further assistance. 
JareaV. O/Son 
Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor 
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association 
700 S. Stratford Drive (Idaho POST Academy) 
Meridian, 10 83642 
(208) 884-7325 (Office) 
(208) 884-7295 (Fax) 
(208) 559-1217 (CeO) 
iared.olson@postidaho.gov 
www.TSRP-Idaho.org 
This e-mail transmission is attorney privileged or attorney work product and is, in any event, confidential Information belonging to 
the sender andintimded only for the use of the individual or entity addressee named above. If you are not the intended reapient; 
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents ofthis 
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in erfor, please immediately notIfy us by telephone atl20B) 884-
7325 to arrange for disposition of this e-mail. 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 7:45 AM 
To: Garnette, Matthew; Anderson, Skyler; Olson, Jared 
Cc: 'Benjamin Harmer'; 'Christine Starr' 
Subject: NEW sop revision 
The working revision is currently in I:\ALCOHOL\REVIEW 
If you don't have access to our intranet (Ben and Christine) please email me the changes that you would like (with 
explanation) and I will circulate them for comments. , 
The changes are marked in RED. 
Jeremy Jolmston 
Meonol Discipline Lender 
ISP Region 1 FOl'ens.its 
Coenr d' .AIeur., ill 
208-209-8706 
f' 
In the past, it has been my recommendation to not include underage drinking as part of the SOPs. My biggest hang-up on 
this issue Is the fact that I.e. 23-949 does not have a similar provision as the DUI statute (18-8002A) whereIn the breath 
test i~ ad~issible "without the necessity of producing a witness to establish the reJJability of the testing procedure for 
examination." I . , 
Therefore, with or without the SOP, I think the defense has an argument to attack and/or suppress the test results. First, if 
the SOP is not followed the defense now has an avenue to attack the admissibility and the weight of the evidence. I hate 
4 
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•. to see MIP charges become as technical as DUI cases. Second, if the SOP is followed, I think the defense can argue an 
expert witness is required for the test to be admissible because 1B-BOO2A(3) does not apply to 23-949. I foresee 
prosecutors being blind~sided by this second approach. However, in reality most judges will likely admit the evidence 
based on compliance with the SOP. So maybe I am putting too much thought into this and it is really not an issue. What 
are your thoughts? 
On the other hand, I think Jeremy's reasons for including the SOP are valid. Certainly we do not want to create any 
situations where an argument of wrongful conviction can be raised. Yet, in my experience there are usually officer 
observ ations that corroborate the positive test for alcohol. I also do not think it is bad for the process to be standardized. 
It makes it easier for officers and for us if the same approach is used each time. 
This brings me to the major reason I am em ailing you .. .1 do think the SOP has basicaUy added the requirement the breath 
testing devices used in underage drinking investigations to be certified by the ISPFS. This is a departure from previous 
breath testing program managers. 1 know many of the Aleo-Sensor Ill's used by Boise PO have not been approved and 
certified by ISPFS. You are probably already aware of this, but I wanted to send you an email just to cover the bases and 
head-off any potential problems with this weekend's party patrols. 
Give me a call if you have any questions, concerns or additional input. 
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Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.net] 
Thursday, August 26,20102:14 PM 
Johnston, Jeremy; Garnette, Matthew 
FW: 
DOC_201 00826125055.PDF 
Please give me a call and I can talk you through these suggestions. Take them or leave them, as you choose. Thank you 
for fetting us be involved. 
Ben Harmer 
From: Cassandra Barclay 
Sent: Thursday, August 26,201001:46 PM 
To: Benjamin Harmer 
Subject: 
Cassie Barclay 
Legal Assistant to Kari L. Higbee & Jonathan E. Roundy 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
1 
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Idaho Standard Operating Procedure 
Breath Alcohol Testing 
Idaho Breath Alcohol StmJdmrl Opet1lting Procclun: 
lsBuing Authority-1SPFS Quallty Mmmger 
Revision 0 EfTectivc R/2012010 
Page 1 of 17 
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Approved Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer ohn approved premixed alcohol simulator solution shall be explicitly 
approved as a vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutions for distribution within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series ofseparalc hrl:Jlth samples provided duringa breath testing sequence. 
Breath Alcobol Testlng SequeOl:e: A sequence of events as determined by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services, which 
l11lly be directed by eilher the instrument or the operator, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, performance 
verification. internal standard checks, nn d breath samples. 
Breath Testing Specialist (HTS): An operator who has completed an advanced training class taught by an employee of the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 
26th month. 
Certificate of Analysis: A certificate stating that the premixed ethyl alcohol solutions used for performance verification have 
been tested and approved for use by the ISPFS. 
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual breath nlcohollesting instrument has been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for fcrrensic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signnture of nn Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services I.nb Manager, and thc effective date of the instrument approval. 
Changeover Clau: A training class for currently certified pemonnel during which they are taught theory, cperation, and 
proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrument being adopted by 1heir agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
atlcnd BTS training that qualifies them 10 perform BTS duties relarerl to the instrument 
Evidentiary Test: A breath tcst performed on a subject/individual for potential evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentiary resting nnd community service or training jests perfonned with the instrumenL 
Idaho State police Forensic Services (lSPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic ServiCl's. the ISPFS is dedicated 
to providing forensic science services to the criminal justice system of Idaho. ISPFS is the administrative body for the 
breath nlcoho\tcsting program per IDAP A 11.03.01. 
MIPIMlC: An abbreviation used to designate minor in possession or minor in consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Certl!ictttlon: The condition of ha'ving satisfied 1he training requirements for administering breath alcoholtcst5 as 
established by the ISPFS. Operator certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the last day of the 26th 
month. 
Opf!rnror: An individual certified by the ISPFS as qualified by training to administer breath alcoholtcsts. 
Operntor Class: An ISPFS-Ilpproved training closs for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol operators. Currently 
certified Breath Testing Specialists may teach operntar classes. 
Performance Verification: A verification of the accuracy of the breath testing instrument uttlizing a simulator and n 
performance verification solution. Performance verification should be reported to three decimal places. While lSPFS uses 
the term perfOlTIlance verification, manufacturers and others may use n tenn such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
Perfonnllnce Verification Solution: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for field perforronnce verifications. The 
solution is provided by and/or approved by lSPFS. 
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personne~ completion of which results in uninterrupted 
continuation oftheir Operator or BTS status for an additional 26 months. 
Waiting Period/Monitoring PerlodlDeprlvatlon Period/ObservatIon Period: IS-minute period prior to administering II 
breath nleoholtcsl, in which an officer monitors the test subjectlindividual. 
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
Issuing Authority-ISPFS Quality Mmager 
Revision 0 Effective 8f20/20 10 
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
TOpic 
Delete reference to ALS 
0.0210.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Aleo-SensoT calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may run calibration checks 
Re-run n solution witIlin 24 hours 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
A1I3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
AU solutions run within a 4 8-hour period 
Reference to "three" removed 
All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period 
More than three calibration solutions 
Solution values no longer called in to BFS 
Alco-SensOT and Intoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Jntoxilyzer 5000 
Name change, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
Deleted'sections on relocating, repairing, recalibrating, 
and loaning of instruments from previous revision, 
Date of Revision 
June 1,1995 
June 1, 1995 
October 23, 1995 
May I, 1996 
May 1, 1996 
June I, 1996 
July I, 1996 
September 6,1996 
September 6. 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oct. 8,1996 
September26,1996 
October 8; 1996 
April 1,1997 
August I, 1998 
February 11,1999 
August 1999 
August 1, 1999 
August I, 1999 
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
Issuing Authority-lSPFS Quality Manager 
Revision 0 Effective &120f20 1 0 
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1.2. 2.1. 2..2 
3 
1.6 
1,2, nnd 3 
2.1.2.2 
2.2. J. 1.2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 







Sections 1,2, 3 
2.1.4,2.2.3.2.2.4, 2.2.5 
And 2.2.10 
I 2. 1.3, 2.1 A.l, 2. \.9 
Aleo-Sensor and lntoxilyzer 5000 cnlibration checks 
Deleted secti ons on blood and urine samples 
for alcohol determination 
Operator certification record management" 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement for mnning 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to "two print cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" and "two print cards". 
Simulator temperature chnnged from "should" 
tnUmust". 
Clarification of 0.20 cnlibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instrument 
utilize the same technology if the BTS is currently 
certified 
Modified the accepted range faT simulator solutions to 
+1- 10%, eliminating the +1- 0.01 provision. Added 
J--b. "Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" 
Added Ureloc FC20 calibration checks 
Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration is now section 23 
Modified to specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing 
General reformat for clarification. Combined 
Alcosensor and Lireloc sections. Specifically. 
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20 
reference solution from four (4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a ucabbration check" consists ora 
pair ofsamples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedure for perfonning a calibration check. 
August I, 1999 
August 1,1999 








February 13, 2008 
February 13,2008 
February 13, 200B 
December 1, 200B 
January 14,2009 
Clarification: Added "before and ajier" to the~ nnd July 7, 2009 
,(UQ calibration checks, withi!1 24 ~ours of a subject test 
The official time and date of the calibration check is the 
time and date recorded on the printnut, or the lime and date 
recarded in the log, whichever correspollds to the calibration 
check referellced in sectioIl2.1.3 or 2.1.4.1. 
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1 
2 
Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath Testing Instruments. 
Scope 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external procedure will 11sh the 
scientific validity and- ~ of the breath 
alcohol tesl Failure to meet all of the recommendations within this procedure does not " 
disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the questioning of the breath alcohol 
tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in court. That foundation can be set, 
through testimony, by a breath testing specialist expert or ISPFS expert in breath testing " 
as to the potential ramifications ofthe deviation !Tom the procedure as stated. 
3 Safety 
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
,prec.autions should be follo",ed .. This is 4!l.e. to thi! p()te~tia! infe~<!l1S .1TIare.!ial.s that may 
be ejected !Tom the mouth during the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken 50 
as the expired breath is not directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, 
operators, and breath testing specialists (BTS) must be approved and certified by the 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The [SPFS will establish and maintain a 
list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the 
state. 
4.1 Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified 
each instrument must meet the following criteria: 
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4.1.1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test standard, 
the results of which must agree within +/- \0% ofthe target value or such 
limits set by ISPFS. 
shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
for the determination of alcohol 
4. l.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof. 
4.3 Operators become certified by completing a training class taught by an ISPFS 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months 
and expires the I ast day of the 26th month. Certification will allow thl~e~~:!ttn:-to-­
perform all functions required to obtain a valid b 0 01 test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual operat mtain their current certification; the 
ISPFS will not notify ope at their certification is about to expire. 
fication for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an 
S approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (inelu 
written and practical tests), or allows their certificatio""'~II''''' 
(~.:u 
he/she must retake the operator class in order to beco 
If etlflcnt 0pclatot Cen:!flCatlcn6~.n the individual is not certified to 
run evidentiary breath alcohol t~t~ instrument in question until the 
operator class is completed. 
4.3.3.1 There are no grace periods or provisions for extension of operator 
certification. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance, and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
operators. 
4.4.1 To obtain initial BTS certification, an individual must be currently 
certified as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification i5+ I I. 
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training e1as~. "'" ~ '.?CZtvf..t ,h5tyi;YA-trl 1: 
!3!5 1\ 
4.4.2 Certification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
A 
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4.43 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified 
Operator status far 12 calendar months for that instrument He/she may 
no longer perfonn any BTS specific duties relating to that particular 
instrument. 
4.4.4 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
~ \J~~ ~W5 CtYl\f1~~ ~~ ~ i-Gvouc-h'tm 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for 
cause. Exampl~ay include falsification of records, failure to perfonn 
required performance verification, failure to successfully pass a BTS re-
certification class and failure to meat standards in conducting operator 
training. 
4.5 Adoption of a new Instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
Operators in that agency in the use of the new instrument. 
4.6 
4.5.1 A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new 
instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class. 
4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an [SPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the 
new instrument. 
4.53 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
RecorQ maintenance Ilnd management. It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the 




It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored ~Oa 0' 1 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA IL~ \~V .. dJ 5 
11.03,01. J -{tV' riC-fllV 
4.6.2 
4.6.1.1 Re~ords may, be su~ject to periodic review by the Idaho Stl!~ O~." Ql\ l ~c ~ 
Poltce ForenSlc SerY1ces. ) "A!L"P!- 7 
ywv--' C 
The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the f1. 0 re 1M 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. \ "CI \ "W te!fl'1 
~ li t~eh 
~\'..r1 
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5. Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Performance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing instrument is 
functioning correctly. Performance verifications are performed using a wet bath 
simulator performance verification solution. The solution is provided by andlor approved 
by ISPFS. The ISPFS analysis establishes the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis for each solution. Note: The TSP established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label. 
5.1 Aka-Sensor and Ureloc FC20 - Portable Breath Testing Instrument 
Performance Verification 
5.1.1 The Alco-Sensor and Ufeloc FC20 portable breath testing instrument 
performance verification is run using approximately 0.08 andlor 0.20 
performance verification solutions provided by andlor approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The performance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification solutions consist of two samples", .. '.' ,«.. • ,. 
5.1.3 A performance verification of the Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc PC20 
instruments using a 0.08 performance verification solution must be 
performed \vithin 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be 
approved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered by a single performance verification. 
5.1.3.1 A 0.08 performance verification solution should be replaced with 
fresh solution approximately every 25 verifications or every 
calendar month, whichever comes ftrst. 
5.1.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications. The same boule of 0'::0 50lution may he used indefinitely for 
multiple months until it reaches its expiration or its maximum of 
ill?proximatelv 25 veri lieutions. 
5.1.4.1 The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for 
performance verification within 24 hours, before or after an 
evidentiary tes~The 0.20 performance verification solution should 
not be used rournel y for this purpose. 
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equ e that are both within +1- 10"10 of the performance 
. / J.... ,(l..-:T'ti"'o-n-+-.,:,.....n;...o-n~tnrget value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
t.::::.- results are included in a certificate of analysis for each solution lot senes, 
prepared by, and available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a 
performance verification solution (examples include: ambient air 
in the s.ample chamber, temperature fluctuation) the results of the 
initial performance verification may not be within the acceptable 
rnnge, therefore the performance verification may be repeated until 
a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, jf results after 
a total of three S~'1.~~.ries..r,?r . . ~Y. s.o!~9.ol! . (~.qlIiv.~ en! to. .~~~ .f:e~ >. . 
are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are 
within the acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting 
procedure should be followed if the initial performance verification 
does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
5.1.6 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.S0 C and 34..5"C in order 
for the performance verification resulta to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes to 
insure that the metal lid is also wmm. If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur producing low results. 
5.1. 7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date on the label. 
5.1.8 An agency may run additional performl!J1ce verification solution levels at 
th c:ir d iscreti on. 
5.1.9 The official time and dlUe of the performance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section 5.1..3 or 5.1.4.1. 
5.2 IntoxJlyzer SOOO/EN Performance Verii1cation 
Intoxilyzer 5000IEN instruments must have B performance verification with each 
evidentiary test If the performance verification is within the acceptable range for 
the lot of sol ution being used, then the instrument will be approved Bnd the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidentiary use. 
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5.2.1 lntoxilyzer 5000/EN performance verification is run using 0.08 andior 
0.20 performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by 
rSPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath alcohol test using the Intoxilyzer 50001EN, 
a performance verification will be performed as directed by the instrument 
testing sequence and recorded as SIM CHK on the printout. If the SIM 
CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A 1:\'10 sample performance verification using a 0.08 performance 
verification solution should be run and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fresh solution. A 0.08 performance verification 
solution should be repJaced with fresh solution approximately every 100 
samples or every calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.2.4 A two sample performance verification using a 0.20 performance 
verification solution should be nm and results logged once per calendar 
month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 samples. 
The same bottle of 0.20 solution may be used indefinitely for multiple 
months until it reaches its expiration or its maximum of approximately 25 
verifications". , ' .. Deleted: TherunebotUeor~.2n 1 
solution may be used fOr sev~i months. 
NOTE: The 0.-20 pet:fop1a:n~ ,verifi<:a~i{)ll, Was implement~ f9r, r-D_el~t'!led __ : 0 ______ -< 
the sole purpose of supporting the instruments results for B & Deleted: 18-11004< 
80D4C charge. In the absence of an .J 8·8D04C charge, the 0..20' ?:D:"'e/':'t'!led-:-:-: 1~8'-BOO4-e------< 
verification, or lack thereof. shall have:M reie~;Qllce'tg tfJa fll&Uit,s' j J 
ru:.tha e,~ae!ltjar;' value of the eYidcnfjnr)' tcsk- "'C·I- /'n V4 t~l.M. f?f/:/'.f::..t./ir:;!l fqt.r H; 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for a.p.08.~rO.~9.perf9,rrnan,c~ v~ficBtion ~s 11 p~ir of e (Delt'!led: 0,080 All 'b ~ 
samples in sequence that are both within +1- 10% of the performance ' z'J q;;, f-tc. 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable eN, 
results for each solution lot series are included in a certificate of analysis, i£,L-;~, 
prepared by, and available from, the lSPFS. {I 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with. changing a 
performance verification solution (examples include! ambient air 
in the sample chamber, temperature fluctuation) the results of the 
initial performance verification may not be within the acceptable 
range, therefore the performance verification may be repeated until 
a pair of satisfactory results are obtained!.. tlP.'Y_~Y.C!', .if~~;Sl.llts ~er, .. 
a total of three #.~,~e.t:i.es fCl'f !:ny ~~lllti.91l,<e,q!livaletlt to.s~x t,C:s!~>, 
are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate lSPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performance verification results are 
within the acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting 
procedure if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
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5.2.6 The official time and date of the performance verification is !he time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in !he Jog. 
5.2.7 Performance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
5.2.8 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.SoC and 34.ScC in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 An agenty may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.2.10 The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance 
verification solution lot number in the instrument before proceeding with 
evidentiary testing. 
6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure 
Proper testing procedure 1;:>'1 certified operators is necessary in order to provide accurate 
results tflat-wiH be t1:8mi3lihlu ill ~glffl: Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the 
breath~he blsQd.,.and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6-.1 Prior to evidentia/\reath alcohol testing, !he subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material which absorbs/adsorbs 
or traps alcohol should be removed from !he mouth prior to the start of the 15 
minute waiting period. During the monitoring period the subjectlindividual should 
not be allowed to smoke, drink, ent, or belchlburp/vomitlregurgitate. 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential external alcohol contlU'Tlination will 
come into equilibrium with the subjectJindividual'8 body water andlor dissipate so 
as not to interfere with !he results of the subsequent breath alcohol test. 
6.1.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently 
certified in the use of the instrument ~
6.1.2 False tee!h, partial plates, or bridges instaJlc;d or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
6.1.3 The operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
!here is a failure to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period 
successfully. 
6.1.4 During the monitoring period, the operator must be alert fOT any event that 
might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. 
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6.1.4.1 The operator must be aware of the possible presence of moutb 
alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is 
suspected or indicated, the operator should begin another IS-
minute waiting period before repeating the testing sequence. 
6.1.4.2If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subject/individual 
vomits or regurgitates material ITem the stomach into the 
subject/individual '5 breath pathway, the J 5-minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2. 
6.2 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath 
samples should be approximately 2 minutes apart to anow for the dissipation of 
potential mouth alcohol contamination. 
6.2.1 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically 
invalidate a test sample. 
If the subjectlindividual fails or refuses to provide a -eecoild or [hile Jv, t'cale-, 
adequate sample as requested by the operator, the single test result may be 
considered valid. 
6.2. J.I The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
6.2. 1.2 The operator should use a new Ieee for each series oftests. 
6.2.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary 
to repeat the I5-minute waiting period to obtain a third breath 
sample. 
6.2.2.2 The results for/ct:;:licate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject/individual's ~r5ath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicat!fThe absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
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6.23 The operator should log test results and retain printouts for possible use in f J etkLl. ceucb;~. 
court 111"_ log of H,e re8\11~ Sf th@ iastrumcnt p. i.,toatlltau be used as the n19 II t.I -
Qfticiallegfll reeo. d fot eeH'!'t p'*'flosas... 
6.2.4 
6.2.5 
If a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a ~1l1'ld OJ: tl:iire 5f1111~ dv; t'ca:/e--
as requested by the operator, the results obtained are stl1l considered valid 
by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the requested samples was 
the fault ofthe subject/individual and not the operator. 
If Ii=Itt'itf~(~~a ~ea~~acking due to instrument failure, the 
operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood drawn. 
7. Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified operators is necessary in order to provide accurate 
results ~I !-.Q1l he admissible in COllrt fnrtprmepts "red i;; ldal.e rns!!Illl:Fs sJeellel iH l:l.te 
~, ADt ID\l bIg,Hal !!'flo! wpert fe!llilts !!Il glams ofalcohOlm 2!O hters of orem:h. 
7.1 Perfonnance verification: If, when perfonning the periodic perfonnance 
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. 
NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting failed perfonnance 
verifications and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate 
the potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is 
not required. 
7.1.1 The three sources of error when performing the periodic perfonnance 
verifications are in the simulator setup and operator technique, the 
simulator perfonnance verification solution, and the instrument calibration 
itself. 
7.1.2 If the first performance verification fails, the simulator setup and 
technique of the operator performing the verification should be evaluated. 
The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is hooked up properly, 
uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within temperature, the operator 
blow technique is not too hard or soft, and that the operator does not stop 
blowing until after the sample is taken. 
7.13 
7.1.2.1 The performance verification should be run a second time 
7.L2.21f the perfonnance verification passes on the second try, the 
instrument passes the performance verification. ,_ I J....,J 
1\4.. -Htt ~G(,~ I '/J 
If the second perfonnance verification fail9,- then the performance 
verification solution should be evaluated.lI~ .f/ 
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7.1.3.1 The performance verification solution should be changed to a fresh 
solution. 
7.13.2 The solution should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If Ihe third perfmmam:e verification f.,ils, then the it can be assumed that a potential 
~ 
SOtlrce of error lit~, within Ihe instrum¢nt it>eI~. ,A.t th!s point !he !nstrument mus.,t J. be taken out of service and sent to ISPFS or an approved service provi der. 
~ /" :'\ 7 t 5 Upon return from service, the instrument should be evaluated by ISPFS 
:; .. before being put back into service. 
(fIV'- ~ 11?~ Th""'om,,= 
.e:t:et# 7.2.1 If a bubble forms in the thermometer, the operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb of the 
thermometer. This should disperse tbe bubble. 
8. MIPIMIC Procedure 
Since the testing threshold (presence or absence) for a minor in possession/minor in 
consumption charge is different from an 18-8004 charge and the numeric thresholds, 
Deleted: Iflheth;,d peri'o"""oce 
verific:suon f.ils, then tbe: Dn1)' rC{lUlininr:: 
SOll;tt:e of error lies with the tnslI'Un.ent 
itself 
there is a different procedure associated with these special circumstances. In manD 1.1. 
instances, an underage drinking party may consist of multiple subjects/individuals that ~yF-l f 
need to be tested and the sheer number of individuals does not lend itself to observing 
15 minute waiting period for each person. The potential for "mouth alcohol" is still a 
factor and should be addressed in the testing sequence. 
8.1 
8.2 
15 minute observation period: At the officer's discretion, or as the circumstance0 ~'Vh 
dictate, the regular DUI procedure (Section 6) may be followed in order to obtain ~ 
a breath sample from the subject/individual. Otherwise, a shortened procedur 
can be followed 
MIPfMIC procedure: 
8.2.1 The breath alcohol test must be administered by an operator currently 
certified in the USe of the instrument~ 
8.2.2 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
8.3 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by nir blanks. The duplicate breath 
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%, 
samples should be at a minimum approximately 2 minutes apart Of !!realer to 
allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol contamination. 
8.3.1 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically 
invalidate a test sample. Additionally, it should be noted that the Mo 
samples taken for a single individual do not need to be consecutive 
samples as long as there is at a minimum approximately 2 minute.-; or 
greater between each sample !Tom each individual. 
If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a <lecund 01 thin; 
adequate sample as requested by the operator, the single test result may be 
considered valid. 
8.3.1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
8.3.1.2 The operator should use a DeW mouthpIece for each series of tests. 
8.32 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
8.3.3 
8.3.2.1 The results for a duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject/individualL breath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicateJthe absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
The operator should log test results and retain printouts iol possi)'l" IfSS iJ'I 
,I:Q'.H'\. :Phc lug of the {e:!l:ilts or the illstl ulliem j:ll1moUrs eml be usee! as tl;e.. 
/ 
QJjicial legal • ccm d fOt COOl t Pd! pO!Jes. d 11 (,'t:~/<:-
If a subjectJindividual fails or refuses to provide a 96"sne r,;>; lJilir'f. sample 
as requested by the operator, the results obtained are still considered valid 
by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the requested samples was 
the fault of the SUbj~individual and not the operator. 
8.3.4 
8.3.5 If ~~ , .. ~~r :'f':rhd 3~~ I!;king due to instrument failure, the 
operator should attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood drawn. 
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NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRlMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE 80{24) 
• 
Garnette, Matthew 
From: Christine Starr [CStarr@cityofboise.org] 




Subject: Re: MfP/MIC Conference Calf 
Sounds great! Thank you! 
»> On 8/26/2010 at 3:12 PM, in message 
<9786F206A1C09B4A95140060614274C50570A991@LOUDHOWARD.ISP.STATE.ID.US>, 
"Garnette, Matthew" <matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov> wrote: 
In referehce toou!' confe6!!h~E:pail t6d'~ywlthBen Harmeh jafed 6!s9ri, Chiistil]e~t~rr, JetemV Johnstonl ~enny 
Gn-!hke, and Mijtttiey.! Garnette: . .' 
Je:rernVw1fHieietl:; sec~roli ~ (MiP/MJG) from th,e'~bP u~~j/ we can 00 tH~rese~tch 'aji statutory 
requirEi;n¢I'1~pnd'QbHgatI6h.?fqr iSPFS, Th~ wording to'b~addecl f9r a reVI~19n ~ piace: hoJder. is ''The 
prev[6tfs yers.lbfl o(this seqiqn h~$. peen WithcirawntTom ppblkatio!'i and wHf be rep\C\cerl by an updaJ¢q. 
verslciri ttiat Is pe~9ihg ~tat~tory and legal rt:Jiew. rjeaseqisregard ilild destroy arw copies of the prevlous 
version of this section/' ' . . . .... . ' ... " ... ' 
• Matthew will draft ~ri ~!nail to?!! B.TS10perCltp(Sj Sh~eflff5; and chl!=fs. letting tht;!IT) know that ~;neW 
Mjp./~tvll¢prpC~cl\!re will 'tie ~oinfng ~LitNQV1:t r~qliifjng :Cqii!?rated !n$l.ifTl~ntJ ap'ditain¢d qperatbrs ifthey 
cnpqi¢ to use tnese ih~tJtlJents!h ry1lP/MICc~se~Clhd hav:~ isp.,~a~k tJpthe ssreh~ebehrnd tne teSting. This 
Wil,l.glv~ tb;ern the fetid tllTletci get the instruments in ~nd ca,Hbrateqah,d the operators. trained. 
• )err;:in'l and Mati:hew will qrClft: ~n~W M)p/ivliCproceqtJr~.to De drculategfpf reVieW<;>Ctpoer.1st: W~ wHi 
:at.~epttqmm~ritnJ:iit.i! october i~il~ and t1le~ tH~BTSs~in ~'e cjh:uJate~the filial ,Wi:Jrdjh~fof. 'l Noveii1b~[. 
:tstll)1plem~nta#o.r'j,Jhe pfbq=Clll(~ wlilreql!ireCa!iPfatfpncifinstrt.!!T!eMs Used, traHieq 9per;;itQrs, an~·tW9 
~e~s a mlriHniJll1 ciftWo minutes ~part~ the'PfPC~~ljre wii! .?.Isd c).utune i.hi:!. dlffer~ncE:! betweenoOi testing 
~fi~:Mlp/Mi!=.·" . ..... . ., 
rvfatlliewGametle 
, ., ,,".,'.<0,' ...... : : f . ~ .. . '. . . 
Idahd"S~atePb!ite fori'!nsic;: ~~tyices 
qyalltYM~1:la~et. . "' " ioa South stratford OrNe· ~uite '125 
:Merfp'cm l!:l~hp 8~642' . , 
'208-884:.7217 Voite 
i08-~8.4--7~9PFa~r . 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE 8~4) , -,~ id) , 
Garnette, Matthew 
From: Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.net} 
Thursday, August 26.20103:17 PM Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Gamette, Matthew; Wills, Kedrick; Christine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke. Jenny 
Cutler. Rachel; Johnston, Jeremy; Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora 
Subject: RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call 
Will it also address the use of Ufeloe passive mode testing (pas or neg for alcohol. no levels indicated)? 
Ben Hanner 
From: Garnette, Matthew [mailto:matthew.gamette@isp.idaho.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 201003:12 PM 
To: Wills, Kedricki Benjamin Harmer; Christine starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny 
Cc: Cutlerl Rachel; Johnston, Jeremy; Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora 
Subject: MIP/MIC Conference Call 
In reference to our conference call today with Ben Harmer, Jared Olson, Christine Starr, Jeremy Johnston, Jenny Grunke. 
and Matthew Gamette: 
... Jeremy will delete section 8 (MIP/MIC) from the SOP until we can do the research on statutory requirements 
and obi igations for ISPFS. The wording to be added for a revision 1 place holder is "The previous version of this 
section has been withdrawn from plipHcation and will be replaced by an updated version that is pending 
statutory and legal review. Please disregard and destroy any copies of the previous version of this section." 
• Matthew will draft an email to all BTS, Operators, Sheriffs, and Chiefs letting them know that a new MIP/MIC 
procedure will be coming out Nov 1st requiring calibrated instruments and trained operators if they choose to 
use these instruments in MIP/MIC cases and have ISP back up the science behind the testing. This will give them 
the lead time to get the instruments in and calibrated and the operators trained. 
• Jeremy and Matthew will draft a new MIP/MIC procedure to be circulated for review October 1st. We will accept 
comments until October nOd and then the BTSs will be circulated the final wording for a November 1st 
implementation. The procedure will require calibration of instruments used, trained operators, and two tests a 
minimum of two minutes apart. The procedure will also outline the difference between DUI testing and 
MIP/MIC. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 




NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRlMINAL 







Friday, August 27,20108:39 AM 
Gamette, Matthew 
RE: MtP/MIC Conference Call 
That would be great. I'm swamped. 
JJ 
PS: I contem plated doing this last night from home again, but then 1 thought twice about it a put the gun back in the 
box. 
From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 20107:38 AM 
To: Johnston, Jeremy 
Subject: RE: MIP/MIC Conference call 
~~~---------
lean put these in if you do not have time but the history page needs to be revised and we need to update all the footers 
with today's issue date. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
From: Johnston, Jeremy 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 2010 8:29 AM 
To: Gamette, Matthew; 'Benjamin Harmer'; 'ChristIne Starr'; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny 
Cc: Cutler I Rachel; Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora 
Subject: RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call 
Here is the finalized revision 1 of the SOP. All the changes and language modifications have been added to the best of 
my ability. Thank you all for your input and legal expertise with this document. 
Please review this as soon as possible as we want to publish this out today before the weekend "party patrol" for Ada 




Alcobol Disdpline Lender 
LSP Regiop 1 Fimmsics 
COelli" (1' A.1ellE'~ ID 
208-20$)-8706 
1 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 




Benjamin Harmer [bharmer@adaweb.net] 
Friday, August 27,20109:22 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Johnston, Jeremy; Gamette. Matthew; Christine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny 
Cutler, Rachel; Anderson, Skyler; Lewis, Lamora 
Subject: RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call 
Looks good. I like whoever added the ·outside the verification limits· language. Very wordsmithy (yes, I just made that 
word up). 
Ben Harmer 
From: Johnston, Jeremy (mailto:JeremyJohnston@isp.idaho.gov] 
Sent; Friday, August 27, 2010 08:29 AM 
To: Gamette, Matthew; Benjamin Harmerj Christine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny 
Cc: Cutler, Rachel; Anderson{ Skyler; Lewis, Lamora 
Subject: RE: MIP/MIC Conference Call 
Here is the finalized revision 1 of the SOP. All the changes and language modifications have been added to the best of 
my ability. Thank you all for your input and legal expertise with this document. 
Please review this as soon as possible as We want to publish this out today Defore the weekend "party patrol" for Ada 




.Alcohol Discipline Lemler 
ISP Hegion 1 Forensics 
Coem' d' Alene, ID 
208-209-8706 
From: Gamette, Matthew 
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 2:12 PM 
To: Wills, Kedrick; Benjamir:1 Harmer; Christine Starr; Olson, Jared; Grunke, Jenny 
Cc: Cut/er, Rachel; ]ohnstont Jeremy; Anderson, Skyler; LewiS, Lamora 
Subject: MIP/MIC Conference Call 
In reference to our conference call today with Ben Harmer, Jared Olson, Christine Starr, Jeremy Johnston, Jenny Grunke, 
and Matthew Gam ette: 
o Jeremy will delete section 8 (MIP/MIC) from the SOP until we can do the research on statutory requirements 
and obligations for ISP FS. The wording to be added for a revision 1 place holder is "The previous version of this 
section has been withdrawn from publication and will be replaced by an updated version that is pending 
statutory and legal review. Please disregard and destroy any copies of the previous version of this section." 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAt 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE 8~24) 
• Matthew will draft an email to all BTS, Operators, Sheriffs, and Chiefs letting them know that a new MIP/MIC 
procedure wifl be coming out Nov 1st requiring calibrated instruments and trained operators ifthey choose to 
use these instruments in MIP/MIC cases and have ISP back up the science behind the testing. This will give them 
the lead time to get the instruments in and caHbrated and the operators trained. 
• Jeremy and Matthew will draft a new MIP/MIC procedure to be circulated for review October 1st. We will accept 
comments until October 22nd and then the BTSs will be circulated the final wording for a November 1st 
implementation. The procedure will require calibration of instruments used, trained operators, and two tests a 
minimum of two minutes apart. The procedure will also outline the difference between OUI testing and 
MIP/MIC. 
Matthew Gamette 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
Quality Manager 
700 South Stratford Drive Suite 125 
Meridian Idaho 83642 
208-884-7217 Voice 
208-884-7290 Fax 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULES OF EVIDNECE, RULE 8QJ24) 
COURT MINUTES 
CR-2011-0000419 
State of Idaho vs. George Joseph Besaw Jr 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss and/or Suppress and/or in Limine 
Hearing date: 5/6/2011 
Time: 9:14 am 
Judge: Jay P. Gaskill 
Courtroom: 2 
Court reporter: None 
Minutes Clerk: Evans 
Tape Number: ct rm 2 
Defense Attorney: Charles Stroschein 











Besaw present with Stroschein; Coleman present for the State 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and/or Suppress and/or in Limine 
Stroschein - opening statement - preliminary matters: 
Moves to file additional e-mails (Affidavit of Charles M. Stroschein 
Regarding Possible Brady/Giglio Material) and memorandums (Notice 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules of Evidence, Rule 803(24). Addresses 
Court regarding the State's objection to the Subpoena Duces Tecum for 
the arresting officer (Jeffery Talbott). Moves to exclude witnesses. The 
only witness today will be Officer Talbott. 
Court grants motion to exclude witnesses but the other motions are still 
open 
Coleman objects to inclusion of memos (Affidavit of Mr. Stroschein) -
relevance. Submitted an objection to the prior Rule 3 submission -
relevance. Submits that same objection to these materials. No 
authentication involved with these e-mails. 
Stroschein responds 
Court admits and makes all of the submissions part of the file subject to 
foundation or authenticity argument that can be made at a later date. 
Coleman objects to the Subpoena Duces Tecum of Officer Talbott because 
of the level of documents being asked for. They are not relevant or have 
been provided. All of the documents asked for in discovery were provided 
or objected to. 
Stroschein addresses Court regarding the issue of authenticity or accuracy. 
Court has not seen the Subpoena Duces Tecum; Stroschein provides it to 
the Court; Court reviews the Subpoena 
Court asks Coleman about his objections to the Subpoena 
#1 - no objection 
#2 - The Court will not order this officer to provide what is in the 
possession of the Idaho State Police. Coleman has no objection to the 

























Tecum other than manuals the officer has in his possession that he didn't 
use for this case or are no longer current. 
Stroschein states that #2 has to do with field sobriety training (FST) and 
no the Life Lock. 
Coleman has no objection to manuals for FST's that the officer has in his 
posseSSlOn. 
#3 - no objection (other than manuals the officer has in his possession that 
he didn't use for this case or are no longer current) 
#4 - no objection 
Court is not sure what #5 is asking for. 
Stroschein explains #5 to the Court 
Court addresses Stroschein 
Stroschein responds 
Court orders that whatever is in the officers possession on the use of the 
Life Lock is subject to the Subpoena. 
Court addresses Stroschein regarding #6 
Stroschein explains #6 to the Court and states that he understands the 
limitations that the Court is placing on the subpoena 
Court orders manuals, memos etc ... that this officer has that relate to the 
use of the Life Lock be produced if they have not been produced. 
#7 - Court restricts it to the officer 
#8 - Court restricts it to the officer 
#9 - Coleman has no objection 
#10 Coleman has no objection 
Court asks Coleman about the log. Coleman states it was provided other 
than the 3 months prior to but the officer brought that with him. 
Stroschein states they don't have the solution log (#11 on the subpoena) 
The solution test log is different than the instrument log. 
Coleman - Has the service log but not sure about the solution test log for 3 
months prior 
Stroschein regarding the solution log showing the machine is out of 
tolerance 
Court orders that if the officer has the solution log that it be provided 
Court addresses counsel regarding time frame of the hearing 
Stroschein calls the arresting officer 
Court asks Officer Talbott to come forward 
Officer Talbott is sworn in by clerk 
Stroschein - direct exam of Jeffory Talbott 
Defendant's Exhibit 1 shown to State and witness 
State stipulates 
Court admits Defendant's Exhibit 1 
Defendant's Exhibit 2 handed to State; State stipulates; Court admits 
Defendant's Exhibit 2 
Defendant's Exhibit 3 is handed to State; State stipulates; Court admits 
States Exhibit 3 







































Defendant's Exhibit 4 shown to State; State stipulates; Court admits 
Defendant's Exhibit 4 
Defendant's Exhibit 5 shown to State; State stipulates; Court admits 
Defendant's Exhibit 5 
State objects; Court sustains the objection; Stroschein continues direct 
exam 
State objects - relevance; Court sustains the objection; Stroschein 
continues direct exam 
State objects; Court sustains objection as to the phrasing; Stroschein 
continues direct exam 
Court is in recess 
Court is back on the record 
Defendant's Exhibit 6 has been marked for identification purposes 
State stipulates 
Court admits Defendant's Exhibit 6 
State objects - argumentative; Court sustains the objection; Stroschein 
continues direct exam 
Stroschein states that Defendant's Exhibit #7 has been loaded and is ready 
to be played. (A video of the stop and arrest.) 
Stroschein continues direct exam regarding the video 
Video begins 
Stroschein questions witness regarding the video 
Stroschein questions witness regarding the video 
Stroschein questions witness regarding the video 
Video is turned back on 
Stroschein questions witness regarding the video 
Witness address Stroschein regarding the audio in the video 
Video is stopped; Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continues 
Video is stopped; Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continues 
Video is stopped; Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video is continued 
Video is stopped; Stroschein continues direct exam 
Stroschein shows Defendant's Exhibit #8 to the witness 
Stroschein moves for admission of Defendant's Exhibit #8; State 
stipulates to Defendant's Exhibit #8 
Court admits Defendant's Exhibit #8 
Video is continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 

































State objects - speculation; Court sustains the objection; Stroschein 
continues direct exam 
Video is continued 
Stroschein addresses witness; Witness responds; the video was not 
stopped 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Video continued 
Stroschein continues direct exam 
Stroschein ends direct exam 
State and Court discuss the length of cross exam 
Court is in recess until 1 :30 p.m. 
Court is back on the record 
Stroschein is done with direct exam; Coleman has cross exam for Officer 
Talbott 
Officer Talbott is back on the stand and is still under oath 
Court addresses Stroschein and State regarding marking the Subpoena as 
Defendant's Exhibit 9 
Stroschein does not object to that 
Court admits Defendant's Exhibit 9 
Coleman --cross exam of Officer Jeffory Talbott 
Stroschein objects - best evidence is the video; Court will allow the 
answer; Witness answers; State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - best evidence is the video; Court allows the answer; 
Witness answers; State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - speculation and lack of foundation; Court overrules 
the objection; State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - lack of foundation; Court overrules the objection; 
State continues cross exam 
State shows Stroschein State's Exhibit A and hands it to the witness 
State moves for the admission of State's Exhibit A; Stroschein has no 
objection; Court admits State's Exhibit A 
Stroschein objects - speculation and lack of foundation; Court overrules 
the objection; State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - calls for legal conclusion; Court allows the answer; 
State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - witness belief is not relevant; Court allows the 
answer; State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - no foundation; Court sustains the objection; State 























Stroschein objects - relevance and calls for a legal conclusion; Court 
sustains the objection; State continues cross exam 
Stroschein objects - he does not understand the question and it is not 
relevant; Court addresses Stroschein; Stroschein states the question is not 
relevant to this and it's providing evidence that is not at issue; Court 
doesn't make a ruling on the objection 
State ends cross exam 
Stroschein - redirect of Officer Talbott 
State objects - asked and answered; Court sustains the objection; 
Stroschein continues redirect 
Stroschein ends redirect 
State - recross of Officer Talbott 
State ends recross; Witness steps down 
Stroschein addresses Court about the video; Court has not admitted it yet 
Stroschein moves for the admission of Defendant's Exhibit 7; State 
stipulates; Court admits Defendant's Exhibit 7 
Coleman does not have anything in addition to submit 
Officer Talbott is excused 
Court states that the document issues need to be resolved by 5-16 (May 
16, 2011) if counsel has disclosure problems they contact the court by 
phone next week. 
Stroschein addresses Court; Court states that all issues regarding the 
documents have to be resolved by the 16th • 
Written argument from the Defense is due by May 26th , 2011 and the 
response argument from the State by June 10th , 2011. 
Stroschein addresses Court; Court responds 
Stroschein addresses Court regarding rebuttal 
Court states that the rebuttal is due from Stroschein by June 1 ih, 2011. 
Court will be in recess 
Stroschein addresses Court; Court responds 
Recess 
COURT MINUTES 
